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Motivation and Objectives 
 

Motivation and Objectives 

Since the initial reports on carbanionic polymerization in the seminal works of Michael 

Szwarc (Nature 1956, 178, 1168), the anionic polymerization technique has remained an 

important and powerful method to prepare well-defined polymer-based macromolecules 

with low polydispersities and precisely defined molecular weights. Despite the significant 

progress in controlled radical polymerization in the last decade, anionic polymerization 

remains the method of choice, when well-defined macromolecules with in-chain and 

chain-end functionalities are desired. Deliberate chain termination represents an additional 

powerful feature of anionic polymerization techniques. The facile addition of an electrophilic 

end-capping reagent terminates the ‘living’ polymerization and affords end-functional 

polymers with a high degree of functionalization. Often full functionalization of the chain 

ends is possible. The corresponding precursors can be employed for the preparation of 

complex macromolecular architectures, e.g., tailored in-chain functionalized block co-

polymers with defined position of the functionality. Established procedures for end-

functionalization in carbanionic polymer synthesis employ universal termination reagents, 

like diphenylethylene (DPE) or chlorosilane derivatives. An additional valuable class of end-

capping reagents are epoxide derivatives, which have been utilized to a smaller extent. 

Particularly the introduction of various functionalities in proximity to the emerging hydroxyl 

group at the chain terminus represents a surprisingly neglected area. This facile procedure 

affording end-functional polymers with high functionalization efficiency and chemical 

versatility shows promising potential for application in the synthesis of complex 

macromolecular architectures and stimuli-responsive materials  

Micro reaction technology currently represents a fast growing area of research. The 

implementation of organic reactions in microflow setups is already established. The 

continuous flow helps to reduce the time- and energy-consuming optimization process of 

reaction parameters and oftentimes increased yield and quality of products as well as 

chemical selectivity of the reactions can be obtained. Especially the micro reaction 

technology in polymer science is extremely advantageous to obtain a facile and rapid access 

to well-known as well as novel polymeric materials. In particular, highly exothermic 
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polymerizations like living carbanionic polymerization of vinyl monomers can benefit from 

the continuous flow process due to efficient mixing of monomer and initiator, which leads to 

an excellent heat dissipation and a superior reaction control at convenient temperatures. 

The objectives of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

(i) Investigation and development of a continuous flow synthesis procedure affording end-

functional polymers by anionic polymerization and subsequent termination in one reaction 

step and on a multigram scale. This methodology can be used as rapid and cost-efficient 

polymer screening. Furthermore, the implementation of not only a single hydroxyl but 

multiple orthogonal functionalities at the chain terminus can be achieved by utilizing 

individually designed, functional epoxide-based end-capping reagents. 

(ii) In an additional step, the respective polymers can be used as macroinitiators to prepare 

in-chain functionalized block copolymers and star polymers bearing intriguing novel 

structural and material properties. Therefore, the second objective of this thesis is the 

utilization of end-functional polymers as precursors for the synthesis of amphiphilic complex 

and in some cases unprecedented macromolecular architectures, such as miktoarm star 

polymers based on poly(vinyl pyridine), poly(vinyl ferrocene) and PEO. 

(iii) Based on these structures, the third goal of this thesis is a detailed investigation of the 

preparation of stimuli-responsive ultrathin polymer films, using amphiphilic junction point-

reactive block copolymers. The single functionality at the block interface can be employed as 

anchor group for the covalent attachment on surfaces. Furthermore, the change of surface 

properties will be studied by applying different external stimuli. 

(iv) An additional topic related to the oxyanionic polymerizations carried out in the context 

of this thesis is the investigation of viscoelastic properties of different hyperbranched 

polyethers, inspired by the recent and intense research activities in the field of biomedical 

applications of multi-functional hyperbranched materials. 
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Abstract 
 

Abstract 

Within this thesis, a novel access to functional materials was developed, employing both 

conventional and continuous flow synthetic strategies. Anionic polymerization techniques 

were utilized for the preparation of conventional as well as complex macromolecular 

architectures. Chapter 1 represents the introduction of this thesis. 

Chapter 1.1 deals with micro reaction technology in polymer synthesis and reviews novel 

synthetic strategies and reactor designs of this valuable synthesis platform. Recent 

developments in ionic as well as (controlled) radical polymerization have greatly enhanced 

the strategies for tailoring of polymer properties. This is highlighted in this comprehensive 

Macromolecules Perspectives article. Benefits and limitations of these strategies are 

compared to conventional laboratory setups. For instance, the continuous flow pathways to 

complex macromolecular architectures (e.g., dendrimers or hyperbranched polymers) 

represent reduced experimental effort and facile access to polymeric materials with 

architectural variation and structural design. Upon the general description of various 

polymer syntheses, future challenges and potential applications, mainly enabled by the 

efficient heat and mass transfer, are discussed. 

In Chapter 1.2, a review article highlights the epoxide termination in living carbanionic 

polymer synthesis. This termination process still is “a road less traveled” to functional 

polymers, which offer tremendous potential for both academia and industry. The review 

deals with the fascinating possibilities arising from the employment of common and 

individually designed epoxide derivatives for the synthesis of end-functional polymers. 

Applications in continuous flow synthesis and as precursors for the formation of complex 

macromolecular architectures are summarized and future perspectives are discussed. 

Chapter 2 deals with the continuous flow synthesis of end-functional polymers using epoxide 

derivatives as termination reagents. A first successful approach to multihydroxyl-functional 

poly(styrene)s in continuous flow is presented in Chapter 2.1. This newly developed 

polymerization-termination sequence enables the quantitative functionalization of living 

poly(styrene) (PS) using specifically designed acetal-protected glycidyl ethers (ethoxy ethyl 

glycidyl ether (EEGE), 1,2-isopropylidene glyceryl glycidyl ether (IGG), and trans-2-phenyl-
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1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE)). Molecular-weight distributions remained narrow 

(Mw/Mn ≤ 1.2) and variation of flow rate ratios led to control over molecular weight (1 800-

9 000 g mol-1). Because of the hermetically sealed microstructured reactor, end-functional-

ization was quantitative and could be confirmed by MALDI-ToF MS. Upon acidic hydrolysis, 

the end-capped poly(styrene) releases multiple hydroxyl groups at the chain end. The 

presented approach can be extended to a large variety of monomers that are polymerizable 

by carbanionic polymerization. 

Chapter 3 represents one application of a thus prepared end-functionalized polymer. Here, 

the polymers were employed as macroinitiators for further polymerization to generate 

simple and complex macromolecular architectures. By using only one terminal functionality 

as initiator group, block copolymers could be synthesized. Furthermore, in-chain functional-

ities between the two polymer blocks could be introduced by terminating the living polymer 

chain with functional epoxide derivatives (Chapter 3.1). The possibilities offered by the 

utilization of two identical groups as initiator species with respect to the generation of AB2 

miktoarm star polymers are further explored in Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 3.3. 

The preparation of a series of amphiphilic block copolymers (Mn = 8 000-28 000 g mol-1, 

Mw/Mn = 1.06-1.20) with a single amino in-chain functionality by anionic polymerization 

techniques is presented in Chapter 3.1. Living poly(styrene) was quantitatively 

end-functionalized with N,N-dibenzyl amino glycidol in a continuous flow as well as a 

conventional set-up. The polymerization of the ethylene oxide (EO) segment was initiated by 

the terminal hydroxyl groups and the subsequent complete release of the amine 

functionality was confirmed by 13C NMR. The reactivity of the amine group was investigated 

by addressing a fluorescein active ester. Chapter 3.2 covers the synthesis of water-soluble 

diblock and miktoarm star polymers consisting of poly(vinylferrocene) (PVFc) and 

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) blocks. Monohydroxyl end-functionalized PVFc was generated by 

end-capping of the living carbanionic PVFc with benzyl glycidyl ether (BGE) and subsequent 

hydrogenolysis leading to the dihydroxyl PVFc species. Well-defined polymers (Mn = 1 000-

3 600 g mol-1, Mw/Mn ≤ 1.1) with quantitative end-capping and release of the protecting 

group were obtained (MALDI-ToF MS). The respective end-functionalized PVFcs were utilized 

as macroinitators for the anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP) of EO to afford block 

copolymers and AB2 miktoarm star polymers in the range of 10 000-50 000 g mol-1. The 
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morphology in aqueous solution was studied by transmission electron microscopy and 

showed formation of micelles and multicompartment micellar structures. Chapter 3.3 

demonstrates a two-step termination strategy of living poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) with 

consecutive use of DPE and EEGE as end-capping reagents. Quantitative end-functional-

ization was confirmed by MALDI-ToF MS. After removal of the acetal protecting group by 

acidic hydrolysis, the dihydroxyl end-functionalized P2VP was utilized as macroinitiator for 

the AROP of EO to afford well-defined AB2 miktoarm star polymers (P2VP-PEO2). A 

remarkable part of this project was carried out in close collaboration with Adrian Natalello 

(diploma thesis 2011). 

Chapter 4 demonstrates an intriguing example for a successful application of the previously 

introduced synthetic concept. The preparation of junction point-reactive block copolymers 

(JPR-BC) was established and stimuli-responsive polymer films could be obtained. The 

manuscript in Chapter 4.1 describes a general strategy for the synthesis of the JPR-BC with 

the subsequent covalent attachment on silicon surfaces. In this contribution, allyl glycidyl 

ether (AGE) was utilized as end-capping reagent to obtain quantitative AGE-functionalized PS 

(confirmed by MALDI-ToF MS). Analogous to Chapter 3, the polymer was employed as 

macroinitiator for the AROP of EO to obtain amphiphilic block copolymers with different 

block ratios (Mn = 6 000-24 000 g mol-1) and a single functionality at the block junction. For 

the chemical grafting to silicon surfaces triethoxy silane as anchor group was introduced via 

hydrosilylation. The JPR-BCs were grafted onto silicon surfaces under basic conditions and 

Y-shaped polymer brush films were obtained. The ultrathin films (1-3 nm) were analyzed by 

X-ray reflectivity (XRR), scanning force microscopy (SFM), and contact angle measurements, 

confirming the covalent attachment via the reactive junction point. The surface wetting 

shows reversible stimuli-responsive behavior upon application of external stimuli (e.g., 

temperature or solvent) as observed by contact angle measurements. 

Chapter 5 presents detailed rheological investigations of an additional type of 

macromolecular architectures obtained by oxyanionic polymerization: hyperbranched poly-

glycerols. The viscoelastic behavior of different polyglycerol derivatives was accomplished in 

the current thesis. In Chapter 5.1, the thermo-rheological behavior of a series of 

hyperbranched polyglycerols (hbPG) with a broad range of molecular weights (Mn = 600-

106 000 g mol-1) and low polydispersities (Mw/Mn = 1.2-1.8) were investigated in detail with 
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respect to molecular architecture and molar mass. At low molecular weights, “classical” 

scaling behavior between zero shear viscosity and molecular weight can be observed, which 

is reminiscent of dendritic polymers. A more complex exponential behavior can be found for 

higher molar masses, due to the increasing significance of entanglements of hbPGs at a 

distinct threshold value (20 000 g mol-1). After a modification of hbPGs, the viscoelastic 

behavior of a series of methylated and trimethylsilylated hbPGs is presented in Chapter 5.2. 

The modified structures were analyzed with respect to change in relaxation behavior and 

thermal properties. Analogous to Chapter 5.1, the entangled regime has been investigated. 

This work is the result of collaboration with Carina Gillig and Christian Schubert from the 

group of Professor Christian Friedrich at the Freiburg Materials Research Center (FMF). 
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Abstract 

Micro flow technology, i.e. the use of microfluidic devices for continuous flow synthesis, 

represents a highly useful and increasingly popular method in organic chemistry. Recently, 

an increasing number of polymer synthesis protocols attain benefit from this technique. In 

particular the control of highly exothermic, fast polymerization reactions can be improved 

due to the excellent heat and mass transfer within the small dimensions of the 

microreactors. Continuous flow setups with different micromixer geometries and flow 

patterns are currently used for the preparation of a large variety of macromolecular 

architectures by ionic and (controlled) radical polymerization techniques. This perspectives 

article reviews recent developments in synthetic strategies and reactor design for the 

homogeneous synthesis of polymeric materials in microflow systems and emphasizes future 

challenges and potential for applications. Polymer synthesis by radical, anionic, cationic and 

coordinative polymerization is considered as well as different polymer topologies generated 

(linear, branched and dendritic architectures).  
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Introduction 

The round-bottom flask is the classical and simple reaction vessel for synthetic chemists to 

carry out chemical reactions from the milligram to the kilogram scale. A major drawback in 

this case is the difficult control over highly exothermic reactions due to poor heat dissipation 

and often “hot spot” formation. In addition, due to the given volume, reactions cannot be 

stopped right after the desired transformation. These key issues can be overcome by 

utilizing continuous flow systems, providing efficient heat dissipation properties. In general, 

micro reaction technology represents a laboratory enrichment for synthetic chemists in both 

academia and industry.1 In particular, in the last 20 years the fascinating field of continuous 

flow synthesis received increasing attention and is still a rapidly growing research area in 

organic as well as polymer chemistry.2-5 In addition the topic is included in the curricula at 

several universities.6, 7 

“Micro reactor” can be considered as an umbrella term for all small microfluidic devices 

utilized in continuous flow chemistry. Micro reactors, which are also referred to as 

“microstructured reactors” or flow reactors, encompass various reaction platforms with 

different mixing geometries.8-10 The small dimensioned devices offer superior and unique 

properties, which are unattainable by utilizing conventional reaction vessels. In particular, 

they enable extremely rapid mixing due to short diffusion pathways. This results in improved 

mass transport and presents ideal conditions for reactions with very fast kinetics.10, 11 

Furthermore, such reactors represent a very large, specific surface area (surface-area-to-

volume ratio) with 10 000 to 50 000 m2 m-3 compared to conventional reactors with 100-

1 000 m2 m-3, permitting superior heat exchange properties, which renders fast cooling and 

heating of continuous flow reactions possible.12-14 With their efficient thermal management 

and the remarkable mixing efficiency the formation of side products and hot spots can be 

suppressed, and the control over highly exothermic reaction can be improved. Additionally, 

slow reactions can be intensified by increasing temperature and pressure in the micro 

reactors. Moreover, the small dimensions of the continuous flow reactors improve the 

safety of the operator who has to handle only small quantities of potentially exothermic, 

toxic or explosive reaction mixtures, which deemed to be too dangerous to be employed in 

conventional reactors.15, 16 In comparison to conventional processes, micro-flow reaction 
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devices enable facile control and scanning of reaction parameters like temperature, 

residence time and reactant stoichiometry during the ongoing experiment. 

Based on these features, a large variety of applications in different areas of chemistry has 

been established to date. Continuous flow procedures have been shown to lead to higher 

selectivity, improved yield, or increased quality of the respective products.17-19 Moreover, 

the use of specially engineered or commercially available microreactors20 under drastic 

conditions, such as pressurizing or heating the reactor offers access to an enlarged 

“processing window”, which broadens the access to new molecules and materials. For 

example, single- and multiphase reactions with low-boiling solvent or lower amount of 

catalyst can be carried out.21-24  

However, the small dimensions of the flow reactors raise the question, if an implementation 

in industry with large production scales is possible.25, 26 Micro reactors are not restricted to 

completely miniaturized reactors. In general, the challenge is to develop a system with 

proper dimensions to provide a continuous flow system with increased mixing and heat 

dissipation properties for the respective reaction. The size of microstructured reactors can 

be varied from credit card to shoe-box size.27 In addition, a stable microfluidic system 

enables production for a longer period of time, thereby generating large quantities of 

materials (“scale-out” principle). The limitation caused by small product scales can also be 

overcome by connecting several reactors/subunits with identical conditions in parallel 

(“numbering-up”).28-31 The availability of such a flexible, economically advantageous 

continuous-flow system decreases the dependency on the market demand and the required 

amount of product/intermediate can be synthesized with simultaneously minimizing the 

storage costs at any time.32, 33 This presents a tremendous benefit of continuous flow 

chemistry for industrial processes.34-36 

Another crucial issue is fouling within the microchannels, which is induced by increasing 

viscosity and particle formation (e.g., dust, contaminants, and precipitating products). Fast 

increase of the system pressure and interruption in the continuous flow are caused by this 

clogging and should be avoided. Reaction conditions have to be adjusted thoroughly during 

the transfer of a chemical reaction from the conventional batch reactor to a continuous flow 

process (e.g., temperature, concentration, and pressure). 
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With increasing access to micro flow systems and continuous improvement of the devices 

the number of reactions, that have been transferred into continuous flow systems increases 

rapidly. Oftentimes the microfluidic procedure can reduce the time- and energy-consuming 

optimization process of reaction parameters and subsequent scale-up compared to the 

conventional batch reactors. Based on this benefit, combined with increased yield and 

quality of products as well as chemical selectivity of the reactions, micro flow technology has 

recently received increasing interest in organic chemistry, which even resulted in industrial 

applications.37-53 In particular, recent advances in the preparation of pharmaceutical reagent 

have to be underlined. Bogdan et al. realized the preparation of ibuprofen, a high-volume 

anti-inflammatory drug, using an efficient three-step continuous-flow synthesis. Purification 

as well as the isolation of intermediates were not necessary, which is a significant 

improvement compared to the conventional synthesis.54 In an impressive work, Lévesque 

and Seeberger prepared the anti-malaria drug artemisinin from artemisinic acid in a 

continuous reactor. This lead to a tremendous reduction of cost, compared to established 

batch syntheses. This price reduction offers great potential to decrease the high number of 

deaths (one million per year, worldwide) caused by malaria around the world, by providing 

low cost medication.55 

In polymer science micro reaction technology represents an emerging field. Especially highly 

exothermic polymerizations56 like living carbanionic polymerization of vinyl monomers can 

benefit from the continuous flow process with excellent heat and mass transfer. Given the 

recent enthusiasm in this field, it has to be acknowledged that pioneering reports on anionic 

polymerization in continuous flow were published by Szwarc and coworkers57-59 as well as 

Schulz and coworkers60, 61 already in the 1960s. Both research groups investigated the 

reaction kinetics of the anionic styrene polymerization in detail, which benefits from a fast 

and turbulent mixing process within macroscopic glass tubes. In a pioneering work, this 

seminal approach was extended by Müller and coworkers, who carried out detailed kinetic 

analyses of the anionic polymerization of methyl methacrylate in a 4-way jet mixing device, 

using stopped-flow type experiments.62-65 In the reports of Schulz et al. and Müller et al. 

impressive molecular weight control was achieved by simply varying the flow rate ratios or 

the length of the flow tube. Recently developed continuous flow protocols66 are based on 

these fundamental works of Szwarc, Schulz, Müller and coworkers. However, increasing 
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interest for the preparation of polymeric materials with the micro reaction technology 

started only in the late 1990s, most probably due to the challenging reaction conditions with 

high viscosity of polymer solutions and melts.66-68 

An additional fast developping field of research, which will not be highlighted in this per-

spective article, is the preparation of polymer particles with different shapes, size and 

composition by applying micro flow reactors.69-74 Excellent progress in this field was 

accomplished by Kumacheva and coworkers. For instance, the development of new 

strategies for producing microparticles (mono- to multi-phase) in different shapes and 

morphologies was carried out.75-79 

Here, we describe perspectives of the micro reaction technology with different types of 

mixing geometries in the field of homogenous polymer synthesis, where all reagents and 

products are dissolved throughout the polymerization, and the formation of particles is 

suppressed. The recent advances in all types of polymerization techniques as well as in the 

synthesis of complex polymer architectures are highlighted. Furthermore, special catalyzed 

continuous polymerization processes, which are including the micro reactor material in the 

reaction mechanisms, show novel access to polymeric materials. Major achievements, 

recent developments as well as future challenges of micro reaction technology in polymer 

science will be discussed in detail. 

Microfluidic Technology 

Microstructured reactors are devices suitable for academic research as well as application in 

pilot plants1 and provide various reaction platforms with different mixing geometries.8-10 The 

term „microstructured reactor“ represents continuous working flow systems with three 

dimensional elements in microdimensions. It has to be emphasized, that chemical reactions 

are physically determined and limited, i.e., the initial step is kinetically controlled and the 

temperature and concentration of the involved species determine the reaction kinetics. This 

results in two possibilities for influencing a chemical reaction: (i) Improvement of mass 

transport by accelerating the mixing procedure, particularly when a chemical reaction is 

significant faster compared to the mixing time. Furthermore, the backmixing of product with 

educts should be prevented. (ii) Improvement of heat transfer by rapid cooling or heating of 
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the reactor. Here, the generation of accumulations, hot-spots, as well as thermal runaways 

can be reduced significantly. 

Thus, suitable reactors or reactor systems have to be provided to carry out a reaction at the 

kinetic limit. The corresponding systems should generate microstructured fluids but do not 

have to be necessarily microstructured itself. Thus, the continuous flow chemistry is not 

limited to small dimensions. One important principle is “adapt your equipment to the 

chemistry and not vice versa” and several investigations represent, that microreactors can 

range from credit-card to two-storey house setups (Figure 1). 

 

                           

Figure 1. “Microreactors” in different dimensions from a credit-card (left) (mikroglas 

chemtech GmbH, Germany)80 to a two-storey house (Evonik, former Degussa, 

Germany)81 (right) with microdimensional structures inside. 

Taking this into account, this motivates the transfer from conventional batch systems to an 

individually designed or commercially available microstructured reactor to optimize the 

reaction parameters and to meet the kinetic limit. Operations, like adding an appropriate 

solvent, heating the reaction mixture at a certain temperature for a long time, and slow or 

irregular mixing with a stirring bar is no longer necessary. In the rapid growing area of micro 

flow technology uncommon reaction conditions can easily be applied. For instance, high 

pressure and temperature with fast heating or cooling cycles can be afforded in continuous 

flow setup which might increase yield and selectivity.82, 83  
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In the particular case of high reaction kinetics the complete mixing of the reactants is 

important to obtain a high yield or selectivity compared to conventional systems. In 

literature different mixing principles are discussed, which can also be applied in polymer 

synthesis. In general, the flow rate in microstructured reactors are small (Reynolds number 

(Re) ≤ 1000, oftentimes below 100) and a lamellar flow can be assumed. In this case the 

mixing process is dominated by diffusion between pre-shaped fluid layers and the mixing 

time is only dependent on the fluid film thickness and the diffusion coefficient. Since the 

diffusion coefficient represents a temperature-dependent and material-specific parameter, 

an increased mixing efficiency can only be forced if preferably thin fluid layer are realized. 

Although contrary opinions exist, the channel-based Lab-on-Chip systems (2-dimensional 

reactor systems) represent no significant difference compared to 3-dimensional wounded or 

elongated tube- and capillary reactors. In particular both reactor types show similar flow 

profiles as well as an increased mass and heat transfer due to similar surface-to-volume 

ratios. As can be seen in Figure 2 two-dimensional Lab-on-Chip microreactors possess 

integrated mixers (left), whereas the common setup combines an external mixer with 

corresponding flow tubes (right). In summary, the often demanded requirement of lateral 

dimensions in a certain region of micrometers (e.g., ≤ 1000 µm) was randomly chosen and is 

not based on scientific investigations. Each chemical reaction has to be considered 

separately and the reactor setup has to be adjusted to the corresponding kinetics. 

 

  

Figure 2. Microreactors with different dimensions: On the left a 2-dimensional micro-

reactor with an integrated static mixer 84and on the right a 3-dimensional micromixer-

tube reactor is depicted. 
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Herein, polymer syntheses in continuous flow utilizing different reactor setups and mixing 

devices are highlighted. In the following the relevant properties, mixing behavior and 

characteristics of the utilized mixers will be emphasized. 

A classical example for a simple lamination mixer is a commercially available T-piece. 

Although this type of mixer is easily accessible, it exhibits some disadvantages compared to 

the more sophisticated lamination mixers. Applying reaction conditions with Re < 10 

increases the mixing time due to a bilamination of the two reactants. The inefficient mixing 

is caused by the long pathways of the molecules by diffusion through the complete cross 

section of the reaction tube. With Re > 200 uncontrolled turbulence with pulsation occurs, 

which hinders the mixing process. Higher Re (> 1000) lead to fluidic jet streams and a 

controlled mixing process is not possible. Only at Reynolds numbers ~200 a secondary flow 

pattern creates additional fluid-lamellae to intensify the mixing behavior (Figure 3).85  

 

   

Figure 3. Flow pattern in a T-piece after 2 mm depending on the Re. (left) straight 

laminar und vortex flow, (middle) engulfment and periodic pulsation, (right) chaotic 

flow with bursts.86 

In contrast to T-pieces, commercially available multilamination mixers present enhanced 

mixing patterns. Micrometer thin fluid layers (lamellea) get split up prior to the mixing 

process and the reactants get alternating combined. The mixing occurs by diffusion between 

the fluid lamellae, which leads to a rapid mixing within milliseconds due to the ultrathin 

layers (Figure 4). Such multilamination mixers are also available for high pressure 

applications.87 
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Figure 4. Mulitlamination mixing principal (top) and visualization of laminar flow 

pattern with colorized and non-colorized water streams (source IMM Institut für 

Mikrotechnik Mainz GmbH). 

Another type of mixing is represented by split-and-recombine mixers (Figure 5), which are 

especially beneficial for chemical reactions with low viscosity materials. Within this 

micromixers the fluid lamellae get splited and subsequently recombined. The repetition of 

this process in each step (n) of the mixers creates 2n stacked fluid lamellae. Hence a mixer 

with 8 steps and a hydraulic cross section of 1 mm possess theoretically 512 lamellea with 

each 2 μm thick. In addition, the process of this serial multilamination shows further 

dominant fluid-dynamic effects, e.g., formation of secondary stream patterns, which 

improves the mixing efficiency significantly. 

 

 

Figure 5. Split-and-recombine micromixer: The flow patern (left) shows the secondary 

flow instead of multi-lamination and the steps in combination with number of stacked 

lamellae are depicted in the right image. 

In summary, all mixing types show high potential for the transfer of polymerization into 

continuous flow. In the following section established procedures, current investigations and 

future challenges in polymer science utilizing different kinds of mixing geometries are 

discussed. 
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Homopolymerization by Ionic and Radical Techniques 

One central important aspect in current polymer science is the synthesis of well-defined 

polymers. The molecular weight and molecular-weight distribution (MWD) are the main 

characteristics governing polymer properties and thus the performance of the material. The 

preparation of well-defined polymers is essential for numerous applications. A small devia-

tion from the reagent composition (e.g., initiator vs. monomer in controlled polymerization 

techniques) often affects the properties. Thus, precise control is preferred, which can be 

achieved by efficient mixing using micro reaction technology. 

First reports on continuous preparation of homopolymers were already mentioned in the 

1960ies by Szwarc as well as Schulz and coworkers.57, 61 In these early works, the authors 

conducted kinetic studies of the anionic styrene polymerization in continuous flow tube 

reactors. Suprisingly, the area remained mostly untouched in academic research, until the 

late 1990s, which is marked by the implementation of different polymerization techniques in 

microreactors. This renaissance evokes the successful synthesis of anionic, cationic, free 

radical, and controlled radical homopolymerizations, i.e., the homopolymerization of 

different monomers in continuous flow, which will be outlined in the following section. 

In the following, the achievements in ionic polymerization, which represents one of the main 

principles of chain polymerization, will be discussed. Monomers with carbon-carbon double 

bonds can propagate by nucleophilic or electrophilic attack. The polymerization exhibits a 

“living” character if no terminating species are present and the reaction kinetics are highly 

influenced by the selection of solvent and counter ion. In particular, a more polar solvent 

causes accelerated reaction kinetics, whereas a control of the highly exothermic reaction 

becomes demanding88, 89 and application in industry on large scale is oftentimes challenging. 

Another essential requirement for the preparation of well-defined polymers with “living” 

polymerization techniques is a simultaneous initiation, which can be achieved by fast and 

efficient mixing. Furthermore, the living character demands anhydrous and sealed reaction 

conditions. Thus, micro reaction technology provides suitable reaction compartments with 

high mixing efficiencies and hermetically sealed systems to control extreme reaction 

conditions without losing control. The facile supply of a reaction environment that enables 

living polymerization without tedious purification steps is a key feature. 
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The first carbocationic polymerization was transferred in a microfluidic device by Nagaki et 

al. in 2004. The polymerization of different butyl vinyl ethers within a multilamination 

micromixer was described and the N-acyliminium cation pool90, 91 served as an efficient 

initiator. The polymerization was controlled by the flow rate ratio and was completed within 

0.5 s at -78 °C, resulting in decreased polydispersities (Mw/Mn ≥ 1.14) compared to the batch 

reactor (Mw/Mn ≥ 2.2) (Scheme 1). Furthermore, the living character was confirmed by end-

capping the polymer with allyltrimethylsilane.92, 93 

 

Scheme 1. Preparation of cation pool as initiating species for the continuous 

carbocationic polymerization of different butyl vinyl ethers.92 

The challenging reaction conditions (-78 °C) can be avoided by utilizing trifluoromethane 

sulfonic acid (TfOH) as an initiator. In this case a controlled polymerization can be realized at 

temperatures of 25 °C.94 The same setup was used to increase the indane unit content 

during the polymerization of 1,4-diisopropylbenzene.95 Paulus et al. studied the microwave-

assisted cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline in a tube reactor. Here, 

under microwave irradiation complete conversion, but broad MWDs (Mw/Mn ≥ 1.3 vs. 

Mw/Mn = 1.14 in batch reactions) were achieved, because the flow profile was non-uniform, 

which results in inefficient mixing.96 

In addition, anionic polymerizations also is an efficient polymerization technique for the 

transformation to microfludic processes, especially due to the well-contained reaction zone. 

Thus, reaction time and experimental effort can be reduced significantly compared to batch 

reactors.97 

The preparation of poly(methacrylate)s in the late 1990s by Müller and coworkers 

demonstrates the high potential for anionic polymerization in continuous flow. Due to the 

very efficient mixing, the authors obtained well-defined polymeric materials with narrow 

molecular-weight distributions (Mw/Mn = 1.04-1.08).63 Although this report could have been 

an initiation for further works, the next report in this field was not published until 2005 by 
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Maeda et al.98. The authors developed the continuous-flow polymerization of different 

amino acid anhydrides and compared the results to the corresponding batch reactions. A 

significant decrease of the PDI value was obtained by utilizing a silicon-based microreactor 

obtained by dry etching procedure. For instance, the preparation of poly(glutamine) 

revealed a PDI of 1.17, whereas the batch approach leads to higher values, e.g., 1.56. This 

underlines the excellent control over the polymerization using microfluidic devices. 

Employing a decreased flow rate leads to higher residence times and thus molecular weight 

could gradually be increased (cf. Figure 6). Furthermore, amino acid copolymers consisting of 

lysine/alanine or lysine/leucine comonomers were synthesized. With respect to biomedical 

applications, these remarkable results offer a facile and novel access to poly(amino 

acid)s.98, 99 

 

Figure 6. Molecular-weight distributions of poly(lysine)s prepared with different flow 

rates. Reduction of the flow rate results in prolonged residence times in the 

microreactor and thus higher molecular weights are obtained.98 

In our group, the anionic polymerization of poly(styrene) (PS) was transferred to a 

microstructured reactor. The reactor consisted of capillary flow tubes and an IMM slit 

interdigital micromixer (inner volume: 15 µL) as mixing unit. The monomer and initiator 

(sec.-butyl lithium) solutions were combined in the micromixer to initiate the anionic 

polymerization at room temperature in a polar solvent. Using a short outlet tube, PS samples 

in a broad range of molecular weight (Mn = 2 000─70 000 g mol-1) with narrow molecular-

weight distributions (Mw/Mn = 1.09─1.20) were obtained. Compared to the batch reactions, 

the reaction time could be reduced from hours to several seconds, rendering a facile access 

to large amounts of well-defined polymers in a short period of time. Furthermore, the 

adjustment of flow rate ratios leads to different molecular weights in a single experiment 
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without interrupting the continuous flow process. It has to be mentioned that the complete 

microreactor interior has to be made of stainless steel, because the living carbanions react 

with most common materials, e.g. rubber or PTFE sealings.100 

 

Figure 7. Schematic reactor setup for the quantitative end-functionalization of living 

poly(styrene) in continuous flow utilizing a HP-IMM micromixer.101 

This work was extended by investigating the end-capping process of living PS with different 

reagents in the microreactor. For this purpose a second mixer was added to achieve a direct 

termination of PS in a continuous process (Figure 7). In particular, living PS was end-capped 

with specifically tailored glycidyl ethers (e.g., ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ethers (EEGE), 

isopropylidene glyceryl glycidyl ether (IGG), phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE), and 

N,N-dibenzyl amino glycidol (DBAG)) to introduce additional hydroxyl or amine functions at 

the chain termini.101, 102 

 
Figure 8. Quantitative end-functionalization of poly(styrene) in continuous flow was 

confirmed by MALDI-ToF MS. The single distribution mode could be assigned to the desired 

molecules (here: PS-(DBAG))102 
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The end-functionalized polymers were recovered within several seconds and quantitative 

end-capping was confirmed in all cases by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-

of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS). An exemplary spectrum of DBAG-

functionalized PS is depicted in Figure 8. This continuous end-functionalization provides a 

valuable method for rapid and cost-efficient polymer screening with respect to novel end-

functionalized materials. 

Recently, in analogy to the continuous homopolymerization of PS, other research groups 

extended this concept utilizing different mixing geometries or styrene derivatives.103, 104 

Beers and coworkers investigated the anionic styrene and isoprene polymerization in non-

polar solvent (cyclohexane) and low cost aluminium-Kapton microfluidic devices with 

different 2D flow designs (straight, periodically pinched, obtuse zigzag, and acute zigzag, cf. 

Figure 9). Polymerizations were carried out at elevated temperatures (60 °C) and high 

concentrations (up to 42 vol%) and the zigzag channels led to lower PDI values due to 

passive mixing in the appropriate reactor designs (elastic turbulence and laminar 

recirculation).104 

 

Figure 9. Different 2D designs were cut into aluminum plates on both sides and the 

reactor was sealed by a Kapton film: (a, b, e) straight, (c) straight sealed with polyimide 

film, (d) zigzag, (f) periodic pinches (g) acute zigzag, and (h) obtuse zigzag patterns.104 

Similar to the early works of Müller and coworkers63, Yoshida et al. studied the 

homopolymerization of different methacrylates in a syringe-based micromixer equipped 

with a T-mixer (0.5-1 mm inner diameter (id)). 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium was used as an 

initiator, and in a controlled manner narrowly distributed polymers were obtained at 

elevated temperatures from -28 °C to room temperature.105 
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Free radical polymerization can also be applied in micro reaction technology. The main 

benefit of the transfer to continuous flow is the suppression of the Trommsdorff effect by 

the superior heat and mass transfer.106 Due to the increased immobility of the growing 

polymer chain with higher viscosities, the number of recombination steps decreases and the 

concentration of reactive chain ends increases, which leads to an increase of the reaction 

kinetics. This causes an autoacceleration of the polymerization rate resulting oftentimes in 

the loss of reaction control and the preparation of undefined products. Detailed studies of 

five different monomers in a free radical polymerization were accomplished by Yoshida et 

al.107 The polymerizations were carried out in a T-shaped micromixer with inner dimensions 

of 250-1000 μm in a highly controlled manner. The authors obtained significant 

improvement in MWD for the polymerization of benzyl methacrylate, methyl methacrylate 

(MMA), and butyl methacrylate compared to the corresponding batch reactions. The higher 

the exothermic propagation reaction, the more effective is the heat dissipation of the 

micromixer. In the case of poly(butyl acrylate) the MWD could be decreased from approxi-

mately 10 in conventional reactors to 3.16 in the continuous flow process (Figure 10). This 

effect was less pronounced for the free radical polymerization of vinyl benzoate and styrene 

due to the decreased polymerization rate yielding in a reduced benefit from the efficient 

heat removal. 

 

Figure 10. MWDs of poly(butyl acrylate) synthesized in a conventional batch reactor 

(dashed line) and T-shaped micromixer (solid line).107 

In addition, the successful implementation of the radical MMA polymerization to an 

industrial scale was accomplished by Iwasaki et al. With a “numbering-up” approach eight 

microtube reactors were run in parallel for 6 days and continuous operation with precise 

control of temperature, molecular weight, and MWD was achieved indicating the inherent 
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advantage of microflow systems (Figure 11). The pilot plant demonstrates that the 

continuous free radical polymerization leads to high productivity, for instance 2.5-4 kg within 

one week with a total flow rate of 60-110 mL/h were obtained.108 Thus, microchemical 

plants have a significant potential for applications in polymer industry. Moreover, industrial 

application of microflow polymerizations with continuously operating pumps are described 

in several patents.109-111 

 

Figure 11. Image of the pilot plant with 8 microtubes in parallel and a total inner 

volume of 18.4 mL (left) were run for 6 days with precise control of molecular weight 

and MWD (right).108 

Since the 1990s, various novel techniques for the controlled synthesis of polymers by radical 

polymerization were developed. These methods are generally designated “living” or 

“controlled radical polymerization (CRP)”112 and they extend the field of standard polymer 

syntheses procedures in an impressive way. Well-defined polymers with large monomer 

variation and flexible reaction conditions can be obtained in a facile manner. These 

important developments can be summarized with three major techniques viz. atomic 

transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)113, 114, nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP)115, 116 

and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT)117. Although CRP 

techniques reveal decreased reaction kinetics one can benefit from micro reaction 

technology and the challenge to transfer all major CRP techniques to flow systems have 

been taken up by several research groups. 

First reports on the transfer of controlled radical polymerization into continuous flow 

reaction systems were published by Zhu and coworkers. A continuous column reactor 

packed with supported CuBr-HMTETA catalyst was utilized for the continuous supported 

ATRP (C-SATRP)118 of MMA. The column exhibit good catalyst retention and a long catalytic 
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reactivity presenting a promising development for industrial ATRP applications.119 Recently, 

MMA was also polymerized homogenously in a flow tubular reactor with excellent control 

over the molecular properties (conversion ≈ 90%, Mn/Mn = 1.06).120 Beers and coworkers 

employed an individually fabricated microstructured reactor (Figure 12) for the continuous 

ATRP of 2-hydroxypropylmethacrylate (HPMA). The system was compared to the batch 

process121 and monomer conversion was comparable to bulk reaction kinetics. The 

molecular variables (Mn = 1 600-12 000 g mol-1, Mn/Mn = 1.19-1.32) were controlled by 

variation of flow rates, polymerization time, or concentration of the reagents allowing a 

rapid screening process of polymeric materials with different properties. 

 

Figure 12. Microstructured reactor for the ARTP of HPMA, constructed by contact 

photolithography of a thiolene prepolymer with improved solvent resistance 

compared to PDMS devices. The reactor with one single reaction channel (dimensions 

500 µm x 600 µm) is equipped with two inlet channels and one outlet channel. A stir 

bar is included in the mixing chamber and is driven by a magnetic stir plate. To start 

the polymerization the solutions of monomer/catalyst and initiator in a 

water/methanol mixture were added via syringe pumps into the two different inlet 

channels.122 

In a more tubular dimension, a rather long continuous reactor (150 m length, id: 2.2 mm) 

was employed to produce homopolymers of butyl acrylate and styrene by ATRP. Narrow 

molecular weight distributions and a slightly higher conversion were obtained compared to 

batch controlled experiments.123 Further developments, e.g., no purification of reagents, 

wider inner diameter (4.75 mm), and non-hazardous/inexpensive reducing agent were 

applied to obtain industrial relevant conditions for the polymerization of butyl acrylate. The 

clogging problems were decreased by reducing the amount of catalyst to parts per million 
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(ppm) levels using “activator regenerated by electron transfer” (ARGET) ATRP124. An 

increased amount of reducing agent led to a faster and more robust ARGET ATRP 

demonstrating the potential for industrial adoption.125 

Reconsidering microdimensional devices, also other CRP techniques, e.g., NMP, were applied 

to continuous flow processes. Rosenfeld et al. investigated the high-temperature 

polymerization of two monomers (styrene and n-butyl acrylate) suitable for NMP126 to 

increase the control of the reaction. In comparison to lab-scale batch reactors the more 

exothermic polymerization of n-butyl acrylate can benefit of the superior heat release and 

provide a narrower MWD, whereas styrene shows no difference to the batch processes.127 

This system was utilized to develop an intriguing characterization method for continuous 

polymer synthesis, namely “continuous online rapid size-exclusion chromatography 

monitoring of polymerizations” (CORSEMP). This novel GPC characterization method allows 

the automatic sampling, dilution, injection and analysis every 12 minutes of the raw 

(co)polymer samples, which are recovered from the reactor outlet. The monitoring in “near 

real-time” of the molecular weight and MWD shows promising potential for further 

implementation on academic and industrial level (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13. Schematic setup of the CORSEMP representing the continuous 

polymerization part (top, left) and the analysis section (bottom). The system monitors 

the molecular weight and the MWD “near real-time” (top, right). 

Compared to NMP and ATRP, RAFT polymerization enables the utilization of a wide variety 

of monomers with applying different chain transfer agents without using transition metal 

catalysts.128 Recently, two research groups at the same time published the initial 

homogeneous RAFT polymerization in continuous flow. Seeberger and coworkers used a 

syringe-based microreactor for the homogeneous RAFT polymerization of poly(N-
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isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) in continuous flow. PNIPAM represents an interesting 

poly(acrylamide) due to potential applications in the field of biomedicine 129 and stimuli-

responsive materials130. The microfluidic process reveals a faster polymerization due to the 

excellent heat transfer with maintaining the control over the polymer parameters 

(Mn/Mw = 1.15). Similar results were found for microwave assisted RAFT polymerization but 

the continuous process offers a pronounced scalable and cost-efficient procedure.131 

Hornung et al.132 successfully conducted solution-phase RAFT polymerization under 

continuous and segmented flow conditions in a tubular flow reactor (id: 1 000 µm). The 

comprehensive investigation contains polymerizations under a large variety of conditions. 

Besides four different monomers (NIPAM, n-butyl acrylate (nBA), vinyl acetate (VAc), N,N-

dimethylacrylamide (DMA)), various initiators, solvents, and RAFT agents were employed. 

High conversions (80-100%) and low polydisperisties (1.15-1.20) could be obtained in both 

flow modes showing potential for the synthesis of block copolymers in continuous fashion, 

which will be highlighted in the following section. 

In general, controlled radical polymerization exhibits slower reaction kinetics compared to 

ionic or free radical polymerizations. Due to this, CRPs do not present chemical reactions, 

which directly benefit from the micro flow technology with its superior heat and mass 

transfer. Furthermore, additional requirements have to be fulfilled, e.g., the reaction 

mixture has to be homogeneous at all conversions and temperature ranges, which are 

applied in the small dimensional reactors. Even a small amount of precipitated material is 

challenging and can lead to problems for long-term stability of the microfluidic device.123 

However, the reason for the implementation of CRPs in continuous flow is more focused on 

the development of a simple and economical method for the construction of polymeric 

material “libraries” that can provide a wide range of well-defined polymers in terms of 

molecular weight and architecture. Thus, from a scientific and industrial point of view it is 

advantageous to create a method for facile screening of the relation between polymer 

architecture, composition and reaction parameters.122 Scale down can easily be obtained 

without wasting material during the screening process and therefore the novel developed 

SEC method , viz., CORSEMP presents an ideal and convenient tool for the rapid analysis of 

such polymer libraries. 
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In summary, a large number of monomers have been polymerized homogeneously in various 

microfluidic devices with different polymerization techniques like anionic, cationic, free 

radical, and controlled radical polymerization (cf. summary in Table 1). On the one hand the 

basic investigations of the homopolymers are established in micro reaction technology, but 

on the other hands future challenges are the implementation of additional monomers for 

the preparation of homopolymers but also block copolymers and other architectures using 

continuous flow. 

Table 1. Monomers transferred into microstrucutred reactors are listed with 

corresponding references. 

structure Ra name PMb 

 

 

H100, 101, 103, 104, 107, 123, 

127 
OMe3

100 
SiHMe2

103 
OMe103 
OTBDMSc, 103 

SMe103 
-C≡C-Bu103 

 

styrene 
4-tert-butoxystyrene 
p-dimethylsilyl styrene 
p-methoxystyrene 
TBDMS sytrene 
p-metylthio styrene 
p-(1-hexynyl)styrene 

 

A, F, CRP 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

 

 

Me63, 105, 107, 108, 119 
n-Bu105, 125 
t-Bu105 
benzyl107 
2-hydroxypropyl122, 133 

 

methyl methacrylate 
n-butyl methacrylate 
tert-butyl methacrylate 
benzyl methacrylate 
2-hydroxypropyl 
methacrylate 

 

A, F, CRP 
A, CRP 
A 
F 
CRP 

 

 

n-Bu63, 107, 123, 127, 132 
 

 

n-butyl acrylate 
 

 

A, F, CRP 
 

 

 

NMe2
132 

NH-iPr131, 132 

 

N,N-Dimethyl acrylamide 
N-isopropyl acrylamide 

 

CRP 
CRP 

 

 

Et94, 134 
n-Bu92, 95, 134 
t-Bu92 
i-Bu92, 94, 134 
benzoate107 
acetoxy132 

 

ethyl vinyl ether 
butyl vinyl ether 
tert-butyl ether 
isobutyl ether 
vinyl benzoate 
vinyl acetate 

 

C 
C 
C 
C 
F 
CRP 
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L-Boc-lys98, 99 
L-ala98, 99 
L-leu98, 99 
γ-Bzl-L-glu99 

 

N-Boc-L-lysine-NCAd) 

L-alanine-NCA 
L-leucine-NCA 
γ-benzyl-L-glutamate-NCA 

 

A 
A 
A 
A 

 

 

104 
 

isoprene 
 

A 

 

 

96 
 

2-ethyl-2-oxazoline 
 

C 

aCorresponding residual and/or reference bUtilized polymerization technique: carbanionic = A, 
carbocationic = C, free radical polymerization = F, controlled radical polymerization = CRP, 
cTBDMS = tert-butyl(dimethyl)siloxyl d) NCA = N-carboxy anhydride and Boc = tert-butyloxycarbonyl. 

Linear Block Copolymers 

The implementation of homopolymerizations in micro reaction technology presents a 

fundamental research basis (Chapter 3) for the preparation of complex polymeric 

architectures in microfluidic devices. As can be imagined, the development of linear block 

copolymers represents the next key target for synthetic chemists and in particular living 

polymerization techniques provide an ideal platform for the synthesis of multi-block 

copolymers, since they can be prepared in a one-pot reaction by sequential addition of the 

desired monomers. By connecting further mixers to the microfluidic device, sequential 

addition of monomers can be achieved, leading to block copolymers with different block 

ratio and degree of polymerization. As alternative access, diblock copolymers can be 

obtained by semi-continuous approaches. Here, a conventionally synthesized macroinitiator 

can be introduced in the microfluidic devices to initiate the second polymerization or the 

macroinitiator can be synthesized in continuous flow and utilized in a batch reactor for a 

subsequent block polymerization. Thus, in many fields of macromolecular chemistry (semi)-

continuous flow synthesis of block copolymers were accomplished. 

The first reports on carbocationic block copolymerization in flow chemistry was published by 

Sawamoto and coworkers.134 The polymerization of different vinyl ether monomers (isobutyl 

vinyl ether (IBVE), n-butyl vinyl ether (NBVE) and ethyl vinyl ether (EVE)) in continuous flow 

(flow rates 1-4 mL min-1) was investigated. Diblock and triblock copolymers were synthesized 

by connecting a second and third mixer in sequence for the introduction of monomer 2 and 

3, respectively. A schematic setup of the microstructured reactor is depicted in Figure 14 
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(top). Due to the highly reactive carbocationic intermediates, the polymerization was 

controlled at -78 °C and short polymerization times of 15-20 seconds per block as well as 

quantitative yield were obtained. The progress of the block copolymerization was monitored 

by SEC (Figure 14, bottom). Sequential increase of molecular weights with each monomer 

addition and narrow MWDs (Mw/Mn ≈ 1.2) indicating a proper control over the macro-

molecular properties. 

 

Figure 14. Carbocationic continuous block copolymerization of isobutyl vinyl ether 

(IBVE), n-butyl vinyl ether (NBVE) and ethyl vinyl ether (EVE) in different addition 

orders carried out in a microstructured reactor with 3 T-shaped micromixers (top). 

Control over molecular weight and MWD was monitored by SEC (bottom).134 

Iwasaki et al. carried out diblock copolymer synthesis with different order of monomer 

addition (monomers: IBVE, NBVE, and EVE). Moreover, the authors were able to increase the 

reaction temperature to -25 °C by using trifluoromethane-sulfonic acid (TfOH) as initiator.94 

Controlled and rapid synthesis of block copolymerization by anionic polymerization 

techniques in continuous flow was initially reported by Müller et al. in the late 1990s.63 In 

less than 0.6 s a block copolymer of MMA and n-BuA (27 000 g mol-1, Mw/Mn = 1.35) was 

obtained in a microfluidic setup with two mixers in sequence. In our group a series of block 
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copolymers could be prepared in a very short time at room temperature using a 

microstrucutured reactor with two slit interdigital micromixers100. 

Table 2. Results of the anionic block copolymerization of styrene derivatives in a 

microstructured reactor, by variation of flow rate ratio different block ratios could be 

obtained.100 

sample S:t-BuOSa Mn
b Mn

c Mn
d Mw/Mn

e 

PS-17 0:35 3 600 3 700 4 200 1.21 
PS-18 5:5 1 400 1 300 1 500 1.18 
PS-19 10:5 1 900 1 900 2 100 1.22 
PS-20 22:12 4 400 4 800 4 700 1.17 
PS-21 80:30 13 600 13 100 13 600 1.15 
PS-22 200:25 25 300 24 700 25 600 1.14 

aBlock ratio styrene (S)/4-t-butoxystyrene (t-BuOS) adjusted by flow rates; bTheoretical value of the 
number average MWD in g mol-1; cNumber average of the MWD in g mol-1 determined by SEC in 
tetrahydrofuran; dNumber average of the MWD in g mol-1 determined by multi-angle light scattering 
(MALLS) in tetrahydrofuran; ePolydispersity index determined by MALLS detection in tetrahydrofuran. 

The adjustment of block ratios was achieved by variation of flow rate ratio of monomers 

(styrene and 4-tert-butoxystyrene (t-BuOS)) and initiator. Well-defined block copolymers 

were synthesized at room temperature with THF as solvent and molecular weights in the 

range of 2 000 to 25 000 g mol-1 and narrow MWDs (Mw/Mn = 1.1-1.2) were obtained 

(Table 2). Although the MWDs are not as narrow as those obtained by break seal- and high 

vacuum-techniques135 (Mw/Mn ≤ 1.1), the materials are suitable for most relevant purposes 

of block copolymers. Nagaki et al.103 prepared block copolymers in a similar setup using 

syringe pumps and two T-shaped micromixers in series. The polymerization was carried out 

at 0─24 °C and two different styrene derivatives (TBDMS-styrene and p-dimethylsilyl-

styrene) were copolymerized with styrene to synthesize low molecular-weight block 

copolymers (Mn ≤ 3 100 g mol-1). An alternative route to these block copolymers affords the 

reaction of two different living polymer chains with dichlorosilane.103 Yoshida and coworker 

expanded their work by preparing diblock copolymer of different methacrylates. MMA, 

n-Butyl methacrylate (BuMA), and tert-butyl methacrylate (t-BuMA) were used as monomers 

to synthesize well defined diblock copolymer without using any additives.105 

After the successful implementation of anionic polymerizations of methacrylates105 and 

styrenes100, 103, 104 in microfluidic devices, block copolymers consisting of both monomer 
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types were produced in an integrated flow microreactor system equipped with up to four T-

shaped micromixers.136 In the 1st mixer, styrene was initiated with sec-BuLi. Due to the 

pronounced reactivity of the living chain end, the polymer was end-capped with 

1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE) in the 2nd mixer with a high functionalization efficiency (80%). 

The resulting organolithium species could be used as macroinitiator for methacrylate 

polymerizations, which were carried out in the 3rd mixer and a subsequent microtube. Block 

formation was observed by SEC analysis and diblock copolymers with a DPE unit at the 

junction point and precise adjustable molecular weight properties were recovered (Mn = 

3 900–17 000 g mol-1, Mn/Mw = 1.1─1.5, Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15. Molecular weight distributions of the block copolymerization of styrene and 

alkyl methacrylates in continuous flow. In all cases the solid line presents the block 

copolymer and the dashed line the corresponding PS precursor. a) styrene-MMA, b) 

styrene-t-BuMA, c) styrene-BuMA.136 

As first monomer styrene or p-dimethylsilylstyrene and as second monomer MMA, BuMA, or 

t-BuMA were used to obtain a large variety of different diblock copolymers. To provide the 

ideal reaction conditions for the different monomers, each part of the system was cooled to 

the optimized reaction temperature of the corresponding monomer in the range of -28 °C to 

24 °C. Moreover, the micro reactor system was expanded with an additional mixer (4th) to 

prepare PS-(Pt-BuMA)-poly(alkyl methacrylate) triblock copolymers. The schematic overview 

of this multiple step continuous flow polymerization is depicted in Figure 16. As third 

monomer either MMA or BuMA was utilized and the stepwise increase of the molecular 

weight was observable in SEC. Thus, the continuous polymerization of triblock copolymers 

was accomplished under easily accessible conditions similar to the carbocationic approaches 

for diblock copolymers and triblock copolymers mentioned above.136 These results verify the 
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living nature of the anionic polymerization in continuous flow and in addition the new and 

facile access to structurally well-defined block copolymers. 

 

 

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of a flow micro reactor system for the preparation of 

triblock copolymers is presented. Living PS gets end-capped with DPE prior to the 

initiation of two alkyl methacrylate polymerizations in continuous flow.136 

Very recently, a semi-continuous approach to amphiphilic block copolymers with an 

addressable amine functionality between the two blocks was accomplished.102 The first step 

was a continuous polymerization of styrene in a microstructured reactor with a subsequent 

quantitative end-capping by N,N-dibenzyl amino glycidol (DBAG) as already mentioned 

above. The attack of the living chain end at the highly strained epoxide ring yields a terminal 

hydroxyl group. In a second reaction step, the hydroxyl functionalities were utilized to 

initiate the oxyanionic ring-opening polymerization of ethylene oxide (EO) generating 

PS-PEO block copolymers with an protected amine group at the block interface. The amine 

functionality was released by hydrogenolysis and addressability was proven by dye-labeling. 

The successful coupling demonstrates the intriguing potential of such materials for the 

generation of switchable, smart surfaces. 

Another semi-continuous approach was carried out by Wu et al.133 In a three-input CRP chip, 

the controlled radical polymerization (ATRP) of HPMA was started with a PEO macroinitiator 

(PEO-Br, Mn = 2 900 g mol-1). By applying a constant concentration of all reagents, lower flow 

rates (240 µL h-1) revealed higher conversion (≤68%) due to the increased reaction time 

(188 min). Thus, the block length of P(HPMA) can be adjusted via the flow rate. An additional 

method represents the variation of flow rate ratio between monomer and initiator. By 

constant total flow rate (450 µL h-1, reaction time: 100 min) a decreasing initiator concen-

tration leads to higher molecular weights but also to a lower conversion. Quantitative 

initiation was confirmed by SEC analysis due to the disappearance of the macroinitiator 
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signals. Both methods afford well-defined polymers (Mn = 5 000-13 000 g mol-1) with narrow 

molecular-weight distributions (Mw/Mn = 1.18-1.30) and afford a facile design and tunability 

in composition of block copolymers. The already introduced C-SATRP (see Chapter 3) was 

also utilized from Zhu and coworkers for controlled radical block copolymerizations. Two 

continuous column reactors packed with supported CuBr-HMTETA catalyst and connected in 

series were applied for the block copolymerization of MMA and BuMA at 80 °C. Due to 

residual MMA from the first reactor few MMA units are incorporated in the BuMA block. 

However, the second block could be adjusted by the flow rate ratio of BuMA and block 

copolymers with controlled molecular weight can be obtained, which confirms the living 

manner of the C-SATRP. On the basis of this methodology Barner-Kowollik and coworkers 

developed a kinetic model for the continuous ATRP synthesis of block-like copolymers 

enabeling the calculation of sequence distribution as function of chain length in continuous 

flow reactors (Figure 17).137 

 

Figure 17. Synthesis of block-like polymers by utilizing continuous supported atomic 

transfer radical polymerization (C-SATRP).137 

Haddleton and coworkers utilized ATRP to synthesize block copolymers with tubular flow 

reactors. As first block MMA and as second block BuMA, benzyl methacrylate (BzMA), or BuA 

were used whereas the P(MMA)-block-P(BzMA) showed the highest conversion (≥ 90%). The 

report developed a suitable continuous system for an excellent and facile way to continuous 

ATRP processes.120 

A nitroxide-mediated block copolymerization of butyl acrylate (BuA) and styrene was carried 

out in continuous flow and the influence of different lamellar mixing geometries concerning 

molecular weight and MWD was investigated. Two stainless steel microtube reactors under 

a constant pressure of 20 bar were used for the polymerization (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Schematic overview of the microreaction set up of Serra and coworkers for 

the nitroxide-mediated block copolymerization of BuA and styrene. The setup consists 

of two micrtube reactors (MR1 and MR2), a micromixer, a pressure sensor P, two 

temperature probes T and a back pressure regulator (BPR).138 

Three different geometries of multilamination micromixers with different “form factors” 

(F = 1/N(WC + WL), N number of channels per inlet, WC = channel width, WL = slit width) are 

used to combine the P(BuA) solution139 with a styrene solution. The efficient mixing leads to 

higher contact area between the P(BuA) and styrene phases and affords increased 

conversions and control of styrene polymerization in comparison to batch reactors (no 

significant increase of Mn and Mw/Mn = 1.75139). Efficient block formation was confirmed by 

comparing UV and RI signals of SEC analysis. Moreover, higher form factors of the three 

different micromixers reveal a decreased BuA incorporation in the second block and 

narrower MWDs (Mw/Mn = 1.28). Furthermore, by changing the flow rate ratio of styrene 

and P(BuA) from 9.3 to 26.5 µL min-1 an increased molecular weight of the second block can 

easily be achieved. This results can be helpful by optimizing existing micromixers or 

designing other geometries for a more efficient mixing.138 

In summary, a large variety of block copolymers were successfully synthesized using micro 

reaction technology. Cationic, anionic as well as controlled radical polymerization techniques 

provide access to block copolymers with different molecular properties. Block copolymer 

synthesis capitalizing micro reaction technology presents the next level prior to the 

preparation of homopolymers. 
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Non-Linear Polymer Architectures 

Non-linear architectures like hyperbranched, star, or comb polymers as well as dendrimers 

bear intriguing macromolecular and material properties.140, 141 Especially, dendrimers 

represent an emerging class of materials due to distinguishable properties compared to 

typical polymers (single size, precise molecular weight and number of end groups). In 

seminal works of Vögtle, Tomalia, Hawker, Fréchet and coworkers the general synthesis 

strategy including the divergent and convergent approach was discovered.142-145 Today 

dendrimers show potential application in a variety of fields, e.g., drug delivery, catalysis, 

sensor, and light harvesting.146-148 However, the large scale synthesis of dendrimers is limited 

due to several tedious and time-consuming synthesis and purification steps, which reduce 

the industrial potential of the materials. Thus, a fast and rapid synthesis using micro reaction 

technology is favorable and the comparably low intrinsic viscosity149, 150 and increased 

solubility151, 152 of highly branched polymers are advantageous for transfer to 

microdimensions. 

 

Figure 19. Synthesis of dendritic polyamide in a convergent multistep microreactor 

approach using a individually designed setup with an IMM interdigital micromixer.153 

In contrast to the preparation of linear polymers, the continuous flow investigation in the 

field of complex macromolecular architectures is in its early stage. For example, Liu et al. 

prepared the first polyamide dendrons and dendrimers (2nd generation) by convergent 

approach in continuous flow using an IMM interdigital micromixer (Figure 19). Several 

advantages could be obtained from the implementation to the micromixing process. The 

reaction time could be decreased from a few hours to minutes indicating reduced 
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production cost for large scale applications. In addition, the reaction could be carried out at 

convenient conditions (e.g., room temperature) and access to higher generations of 

dendrimers might be possible. Moreover, the continuously synthesized dendrimers were 

directly deposited on functionalized surfaces representing promising applications of protein 

adsorptions or antimicrobial coatings. 

Hyperbranched polymers show similar properties compared to perfectly branched 

dendrimers and a preparation is enabled without a tedious multistep synthesis protocols.154 

Therefore these materials have been attracted increasing attention in recent years. In 

particular, the synthesis of hyperbranched polyglycerol by slow monomer addition (SMA) 

presents a controlled access to biocompatible155 polymers with randomly branched 

structure.156 The synthesis, modification and characterization of this material are investi-

gated in our group intensively.157-160 Recently, we transferred the ring-opening mulit-

branching polymerization (ROMBP) of glycidol into a continuous flow process, where the 

highly exothermic reaction can benefit from the efficient heat and mass transfer 

(Figure 20).161 Compared to classical batch methods, the experimental time and effort could 

significantly be reduced. Additionally, the highly toxic monomer glycidol can be handled in a 

safer reaction protocol. Residence times of 10 to 20 minutes were applied and low molecular 

weights were targeted to keep the overall viscosity low. Quantitative incorporation of the 

initiator molecule was confirmed by MALDI-ToF MS. Although the molecular weights are 

limited to 2 000 g mol-1 this concept represents a novel and rapid access to hyperbranched 

polyglycerols, which can be extended to other syntheses of hyperbranched polymers. 

 

Figure 20. Synthetic access of hyperbranched polyglycerol using a microstrucutured 

reactor.66 
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The polycondensation of a multifunctional monomer (trialkoxysilane) was conducted in a 

microreactor setup (caterpillar split-recombine micromixer) and the polymer properties 

were investigated by changing the residence time. Continuous flow synthesis of branched 

poly(silsesquioxane)s achieves an increased yield and decreased polydispersities compared 

to the batch process (Mn = 1 900─11 000 g mol-1, Mw/Mn ≤ 2).162 

The ATRP synthesis of branched macromolecular architectures in a tubular microreactor 

(id: 900 µm) was initially carried out by Bally et al.163 The authors used the well-known self-

condensing vinyl copolymerization (SCVCP) developed by Fréchet et al.164 and adapted to 

ATRP by Matyjaszewski et al.165 The branching efficiency can be optimized with the 

operating conditions,166 which is important if a functionalization of the final product is 

desired. Branched poly(methacrylate)s were synthesized by SCVCP via ATRP in a tubular 

reactor with 2-(2-bromoisobutyryloxy)-ethyl methacrylate (BIEM) as inimer. The feeding 

ratio of BIEM was varied between 0 and 5% synthesizing linear and different branched 

polymers in a controlled manner (Mw/Mn = 1.42─2.15) to conveniently generate a polymer 

library for screening of various macromolecular characteristics (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21. Characterization data from screening experiments with different residence 

times: 15 min (dotted line), 30 min (short dashed line), 60 min (long dashed line), 

120 min (dotted/dashed line), 240 (solid line) and different macromolecular 

architectures a) linear polymer, b) branched polymer with 2% of BIEM and c) branched 

polymer with 5% BIEM.163 
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In addition, increased initiation kinetics and the reduced diffusion pathways in the 

confinement of the microreactor lead to improved branching efficiency, denser polymeric 

architecture and increased functionality compared to batch reactors.167 This continuous flow 

microprocess opens promising perspectives for the synthesis of highly functionalized 

branched polymers. 

Seeberger and coworkers have demonstrated in an elegant way a photofunctionalization of 

poly(lysine) with glycol-dendrons in continuous flow. In particular, three or nine mannose- or 

galactose-bearing dendrons were selectively connected to a poly(l-lysine) backbone by a 

[2+2] photocycloaddition in water. The glycol-conjugated polymer was used as platform to 

study carbohydrate-pathogen interactions, which show a potential application as a sensitive 

and selective biosensor for mannose-binding E.coli.168 

 

Figure 22. Schematic overview of the efficient and rapid synthesis of glycol-

dendronized polylysine in a continuous flow reactor and application as biosensor for 

mannose-binding E coli.168 

In summary, first attempts for the preparation of non-linear architectures in microreaction 

processes were successfully carried out. Dendrimers, (hyper)branched and dendronized 

polymers could be synthesized in continuous flow mostly with superior molecular 

characteristics compared to the corresponding batch reactions. The facile scale-up and 

reduction of production costs in combination with promising applications like biosensor or 

drug delivery systems show the high potential of continuous flow synthesis in terms of 

macromolecular architectures. 

Special-Catalyzed Polymerizations 

As indicating above in the last decade several interesting polymerizations techniques have 

been transferred to continuous flow system for the preparation of various polymer 

architectures. However, recently a novel synthesis strategy for catalyzed reactions has been 

developed. In this special cases, the reaction tube is not only the shell respectively the case 
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in which the reaction solution is passed through, furthermore it represents the necessary 

catalyst for the polymerization. 

 

 

Figure 23. Enzyme-catalyzed polymerization of ε-caprolactone in a continuous flow. a) 

reaction scheme, b) schematic overview of the micoreactor setup. c) image of a 

reactor used in the study. The zoom in explains the construction and the mechanism of 

the reaction in the micochannels.169 

Beers and coworkers designed the first solid supported enzyme-catalyzed polymerization in 

continuous flow (Figure 23).169 As a model compound they studied the ring-opening 

polymerization of ε-caprolacton by using immobilized Candida antartica Lipase B (CAL B) in 

the form of Novozym 435 (N435) beads (diameter 400 ± 50 μm) as biocatalyst, which is 

commercially available. The polymerization was carried out in the temperature range from 

55–100 °C and compared to the corresponding reaction in a batch system. The apparent rate 

of reaction is at least one order of magnitude higher due to the special reaction conditions in 

the microreactor. As a consequence of the small diameter (2 mm width, 1 mm depth) of the 

reaction tube the reactants are forced to be in contact with the enzyme and due to the high 

surface-to-volume ratio more active sites of the enzyme are available during the course of 

the reaction. The results are promising, especially with regard to future applications, like 

screening reactions for different catalytic systems. 

In another report Beers and coworkers investigated a microchannel-confined surface-

initiated polymerization technique (µSIP) to synthesize gradient polymer brush layers of poly 

2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (PHEMA) by ATRP (Figure 24).170 Therefore the authors 

prepared an initiator functionalized monolayer on the surface of a silicon microchannel. As 
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expected there is a linear correlation of the thickness of the polymer brushes and the 

distance from the inlet to the outlet (representing the length of the initiator functionalized 

silicon microchannel) and consequently with the reaction time. 

 

Figure 24. Syntheses of gradient polymer brush by µSIP.170 

In a further thematically encouraging study Beers and coworkers were able to synthesize 

statistical copolymer brushes of n-butyl methacrylate (BMA) and 2-(N,N-

dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) with a gradient structure in a modified 

continuous flow setup.171 

To date, it is not possible to perform a living radical polymerization of vinylchloride (VC) with 

an inner-sphere radical process, e.g. ATRP. The corresponding intermediate of VC (i.e., I-CH2-

CH(Cl)-X, with I: initiator and X: halide of the Initiator) is not reactive enough towards the 

Cu(I) species to start the polymerization.172 In 2001 Percec and coworkers developed a novel 

strategy for the polymerization of VC in an almost controlled fashion by using I-CH2-Ph-CH2-

I/Cu(0)/ 2,2’-bipyridyl as initiator system at a temperature of 130 °C. The observed monomer 

conversion was in the most cases lower than 40% due to the formation of inactive species 

via chain transfer to monomer. Hence, the authors obtained a linear correlation of Mn to 

monomer conversion and simultaneous decrease of the molecular weight distribution 

(Mw/Mn ≈ 1.5).173 The Cu0 initiated polymerization presents a breakthrough in terms of VC 

polymerization and consequently Percec and coworkers established the outer-sphere single-

electron-transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP).174, 175 A variety of monomers were 

investigated and high molecular weights (Mn > 1 kg mol-1) with narrow MWDs as well as 

negligible bimolecular termination at room temperature were achieved. Compared to inner-

sphere radical processes the SET-LRP shows high reaction kinetics due to decreased 

activation energy.176 These outstanding polymerization properties especially with regards to 
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the high reaction rates inspired Hutchinson and coworkers to transfer this new LRP method 

to a microfluidic system for the polymerization of methyl acrylate (MA) in dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO).177 Inexpensive and commercially available cupper tubes were used as initiator, 

which obviously offer a large surface area and hence efficient catalysis (Figure 25). Addi-

tionally, the authors demonstrated the pronounced living character of the continuous flow 

LRP-experiment by further chain extensions experiments. 

 

Figure 25. Polymerization of methyl acrylate in DMSO at room temperature by SET-LRP 

in continuous flow.177 

Further studies in a continuous tank reactor underline the high potential of this reaction, 

especially in terms of possible industrial scaled processes.178 

Very recently, Hutchinson and coworkers improved the synthesis of poly(methyl acrylate) 

(PMA) in continuous flow.179 Inspired by ARGET ATRP,180 they studied the influence of 

ascorbic acid in SET-LRP in both, batch and continuous flow systems. In conventional 

reactors ascorbic acid was added to the catalyst, which leads to an enormous boost of the 

reaction, accompanied with a loss of control (Mw/Mn ≈ 3.3 ± 0.2). To avoid this undesired 

effect the reaction was initiated with the copper wire and in a second step, the wire was 

removed and ascorbic acid was added. The mixture of existing copper specie and ascorbic 

acid in the reaction was sufficient to possess an increased control of the reaction. Moreover, 

the reaction was amplified with increasing reaction control. The reaction conversion was up 

to 95% and MWDs of 1.20 were obtained. 
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Based on this knowledge, the ascorbic acid stimulated SET-LRP was investigated in detail by 

transferring the corresponding polymerization to a special designed reactor (Figure 26). 

After initiating the reaction in a copper tube (id: 1.6 mm), ascorbic acide was added by a 

T-mixer and the polymerization proceeds in a stainless steel tube which leads to polymers 

with decreased copper content of less than 102 ppm. 

 

Figure 26. Copper mediated SET-LRP of methyl acrylate in the presence of ascorbic 

acid using a continuous flow microreactor179 

From an economic point of view, iron represents a more attractive metal due to its lower 

price and lower toxicity compared to copper. In 2010 Wang and Matyjaszewski demon-

strated in an impressive work an ATRP of methyl methacrylate (MMA) using FeBr2 as catalyst 

in the absence of additional ligands.181 Certain polar solvents not only dissolve the catalyst, 

additionally the solvents might operate as ligand for the catalyst and adjust the catalytic 

activity. First time in 2011 this approach was transferred to the SET-LRP in continuous flow 

by Chen et al. The polymerization of acrylonitrile (AN) using iron tubes (Fe0) as catalyst and 

2-bromopropionitrile (BPN) as initiator without any ligands was investigated.182 The linear 

correlation between the molecular weights of the resulting polymers with conversion 

suggests, that the polar solvents like N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and N,N-dimethyl-

formamide (DMF) could act as ligands in this system. In batch reactors the authors verified 

the living nature of the continuously synthesized PAN by subsequent block copolymerization 

of MMA. 

In summary, this paragraph about recently developed strategies for the in situ catalyzed 

polymerization in microstructured reactors present a current overview and shows the high 

potential of continuous flow devices. New polymerization techniques are managed to be 

transferred to a continuous flow system with promising results. Not only due to the already 
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and often discussed benefits owed by the special design, but also for the less synthetic effort 

for screening reactions to find the best synthetic conditions. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

Micro flow technology represents a valuable reaction platform for polymer synthesis. The 

reported works on ionic as well as (controlled) radical polymerization techniques benefit 

from the small dimensions with excellent heat and mass transfer. Furthermore, the 

advantageous conditions in microreactors lead to higher conversions and reduced reaction 

times. Individually designed microreators provide a hermetically sealed system, which is 

ideal for ionic polymerizations given the related sensitive process. Besides the continuous 

synthesis of linear polymers, particular progress has been made for the preparation of 

complex non-linear architectures. For example, pathways to dendrimers, (hyper)branched 

and dendronized polymer with reduced experimental effort were accomplished and offer 

polymeric materials with high definion considering the molecular weight distribution. This 

enables facile access to polymeric materials with architectural variation and structural 

design. 

Although micro flow technology is established in polymer science, some key issues have to 

be investigated in the future. For possible applications both in academia and industry, 

scientists will have to deal with a certain focus on the following key questions: Does the 

polymerization take place within the micromixer or in the subsequent delay tube? When is 

the earliest point to obtain the product without wasting reaction time and experimental 

effort? 

In addition to the scientific benefit, in a university setting the utilization of microflow 

processes afford educational benefit due to the small scale experiments and the similarity to 

technical procedures that are often continuous. The exploration of potential of continuous 

approaches that are so far only achieved in large-scale production in industry can be 

accomplished within the microstructured reactors using very small amounts of reagents. 

Moreover, the continuous flow synthesis enables rapid screening of reaction parameters. 

Thereby, microflow systems are valuable tools for the optimization of reaction conditions. 

Additionally, the preparation of a large number of polymer samples with different molar 
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masses by variation of flow rate ratios of monomer and initiator in just one reaction setup 

can be achieved conveniently, rendering microflow devices a rapid experimental tool. 

Recently, a tubular reactor was used directly as a catalyst in continuous flow. This shows first 

approaches to go beyond the borders of batch systems. Future challenges are the transfer of 

peculiar and unexploited polymerizations into microstructured reactors, which cannot be 

carried out easily under conventional conditions. In addition, the scope of the current 

technology can be advanced by combination of different polymerization techniques or the 

synthesis of multiple block copolymers with sequential addition of (metastable) monomers. 

The implementation of post-polymerization reactions seems to be another promising 

prospect to reduce reaction time and purification steps compared to the conventional 

procedures. Although the micro processes are partially prone to clogging of the 

microchannels, current investigations show the high potential of microflow processes for 

academic and industrial applications. The current challenges and the promise of the 

microdimensions will undoubtedly inspire polymer scientists for more research in this 

fascinating area. 
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Epoxide derivatives are highly promising candidates for the functionalization of living anionic 

polymers. This type of compound not only introduces one single hydroxyl, but multiple 

functionalities. Macromolecular engineering, industrial applications and a novel continuous 

reaction strategy for the rapid synthesis of different end-functional polymers are presented. 

 

 
 

Keywords: anionic polymerization; continuous flow synthesis; epoxide; functionalization of 

polymers; structure; termination 

Abstract 

Functional polymers possess tremendous potential both in academia and in industry. In 

particular, oxiranes offer manifold possibilities for the introduction of single hydroxyl or 

multiple orthogonal functionalities in carbanionic polymerization. Here, we present a brief 

overview of the fascinating possibilities arising from the employment of common as well as 

individually designed epoxide derivatives for the synthesis of end-functional polymers. 

Continuous flow techniques can be utilized for the rapid generation and screening of 
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precisely defined hydroxyl-modified polymers. The utilization of functionalized polymers as 

precursors for the formation of complex macromolecular architectures (e.g., miktoarm star 

polymers) is summarized and potential applications as well as future perspectives are 

discussed.  
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Introduction 

Anionic polymerization remains an important and powerful method to prepare well-defined 

macromolecules with low polydispersity and precisely defined molecular weights, despite all 

recent advances in the area of controlled radical polymerization. The majority of synthetic 

strategies to functional polymers via carbanionic polymerization is based on pioneering work 

by Szwarc in the 1950s.[1-3] The absence of chain termination and chain transfer reactions, 

referred to as living character, provides a highly capable approach to generate specifically 

chain-end-functionalized polymers with tailored structure and quantitative end-

functionalization.[4] 

End-functional polymers possess vast potential as macromolecular precursors, since many 

functional groups can (directly or after modification, e.g., deprotonation) initiate further 

polymerization reactions or chain extension, branching, and linking reactions with other 

chains or functional reagents.[5] This variety of post-polymerization reactions provides a 

synthetic toolbox to realize advanced and often unusual macromolecular architectures with 

intriguing physical and chemical properties[6] (e.g., block copolymers, star-branched, 

comb-like, linear-hyperbranched, and cyclic polymers). Furthermore, the interfacial 

interaction between functional polymers and surfaces can be adjusted by varying the 

terminal functionality or architecture of the corresponding polymer. Thus, the nature and 

position of functionalities permits modification of surface properties (e.g., adhesion[7], 

wettability, biocompatibility, chemical resistance, and hydrophobicity), which is interesting 

with respect to various applications.[8] 

There are two possible, fundamentally different strategies to obtain polymers with a 

functional terminus. One pathway leading to quantitative end-functionalization is based on 

the use of functional initiators.[9] While quantitative functionalization is inherent to this 

strategy, limited availability and oftentimes severe solubility problems of the respective 

initiators restrict broad application of this technique. Therefore, the most widely used 

strategy is the transformation of anionic living chain ends into functional end groups by 

using electrophilic substrates as termination reagents. Facile access to termination reagents 

combined with highly sophisticated reaction techniques to control the reactive carbanions 

lead to high degrees of functionalization.[10, 11] Numerous functionalization reactions were 
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introduced and studied by Quirk et al. in pioneering work. The authors presented the 

termination of alkyllithium-initiated living polymers with special reagents to implement 

various functionalities, such as carboxy[12], aldehyde[13], amino[14], sulfonate[15], and thiol[16], 

using different electrophilic reagents like carbon dioxide, N-formylmorpholine, protected 

α-halo-ϖ-aminoalkanes, or thiiranes. High degrees of functionalization were achieved by 

optimizing parameters like solvent, temperature, concentration, stoichiometry as well as the 

use of additional promoters.[5]  

A more general approach to a wide variety of end-functional polymers is realized by using 

universal methodologies. Common termination reagents for the carbanionic chain termini 

include chlorosilane derivatives containing protected[17] or unprotected[18] functional groups. 

For instance, DeSimone and coworkers demonstrated the high potential of this general 

functionalization approach by introducing primary aliphatic amines and alcohols at the 

terminal position of different carbanionic polymers.[19] With one additional synthetic step 

unprotected functionalities can be conveniently introduced. First, dimethylchlorosilane was 

used as a capping reagent to obtain a terminal silyl hydride function. In the second step, 

several unprotected functionalities were introduced by hydrosilylation. This method allows 

facile access to a variety of end-functional polymers with identical molecular weight and 

permits to investigate the influence of a single end group.[20-23] Based on this approach, 

Bellas and Rehahn established a novel universal method for block copolymer synthesis by 

chemoselective stepwise coupling of two living polymer chains using a heterobifunctional 

chlorosilane.[24, 25] 

A second class of common termination reagents are the diphenylethylene (DPE) derivatives, 

which are widely used as efficient termination agents of living carbanionic polymers.[5, 26-28] 

By definition, the reaction of DPE with a living polymer is not a termination, and strictly 

speaking it has to be specified as ‘living functionalization reaction’, since the polymer chain 

remains active for further reactions after the functionalization step. The expression 

‘termination reagent’, as used for chlorosilane derivatives, is only appropriate, if the active 

site of a DPE-functionalized polymer is terminated with an additional reagent. Furthermore, 

miscellaneous DPE-derivatives have been utilized as coupling reagent to obtain complex 

macromolecular architectures.[29-32] 
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In polymer chemistry, the highly strained epoxides are well-known for their use as 

monomers in homo-[33] and copolymerization[34] to obtain a large variety of polyethers that 

are relevant for a vast number of applications. However, the application of epoxide 

derivatives as termination reagents for living carbanionic polymers has been investigated to 

a lesser extent. After nucleophilic attack of the living carbanionic chain end at the epoxide 

and subsequent ring-opening, one single (in most cases a secondary) hydroxyl functionality is 

obtained. However, this step can also release other (formerly hidden or protected) 

functionalities. In this paper, we summarize the state of the art regarding carbanionic 

polymer synthesis combined with epoxide derivatives as terminating reagents. We will first 

summarize the synthesis of mono- and multi-end-functionalized polymers with 

(non-) protected, common epoxides. In the subsequent sections we will focus on novel 

synthetic strategies, using acetal-protected glycidyl ethers as well as continuous flow 

techniques. We will furthermore highlight the potential of end-functional polymers in the 

synthesis of complex macromolecular architectures (e.g., block copolymers, miktoarm, and 

ABC star polymers). 

Mono-functionalization by Epoxide Derivatives 

Epoxide derivatives are versatile compounds and one field of particular interest is the 

utilization in carbanionic polymerization. Due to the high ring strain[35], epoxides arereactive 

towards nucleophilic attack by living carbanions. Lithium as a common counter ion in 

carbanionic polymerization does not lead to further propagation of epoxides due to the 

strong oxygen-lithium aggregation, providing to precisely one terminal unit. This was first 

mentioned by Furukawa et al. in a groundbreaking study of ethylene oxide (EO) poly-

merization employing different counter ions.[36] Therefore, termination of carbanionic 

polymerization and lithium counter ions with epoxide derivatives leads to hydroxyl-

functionalized polymers with high degrees of functionalization. 

Chain-end-functionalization with Ethylene Oxide (EO) 

The possibility to utilize epoxide derivatives as termination reagents for polymer carbanions 

was first pointed out as early as 1959 by Richards and Szwarc. In their fundamental work two 

carbanionic end groups per poly(styrene) (PS) chain were generated by α-methyl styrene 
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“tetramer” with sodium as a counter ion, and the ‘living’ polymer was terminated with EO, 

propylene oxide, or water. Although detailed characterization was difficult at that time, the 

authors confirmed a high degree of functionalization after ‘killing’ the ‘living’ polymers 

(Figure 1).[37] They state in this paper that ‘‘the red solution of ‘‘living’’ PS (…)was divided 

into two portions, one being ‘killed’ by addition of a trace of water and the other by EO.’’ 

Figure 1 shows a table from this seminal 1959 paper, in which the use of both EO aswell as 

PO was pioneered for functional termination. 

 

Figure 1. Pioneering results by Richards and Szwarc from their seminal paper on the 

end-functionalization of living carbanionic polymer chains ‘‘killed’’ with epoxide 

derivatives.[37] Copyright 1959, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

In the following years the hydroxyl functionalization of poly(styryl)lithium with EO was 

investigated in several studies, motivated by two fundamental questions: (i) which degrees 

of functionalization are obtainable?; (ii) Does oligomerization of EO at the terminal position 

occur? All analytical techniques available at that time for the characterization of the terminal 

groups (end-group titration, SEC, vapor pressure osmometry, NMR-analysis, TLC) were 

utilized to answer these questions. Epoxide termination was found to represent a highly 

efficient functionalization method (> 99%), and the absence of EO-propagation at the 

hydroxyl-functionalized polymer was confirmed by 13C NMR investigations.[38] The extension 

of characterization methods by the development of matrix-assisted laser desorption 

ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS) in the late 1980s increased the 

detection possibilities dramatically. In the case of identical detection intensities of 

functionalized and non-functionalized polymers, MALDI-ToF MS provides an important tool 

to confirm quantitative functionalization of all polymer chains formed by obtaining a 

spectrum with a single distribution mode corresponding to the added masses of end groups, 
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counter ion, and monomer units, respectively.[39] Related to the improved characterization 

possibilities, 

newconclusions were drawn, since MALDI-ToF MS permits to detect small quantities of side 

products. Quirk et al. demonstrated possible oligomerization in the presence of Li-counter 

ions only when employing high excess of EO (tenfold) and prolonged reaction times (up to 4 

weeks).[40-42] By using such exceptional reaction conditions, the formation of PS terminated 

with 2-3 EO-units was detected (Figure 2). At the same time a slightly increased oligo-

merization probability was found for the poly(butadienyl)lithium species compared to 

poly(styryl)lithium samples, as reported by Ji et al.[43] Currently, MALDI-ToF MS represents 

one of the most important methods for the characterization of polymers with functional 

termini. In combination with other characterization methods, the degree of polymerization 

and the extent of functionalization can be unequivocally established. However, alkyl-

initiated polymerization of styrene[38], butadiene[43] and 1,3-cyclohexatriene[44] terminated 

with EO under common reaction conditions leads to quantitative end-functionalization with-

out oligomerization of the oxirane. 

 

Figure 2. MALDI-ToF spectra of poly(styryl)lithium functionalized with one (A) two (B) 

three (C) EO units (reaction conditions a: 4 equiv. 12 h; b: 10 equiv. 4 weeks); *broad 

signals corresponding to fragments of the polymer with Ag+[40] Copyright 2002, 

American Chemical Society. 

Functionalization with Other Alkylene Oxides 

As a result of the fundamental studies on the synthesis of v-hydroxyethylated polymers, 

several functionalized and non-functionalized epoxide derivatives have been employed as 
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termination reagents (Scheme 1 and 2). Obviously, reaction with asymmetrically substituted 

epoxide derivatives may lead to two different products. The living chain end attacks 

primarily the less hindered region due to steric effects and in the case of PO (Scheme 1a) the 

reaction with the least substituted methylene group is nearly regioselective with a yield of 

97%. This was confirmed by use of 13C-methyl-labeled PO. The degree of functionalization 

(93%) is decreased in the case of PO by the proton transfer between methyl group and living 

chain end, which results in impurities caused by non-functionalized PS.[45] In contrast, 

functionalization reaction of the next higher homolog, 1-butene oxide (BO, Scheme 1b), 

provides 99% functionalization with quantitative, regiospecific attack of poly(styryl)lithium at 

the least substituted carbon of the epoxide ring to form the corresponding secondary 

alcohol. Compared to PO, a decreased amount of non-functionalized PS was obtained due to 

the steric and electronic effects in the pending ethyl group with respect to the hydrogen 

transfer from the methylene group adjacent to the epoxide ring.[46] In addition to the 

common characterization methods, detailed MALDI-ToF studies of a number of different 

epoxides were carried out.[47] In summary, the efficiency of functionalization with respect to 

non-functionalized epoxide derivatives can be deduced from the aforementioned reports as 

follows: EO > BO > PO. Another less efficient termination reaction using an oxirane is the 

termination of living PS with 1,1,1-trifluoro-2,3-epoxypropane (Scheme 1c), affording a 

degree of functionalization of 57%.[48] 

 

Scheme 1. Functionalization of living carbanionic polymers with non-protected 

epoxide derivatives (a–h) leads to a variety of end groups that permit further 

transformation or polymerization reactions.  
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Implementation of Various Functionalities 

Epoxide Derivatives with Non-protected Functionalities 

Introducing synthesis procedures utilizing specific epoxide derivatives permits the 

implementation of additional functionalities in terminal position adjacent to the hydroxyl 

group. To this end, the employed functional groups located at the epoxide ring must tolerate 

the harsh reaction conditions of anionic polymerization. If this is not the case, they have to 

be equipped with sufficiently base-stable protecting groups. This intriguing approach will be 

described in the ensuing paragraph. 

As one of the first reported examples, the termination with 3,4-epoxy-1-butene (Scheme 1d) 

introduces a terminal vinyl group with an efficiency of 95%. The attack of the living chain end 

results in three different butenol-functionalized polymers, depending on the reaction site, 

leading to the 3,4-, 4,3- or 1,4-adduct, respectively. However, each polymer possessed the 

desired functionalities, and by altering the reaction conditions (adding lithium salt or Lewis-

bases, solvent, temperature) the ratio of products could be controlled and even limited to 

one specific product. In addition, dehydration of the end groups presents an efficient route 

to diene-functionalized macromonomers for the synthesis of grafted polymer brushes.[49] 

The synthesis of hydroxyl end-functional polymers utilizing styrene oxide (SO, Scheme 1e) as 

termination reagents was first carried out by Shimura and Lin.[50] However, detailed studies 

by Quirk et al. showed that the reaction results not only in functional and proton-terminated 

polymers, but also in other byproducts such as dimeric and trimeric polymers. The formation 

of these undesired macromolecules can be almost fully suppressed by adding THF as a Lewis 

base, leading to reduced association of living polymer chain ends. In this case, high degrees 

of functionalization (>99%) can be obtained.[51, 52] The regiochemistry of this reaction is 

affected by steric (polymer chain) and electronic (electron-delocalization) factors[53]. Thus, 

both substitution products, primary and secondary alcohols, were formed in equal parts. 

Based on these results, it is obvious that different functional groups should be introducible 

by using a variety of para-substituted SO derivatives. Recently, this method has been 

exploited for the convergent living anionic polymerization, a technique based on in situ 

chain-end functionalization and polymerization of dendritic PSs with 4-vinyl styrene oxide as 

termination reagent. This procedure leads to low polydispersity, hyperbranched PS with 
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hydroxyl groups at each branch point, as demonstrated in elegant work by Bender and 

Knauss.[54] 

In an important work Quirk et al. introduced 1,3-butene diepoxide (Scheme 1f) as a coupling 

reagent. The diepoxide was reacted with an excess of poly(styryl)lithium to form PS with two 

adjacent, in-chain hydroxyl groups. After purification the successful coupling reaction was 

confirmed by NMR and MALDI-ToF measurements.[55] Another interesting approach is the 

reaction of poly(styryl)lithium and poly(butadienyl)lithium with 3-glycidoxypropyltri-

methoxysilane (Scheme 1g), which leads to high degrees of functionalization by adding 

lithium alkoxides.[56] According to the authors, the trialkoxysilyl-functionalized polymers can 

be used as dispersion agent for silica particles. The end-functional polymers enhance 

polymer-filler interactions, leading to reinforced elastomers.[57, 58] However, nucleophilic 

attack of the carbanionic chain end at the trimethoxysilane group is a highly likely side 

reaction of the termination with this functional termination agent. 

Glycidyl Ethers with Protected Functionalities 

Epoxide derivatives containing protected functionalities must fulfill certain criteria for the 

utilization as termination reagents in carbanionic polymer synthesis. A convenient synthetic 

route to such epoxides and a simple post polymerization step to release the protective group 

is desirable. However, the most important criterion is the mandatory stability of the 

protecting group against the extremely basic conditions of carbanionic polymerization. 

Glycidyl ethers containing various protective groups represent an important class of 

compounds meeting these criteria. Several acetal- or ketal-protected glycidyl ethers, namely 

ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE)[59], 1,2-isopropylene glyceryl glycidyl ether (IGG)[60] and 

2-phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE)[39], have been utilized by our group in recent 

work to demonstrate the rapid generation of multihydroxyl end-functional PSs. The respect-

tive glycidyl ethers are shown in Scheme 2. 

A novel polymerization-termination sequence which enables quantitative functionalization 

of the living carbanions by employing a continuous operating microflow system based on a 

micromixer and conventional HPLC equipment was developed in our laboratories. A high 

pressure slit interdigital multilamination micromixer (HP-IMM, internal volume 15 mL) with 

excellent heat dissipation and efficient mixing was used. Monomer and initiator (i.e., styrene 
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and sec-butyllithium) were pumped into the micromixer to obtain a rapid and simultaneous 

start of the polymerization.[61] 

 

Scheme 2. Chemical structure of glycidyl ethers employed as termination reagents in 

living anionic polymerization. The terminationstrategies shown permit the generation 

of 2–3 hydroxyl termini at the chain end.[39] 

In a T-mixer connected to the micromixer the corresponding glycidyl ether was introduced to 

the living poly(styryl)lithium anions to terminate the polymer within the continuous flow. In 

this manner quantitatively end-functionalized polymer samples were recovered from the 

outlet tube of the reactor. The schematic reactor set-up is depicted in Figure 3. In a second 

synthetic step multiple hydroxyl end groups were released by acidic hydrolysis. The narrowly 

distributed polymers exhibit quantitative functionalization and regioselectivity, confirmed by 

detailed SEC, MALDI-ToF and NMR investigation. Adjusting the reaction parameters (e.g., 

ratio of flow rates) during the continuous polymerization permitted good control of the 

molecular weights, and well-defined end-functional polymers were obtained within several 

seconds. Due to the continuous process, the approach affords a rapid and cost-efficient 

materials´ screening with respect to novel end-functionalized polymers offering a wide range 

of material properties.[39] 

Termination with methoxy methyl glycidyl ether (MMO) in a conventional reaction set-up 

was realized by Hillmyer and coworkers in 2004 and will be discussed in the following 

paragraph.[62, 63] The authors used the end-functional polymer as a precursor for the 

synthesis of miktoarm star polymers. Wang and Huang demonstrated a similar approach to 

star polymers utilizing EEGE as capping reagent in 2007.[64, 65] 
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Figure 3. Schematic reactor set-up for continuous end-functionalization of poly(styryl)-

lithium utilizing different glycidyl ethers. Micromixer: HP-IMM.[39] 

Epoxide Termination for Macromolecular Engineering and Complex Architectures 

In the previous paragraphs, a large variety of functionalization reactions with epoxide 

derivatives has been discussed. On the one hand the end-functional polymers can exhibit 

various peculiar chemical and physical properties as such, but on the other hand the 

functional groups can obviously be used for further post-polymerization reactions. In 

particular, the hydroxyl-groups of the epoxy-terminated polymers can be utilized in sub-

sequent oxy-anionic polymerization steps. This renders the macromolecules useful as 

precursors for the synthesis of complex macromolecular architectures. In the following, 

various post-polymerization reactions that rely on the end-functional polymers as 

macroinitiators are described. 

Amphiphilic block copolymer synthesis capitalizing on epoxide terminated PS as precursor 

was performed already in 1959 in pioneering work by Richards and Szwarc.[37] As a second 

monomer EO was added to α,ϖ-hydroxyl-functionalized PS with sodium as a counter ion to 

form a block copolymer after stirring the solution for one week. The block copolymer was 

characterized by UV/Vis spectroscopy. The precipitation behavior of the material in various 

solvents was also characterized. Further attempts with PO and SO as monomers did not lead 

to block copolymers in high yields due to chain transfer reactions to the epoxides in the 

course of the polymerization. In a similar procedure, more than 30 years later PS-PEO block 

copolymers were synthesized and their potential application as stabilizer in emulsion 

polymerizations was demonstrated by Jialanella et al. The effect of different block lengths as 

well as the anchor unit/stabilizer block ratios were studied on the basis of polymerization 
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kinetics and particle size.[66] Monohydroxyl-functionalized PS, using PO as a second 

monomer represents a pathway to well-defined block copolymers with narrow molecular 

weight distributions (< 1.08) containing PO blocks with up to 12 000 g mol-1. The effects of 

different counter ions (Na/K, Rb, and Cs) as well as crown ethers were also investigated. 

Chain transfer to PO leads to a significant amount of poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) and 

hydroxyl-terminated diblock copolymer, but due to rapid proton transfer reactions between 

active alkoxides and dormant hydroxylated species[67, 68] the block copolymer grows continu-

ously. Therefore, the growth of the block copolymer is not impeded by chain transfer 

processes and the pure, narrow distributed block copolymer can be separated from PPO 

homo polymer by precipitation.[69] 

Kobatake et al. reported the synthesis of end-functional polymers by termination of poly-

(butadienyl)lithium with an alkoxamine functionalized epoxide (2,2,6,6,-tetramethyl-

1-(2-glycidyloxy-1-phenylethoxy)piperidine, Scheme 1h). This termination reaction offers 

facile access to macroinitiators for living (nitroxide-mediated) and free radical 

polymerizations (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Synthetic strategy to poly(butadiene-b-styrene) by endfunctionalization and 

subsequent nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization.[70] 
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To this end the authors developed an alternative and favorable synthetic strategy to 

promote the synthesis of transparent impact poly(styrene)s (TIPS), consisting of a blend 

containing PS and PB-PS block copolymers. In the industrial two-step procedure PB-PS 

blocks, generated by laborious anionic polymerization are blended with PS homopolymers. 

Simple addition of the macroinitiator to the radical polymerization of styrene lowers the 

experimental effort and cost compared to the common synthetic strategy for the synthesis 

of TIPS and bears interesting potential for industrial application.[70, 71] 

Complex macromolecular architectures like miktoarm star polymers with three different 

arms were synthesized by Li et al.[62], Saito et al.[63], and Wang and Huang[64, 65], as 

mentioned before. The synthetic strategy of ABC miktoarm star triblock copolymers 

consisting of poly(ethyl ethylene) (PEE), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), and poly(perfluoro-

propylene oxide) (PFPO) relies on two anionic polymerization steps, followed by one 

effective polymer-polymer coupling reaction (Figure 5). As junction molecule MMO was used 

to obtain a hydroxyl group and a protected hydroxyl group at one chain end of 

poly(butadiene) (PBD). Catalytic hydrogenation leads to end-functional PEE, which was used 

as macroinitator for the synthesis of a PEE-b-PEO block copolymer with a protected hydroxyl 

group at the block interface. After deprotection of this hydroxyl group a third polymer chain 

(mono acyl chloride end-capped PFPO) was attached via a polymer-polymer coupling 

reaction.[62] 

 

Figure 5. Synthetic strategy to synthesize a (PEE)(PEO)(PFPO) miktoarm star ter-

polymer.[62] 

Such ABC miktoarm star polymers exhibit interesting solution behavior and micellar 

structures due to the “triple philicity” with three immiscible components: the first being a 

water-soluble, the second a hydrocarbon, and the third a hydro- and oleophobic, fluorinated 

polymer chain. The formation of different structures in aqueous solution was investigated by 
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cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM). Figure 6 shows several cryo-TEM images 

and the proposed schematic structures. Depending on the block length the formation of 

various structures as multicompartment micelles, extended wormlike structures with 

segmented cores and nanostructured bilayer vesicles was observed.[72] This example demon-

strates the remarkable potential of miktoarm star architectures for the formation of multi-

compartment structures. 

 

 

Figure 6. (A–D) Cryo-TEM images of ABC miktoarm star triblock copolymers with 

corresponding schematic drawings of micellar structures. (E) Individual micelle and the 

stacking into a string (in A). (F) Side and end-on views of proposed chain packing for 

segemented ‘‘worms’’(in B–D)[72] Copyright 2004, American Chemical Society. 

The investigation of a second ABC miktoarm star polymer, which was synthesized using the 

hydroxyl group at the juncture of PEE and PEO to initiate the ring opening polymerization 

(ROP) of γ-methyl-ε-caprolactone leads to similar results with respect to the microphase 

behavior in aqueous solution.[63] 

A similar approach to ABC miktoarm star polymers was used by Wang and Huang. The 

authors terminated the living anionic polymerization of PS with EEGE and utilized this 

polymer in two subsequent steps as a macroinitiator for the ROP of either EO and EEGE or 

EO and ε-CL to generate two well-defined ABC-miktoarm star polymers. In a subsequent 
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reaction step the poly(EEGE) arm was deprotected, using acidic hydrolysis to recover a linear 

poly(glycerol) polymer chain.[64, 65] 

Higashihara et al. synthesized end-functional PS chains with 1,3-butadienyl end groups, 

which were quantitatively converted into epoxides via epoxidation. Different numbers of 

epoxy functions were generated [PS(EO)n with n = 4, 8, 16] to react with living 

poly(styryl)lithium and create 5- or 9-arm star polymers. The coupling reaction was highly 

efficient, leading to well-defined star-branched PSs. Furthermore, the linking points are 

equipped with hydroxyl groups that can be used for additional reactions.[73] As mentioned 

before, another approach generating hydroxyl groups at junction points was demonstrated 

recently by Bender and Knauss.[54] The convenient synthetic strategy is presented in Figure 7. 

The dendritically branched PS with one hydroxyl group at each branch point was synthesized 

by slow monomer addition of 4-vinylstyrene oxide and styrene to poly(styryl)lithium. The 

formation of the hydroxyl group in this insitu chain-end functionalization/polymerization 

process was confirmed by titrimetric analysis. 

 

Figure 7. Synthetic strategy for hyperbranched PSs with one hydroxyl group at each 

junction point synthesized by convergent ‘‘living’’ anionic polymerization.[54] Copyright 

2009, American Chemical Society. 

Based on these few examples, the intriguing potential of polymers terminated with 

functional epoxides for the creation of novel well-defined polymer architectures that exhibit 
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non-conventional supramolecular order in solution and in the solid state is clearly visible. 

Star polymers with 3 chemically different, immiscible arms (ABC stars) represent just one 

promising example. 

Conclusion 

Although pioneering work was already carried out as early as 1959, the termination of living 

carbanionic polymers by epoxides still represents “a road less traveled” This overview 

summarizes the past and present activities in this area, demonstrating the high potential of 

epoxide derivatives. Functional epoxides permit to introduce a large variety of different 

terminal functionalities in different positions of the polymer (e.g., in-chain or terminal). A 

promising procedure based on micromixing has been introduced, which provides a tool for 

rapid screening of functionalized polymers by adjusting flow rates, stoichiometry, monomer, 

and termination reagents. The availability of a broad variety of well-defined end-functional 

polymers gives the opportunity to use those as precursors in the formation of complex 

macromolecular architectures (e.g., miktoarm star polymers, ABC stars), but also in 

applications requiring surface or interface-attachment. However, numerous other and also 

novel tailor-made epoxide derivatives are still less explored and clearly offer great potential. 

It is interesting to note that in most reported studies styrene was utilized as a monomer. 

However, it is a safe bet that there is high potential for the preparation of other carbanionic 

polymer structures by expanding the synthesis to different monomers which are suitable for 

carbanionic polymerization (e.g., acrylates, dienes, etc.). 

In summary, it is obvious that the full potential of oxirane-based termination agents has by 

no means tapped yet and their use for the termination of anionic polymerization will 

increase and result in unusual macromolecular architectures and novel materials for future 

applications. 
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Abstract 

We describe the synthesis of end-functionalized poly(styrene)s by living anionic poly-

merization in a microstructured reactor via termination by acetal-protected functional 

epoxides. Initiation of styrene polymerization by alkyllithium takes place in a micromixing 

device with efficient heat and mass transfer properties. A newly developed continuous 

polymerization-termination sequence enabled quantitative functionalization of the living 
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carbanions by nucleophilic displacement with different, specifically designed glycidyl ethers 

(ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE), 1,2-isopropylidene glyceryl glycidyl ether (IGG), and 

trans-2-phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE)). Upon acidic hydrolysis the end-capped 

poly(styrene)s release multiple hydroxyl groups (2-3) at the chain end. Temperature and 

flow rates have been varied to control molecular weights and to optimize the reaction 

conditions for maximum polymerization and termination efficiency. The polymers were 

analyzed in detail using NMR spectroscopy, size exclusion chromatography (SEC), and 

MALDI-ToF MS. Molecular weights of the samples prepared ranged between 1800 and 9000 

g/mol. For all of the novel termination agents full termination was confirmed by MALDI-ToF 

MS. The approach presented is applicable for a large variety of monomers that are 

polymerizable by carbanionic polymerization. 
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Introduction 

Carbanionic polymerization is a highly useful technique for the synthesis of polymers with 

precisely adjustable molecular weights and low polydispersity. Its living character along with 

negligibility of chain transfer/termination reactions further permits the preparation of 

specifically chain-end-functionalized polymers. Since Michael Szwarc’s pioneering works in 

the 1950s,1 both academic and industrial interests have been focusing on the exploration of 

new synthetic strategies to a large variety of well-defined functional macromolecules.2 

Polymers with functional termini offer vast potential due to the possibilities resulting from 

reversible ionic association, further chain extension, branching, and (cross)linking with poly-

functional reagents or other polymer chains as well as for the initiation of subsequent poly-

merizations. Advanced macromolecular architectures with unique structural and physical 

properties3,4 (for instance, block copolymers, comblike, cyclic, linear-hyperbranched5 and 

star-branched polymers) can be elegantly obtained from well-defined functional polymer 

precursors. 

A large variety of intriguing materials with supramolecular properties that depend on the 

nature and position (terminal or in-chain) of the functional groups has been developed.6 As 

the interaction at polymer-polymer interfaces in blends or between polymers and surfaces 

can be tailored by the polymer architecture, functional polymers possess enormous 

potential for a variety of industrial and academic applications7, e.g., dispersion of fillers8, 

transparent impact polystyrene-polybutadiene blends (TIPS)9 and for the modification of 

surface properties, that is, adhesion, wettability, biocompatibility, chemical resistance, and 

hydrophobicity.10 

Two general strategies are employed to synthesize well-defined, end-functional polymers by 

living carbanionic polymerization: (i) use of a (usually protected) functional initiator and/or 

(ii) termination of the polymerization with an electrophilic reagent bearing the desired 

functionality. Using functional initiators permits quantitative functionalization and facile 

synthesis of telechelic polymers with (different) functional groups. However, their 

availability is limited, and solubility in solvents suitable for carbanionic polymerization may 

sometimes be poor. The termination strategy (ii) has been employed in most cases. Quirk 

and co-workers have optimized the latter approach by realizing a variety of termination 
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reactions via selective adjustment of reaction parameters like temperature, solvent, and 

additives to obtain a maximum degree of functionalization.11 

The most widely used termination reagents are chlorosilane derivatives.6, 12 As an 

alternative, the reaction with functional diphenylethylenes (DPE) has become popular,4,13 

since the polymer chains remain active for further extension (living functionalization 

reaction) unless a termination agent is added. Various epoxides14 have also been used, 

particularly ethylene oxide (EO), however, in fewer cases than the highly established 

chlorosilane termination method. Epoxides are of particular interest for the termination of 

carbanionic polymerization, since they combine pronounced chemical versatility with high 

reactivity toward nucleophilic attack due to the effect of ring strain. Furthermore, the 

lithium counterion common in carbanionic polymerization is known to prevent further 

propagation in epoxide polymerization due to the strong oxygen-lithium aggregation.15 Quirk 

et al. took advantage of this behavior in elegant work to realize quantitatively hydroxyl-

terminated poly(styrene) (PS) by reaction of the living chain end with ethylene oxide (EO).16 

Also, propylene oxide17 and 1,2-epoxybutane18 have been employed as termination reagents 

during the past two decades to introduce a single secondary hydroxyl group at the chain 

end. Additional functionalities can be implemented by using epoxide derivates with 

protected or unprotected functional groups, depending on the stability toward the highly 

aggressive living carbanions.19,20 

Glycidyl ethers, a peculiar class of epoxide derivatives, have only been marginally referred to 

as termination reagents for living carbanionic polymerizations. In an elegant work, Hillmyer 

et al. reported the termination with methoxy methylene glycidyl ether (MMO) and sub-

sequent use of the generated bis-hydroxy functional polymer as macroinitiators for 

preparation of ABC miktoarm star terpolymers21 with unusual morphologies22. In a similar 

manner, Huang et al. prepared three-arm star polymers using ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether 

(EEGE) as a termination reagent.23 

Here we report on the development of an efficient and versatile synthesis protocol for the 

preparation of well-defined poly(styrene)s with multiple hydroxyl end groups, using different 

glycidyl ethers with acetal structures, namely ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE), 1,2-

isopropylidene glyceryl glycidyl ether (IGG) and trans-2-phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether 

(PDGE) as termination reagents. In accordance with the rapid approach to precisely defined 
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living poly(styrene) chains previously published by our group,24 we employed a microstruc-

tured reaction system25 for sequential initiation/polymerization/functionalization within very 

short times, taking advantage of the dedicated heat and mass transfer characteristics, which 

are particularly favorable for living polymerization techniques requiring rapid mixing of 

initiator and monomer as well as efficient heat release due to pronounced exothermic 

character.24, 26 

Recent studies demonstrate the successful implementation of several polymerization 

techniques in microdimensional devices, e.g., free radical,27 controlled radical,28 anionic,24,29 

and cationic30 polymerizations. Beers et al. performed the anionic polymerization of styrene 

in a low-cost aluminum-kapton microfluidic device investigating different 2D designed flow 

channels.31 Pertinent advances have also been achieved in the field of hyperbranched 

polymers32 and dendrimers.33 

However, only little attention has been paid to the potential of continuously operating 

microstructured reactors for the sequential synthesis of multiple functionalized polymers 

and the anionic polymerization of vinylmonomers with subsequent functionalization in 

continuous flow. Within the scope of our investigations, we concentrated on the 

development of a versatile process for the rapid synthesis of novel tailor-made end-

functional polymers by living carbanionic polymerization, using specifically designed glycidyl 

ethers as termination reagents that release multiple hydroxyl groups upon facile acidic 

hydrolysis. An overview of the epoxides employed and the functionalization strategies 

introduced is shown in Scheme 1. 

 

Scheme 1. Semi-continuous synthesis of multi-hydroxyl end-functionalized 

poly(styrene) using a microstructured reactor (HP-IMM) 
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Experimental Section 

Reagents. All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics and used as 

received unless otherwise stated. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) for polymerization was distilled 

from sodium/benzophenone under reduced pressure (cryo-transfer). Styrene was dried over 

calcium hydride (CaH2) and cryo-transferred prior to use. sec-Butyllithium (sec-BuLi, 1.3M, 

Acros) was used as received, and the concentration of the initiator was determined by the 

Gilman double titration method.34 n-Hexane and CaH2 were purchased from Fluka and used 

as received. Chloroform-d and benzene-d6 were purchased from Deutero GmbH and stored 

over molecular sieves (3Å). 

Instrumentation. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz on a Bruker AMX 400 and were 

referenced internally to residual proton signals of the deuterated solvent (CDCl3, 

benzene-d6). Field desorption mass spectra were measured on a Finnigan MAT 95. Size 

exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements were carried out in THF on an instrument 

consisting of a Waters 717 plus autosampler, a TSP Spectra Series P 100 pump, a set of three 

PSS SDV columns (104/500/50 Å), and RI and UV detectors. All SEC diagrams rely on the RI 

detector signal, and the molecular weights refer to linear poly(styrene) (PS) standards 

provided by Polymer Standards Service. Matrix-assisted laser desorption and ionization time-

of-flight (MALDI-ToF) measurements were performed on a Shimadzu Axima CFR MALDI-TOF 

mass spectrometer using dithranol (1,8,9-trishydroxyanthracene) as matrix. 

Synthesis of Glycidyl Ethers. Ethoxy Ethyl Glycidyl Ether (EEGE, 1). EEGE was synthesized as 

reported by Fitton et al.35 Glycidol was added to an excess of ethyl vinyl ether and catalytic 

amounts of p-toluenesulfonic acid to obtain the desired product (yield: 90%). 

DL-1,2-Isopropylidene Glyceryl Glycidyl Ether (IGG, 2). IGG was synthesized according to a 

recently published procedure36 by phase-transfer reaction of epichlorohydrin and solketal 

(isopropylidene glycerol) in benzene and 50% KOH solution as solvents. Tetrabutyl-

ammonium bromide (TBAB) was added and served as catalyst (yield: 51%). 

trans-2-Phenyl-1,3-dioxane Glycidyl Ether (PDGE, 3). 4.1 g (23 mmol) of 5-hydroxy-2-phenyl-

1,3-dioxane (HPD)37 was dissolved in 20 mL of benzene, 20 mL of 50% KOH, and 0.74 g (2.3 

mmol) of TBAB were added. After cooling the mixture to 10 °C, epichlorohydrin was slowly 

added via syringe. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 48 h, diluted 

with diethyl ether, and washed three times with water, saturated aqueous NaHCO3, and 
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saturated aqueous NaCl. After drying over MgSO4, diethyl ether and excess epichlorohydrin 

were removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified via column chromatography (silica, 

chloroform:ethyl acetate 5:1, Rf = 0.45). 1.5 g (6.3 mmol, yield: 30%) of PDGE was obtained 

and characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy and field desorption mass spectrometry (FD-MS). 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.43 (m, 5H, C6H5), 5.57 (s, 1H, CH acetal), 4.37 (m, 2H, 

CH2 1,3-dioxane), 4.08 (m, 2H, CH2 1,3-dioxane), 3.97 (dd, 1H, CH2 glycidol), 3.55 (q, 1H, CH2 

glycidol), 3.46 (m, 1H), 3.24 (m, 1H, CH epoxide), 2.83 (t, 1H, CH2 epoxide), 2.68 (q, 1H, CH2 

epoxide). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 138.0 (quart. C aromatic), 128.9 (CH aromatic), 

128.2 (CH aromatic), 126.1 (CH aromatic), 101.3 (tert. CH acetal), 71.0 (CH 1,3-dioxane) 69.4 

(CH2 1,3-dioxane) 68.6 (CH2), 51.2 (CH epoxide), 44.2 (CH2 epoxide). FD-MS: 235.9 g/mol. 

Microstructured Reactor. A continuous flow reaction setup (Figure 1) equipped with a 

micromixer was employed for the synthesis of end-functionalized poly(styrene)s. A stainless 

steel high-pressure slit interdigital micromixer (HP-IMM, provided by the Institut für 

Mikrotechnik Mainz (IMM)) with an internal volume of 15 μL was used for fast and efficient 

mixing of monomer and initiator realized by multilamination mixing mode, combined with 

geometric and hydrodynamic focusing.38 The micromixer was immersed in a water bath at 

predefined temperature and equipped with two reactant inlets and one outlet. After mixing 

of monomer and initiator within several milliseconds, the reaction mixture passed a short 

stainless steel capillary residence tube (for details cf. Figure 1) and was combined with the 

corresponding glycidyl ether (separate flow tube) in a T-junction (diameter = 700 μm). The 

residence tube behind the T-junction was connected to a degassed vessel for sample 

collection. Flow rates were controlled via HPLC pumps (Knauer WellChrom K-501, inert 

10 mL pump heads with ceramic inlays). 

Synthesis of Hydroxyl-Functionalized Poly(styrene)s. Exemplary Synthesis Procedure for PS-

EEGE-3. Prior to the polymerization reaction, THF was pumped through the microstructured 

reactor setup for 10 min at 0.5 mL min-1 via all three HPLC pumps to rinse off residual 

impurities. The water bath was kept at room temperature, and a solution of purified styrene 

(1.5 M) in dry THF was kept under argon in a flask covered with a septum. Into a second flask 

containing dry hexane, 3.8 mL sec-BuLi was added via syringe directly before starting the 

reaction (0.05 M). The third flask contained a solution of purified EEGE (0.1 M) in THF. The 

three flasks were connected to the HPLC pumps via PTFE tubes transfixed through the septa. 
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The connection tube between micromixer and T-junction was 50 cm in length and 700 μm in 

diameter, corresponding to an internal volume of 200 μL. A schematic overview of the 

general setup is shown in Figure 1. 

Prior to the polymerization start, pump II (initiator) was activated and the assembly was 

flushed with sec-BuLi solution to eliminate residual impurities. In order to initiate the 

continuous process, pumps I (monomer) and II (initiator) were activated with flow rates of 

1 mL min-1. After the characteristic reddish color appeared at the outlet, pump III was 

activated with a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 to combine the termination reagent and the reaction 

mixture within the T-junction. Full monomer conversion was achieved after 6 s, and the end-

capped polymer was recovered from a short outlet tube (50 cm length, 700 μm diameter, 

internal volume 200 μL) connected to the T-junction. PS-EEGE-3 was precipitated into 

methanol and dried in vacuum at room temperature for 12 h. 

All polymer samples prepared have been produced by an analogous procedure. Adjusting 

the flow rates via the control elements of the HPLC pumps or selecting different 

concentrations permits convenient variation of molecular weights of the materials prepared. 

Synthesis of Multihydroxyl-Functionalized Poly(styrene). 500 mg of the end-capped PS was 

dissolved in 20 mL of THF and 3 mL of 2M HCl. After refluxing of the solution for 8 h, the 

reaction mixture was diluted with chloroform and washed with saturated aqueous NaHCO3 

and water. After drying the organic phase with MgSO4, all solvents (CHCl3, THF) were 

removed under reduced pressure. The samples were precipitated into MeOH and dried at 

room temperature for 12 h. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic reactor setup for polymerization of styrene with direct subsequent 

termination by glycidyl ethers (micromixer: HP-IMM).  
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Results and Discussion 

Three different glycidyl ethers (Figure 2) with acetal or ketal protecting group were used to 

terminate the living anionic poly(styrene) chains in continuous flow, aiming at novel multi-

hydroxyl end-functionalized polymer structures: EEGE (1), IGG (2), and PDGE (3), a novel 

glycidyl ether that was prepared from epichlorohydrin using TBAB as a phase transfer 

catalyst. This compound offers the unique possibility to introduce one secondary and two 

primary protected hydroxyl groups via a single functionalization/deprotection sequence. 

 

Figure 2. Glycidyl ethers/acetals used as termination reagents in the continuous 

polymerization-termination sequences. 

The different epoxide termination agents were obtained in high purity (see Supporting 

Information, Figures S7 and S8), which is essential for quantitative chain-end functional-

ization of living carbanionic polymers. Strong aggregation of the lithium counterion with 

alkoxides prevents further oxyanionic propagation,15 rendering the synthesized glycidyl 

ethers suitable for quantitative and simultaneous end-capping of the living carbanions. 

Utilization of the micromixer-based reaction system permits rapid reactant mixing and offers 

the possibility to apply reaction conditions (room temperature) that are not applicable in 

conventional glass equipment. Thus, significantly faster reaction kinetics can be realized. The 

technique is feasible, unless very high molecular weights are required. The stainless steel 

setup shows excellent chemical resistance toward the highly aggressive carbanions and 

hence provides an ideal platform for rapid living anionic polymerization sequences. For 

comparison, classical batch methods for carbanionic polymerizations are often labor-

intensive and in many cases require “high vacuum” or “break-seal” methods as well as 

individually manufactured glass reactors.39 Residence times required for full conversion of 

styrene in the micromixer-based system are generally below 15 s without loss of control 

over the polymerization compared to oftentimes prolonged reaction times of typically 2-3 h 

in batch reactors. The temperature dependency of the continuous flow polymerization has 
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also been studied by increasing the temperature to 60 °C. However, no significant deviation 

with respect to the polymer properties (Mn, PDI) has been observed. 

Initiation of styrene polymerization with sec-BuLi in the micromixer at room temperature, 

using THF as a solvent, results in an extremely fast propagation reaction (t1/2 < 0.5 s).40 Full 

monomer conversion is achieved within seconds24, 26 before the living chain ends are reacted 

with the unsubstituted carbon of the highly strained epoxide ring. A short outlet tube (for 

details cf. Figure 1) is sufficient for reaction of all living polymer chains with the termination 

reagent before leaving the reactor. A color change of the reaction mixture (reddish to light 

yellow), resulting from the termination of living carbanions, can be observed.  

Table 1. Characterization data of end-functionalized PS samples prepared by anionic 

polymerization with subsequent termination in a microstructured reaction setup. 

sample T /°C t a) Mn
b) Mn

c) Mn/Mw
c) 

      

PS-EEGE-1 25 12 1900 1800 1.14 
PS-EEGE-2 40 12 1900 1900 1.15 
PS-EEGE-3 40 10 3100 3000 1.14 
PS-EEGE-4 25 5 4300 3900 1.13 
PS-EEGE-5 40 8 3800 4500 1.26 
PS-EEGE-6 50 8 3800 6400 1.18 
      

PS-IGG-1 25 6 1900 1900 1.22 
PS-IGG-2 60 12 2500 2300 1.18 
PS-IGG-3 25 12 2600 2900 1.28 
PS-IGG-4 25 8 3800 4100 1.29 
PS-IGG-5 25 10 3900 5000 1.21 
PS-IGG-6 60 8 5000 5300 1.23 
PS-IGG-7 25 8 5200 7700 1.22 
      

PS-PDGE-1 25 12 2800 3600 1.26 
PS-PDGE-2 25 12 5000 4100 1.36 
PS-PDGE-3 25 8 7500 8800 1.24 

a)Residence time in seconds b)Theoretical value of the number average of the molecular weight in g·mol-1 
c)Molecular weight in g·mol-1 and molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC in THF. 

By adjusting the ratio of styrene and sec-BuLi flow rates, the degree of polymerization was 

readily varied during the ongoing experiment. Thus, the micromixing device provides 

convenient access to a variety of structurally different polymers without modifying the setup 
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within one run. Subsequent to the continuous polymerization/functionalization sequence, 

the protecting groups are cleaved by acidic hydrolysis to afford multihydroxyl end-

functionalized polymers. 

Characterization by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) yielded reasonable agreement 

between theoretical and experimental molecular weights, revealing narrow to moderate and 

monomodal molecular-weight distributions (MWDs) (Mw/Mn < 1.30, mostly < 1.25; Table 1). 

No dependence of molecular weights and PDI on the temperature was observed in the 

temperature range between 25 and 60 °C. 

Figure 3 depicts the SEC diagrams of IGG-terminated poly(styrene)s with monomodal MWDs, 

evidencing the remarkable degree of control over the polymerization under the applied 

continuous flow conditions. 

 

Figure 3. MWDs determined via SEC of selected PS-IGG samples (THF, RI-Signal). 

The MWDs of the epoxide-terminated polymers obtained by the continuous approach 

presented herein are generally slightly broader than those realizable in classical batch 

reactors (typically < 1.1, often 1.01-1.03).A possible explanation can be found in the slightly 

incontinuous flow of the HPLC pumps, which results in temporary deviations from the 

adjusted stoichiometry. Taking into account the significantly reduced experimental effort 

using the continuous device, the micromixer-based system provides an alternative for 

carbanionic batch polymerization, when very narrow MWDs with PDIs below 1.05 do not 

represent a necessity, as it applies for a wide variety of applications.41 
1H NMR spectroscopy was employed to study the functionalization as well as monomer 

conversion. Figure 4 (bottom) represents the 1H NMR spectrum of PS-EEGE-2. The expected 
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signals reflecting the poly(styrene) backbone (aromatic signals at 7.3-6.3 ppm and aliphatic 

signals at 2.6-0.8 ppm) are clearly visible. Referencing the respective signals to the six methyl 

proton signals of the initiator sec-BuLi (0.72 ppm) permits to estimate the functionalization 

efficiency. The acetalic proton (4.38 ppm) of the end group attached to the polymer 

generates a readily distinguishable signal that can be separately integrated. The respective 

values were close to 1 in all cases, indicating a high degree of functionalization. However, 

end-group analysis using 1H NMR spectroscopy becomes increasingly problematic at 

elevated molecular weights due to the diminishing end-group signal intensity. 

 

Figure 4. 1H-NMR spectra of PS-EEGE: (bottom: PS-EEGE-2, top: deprotected PS-EEGE-2 

(PS-EEGEd-2); both spectra were measured in benzene-d6 as solvent. 

It is known from the literature that the regiochemistry of reactions between living 

poly(styrene) and epoxide compounds depends on the steric and electronic nature of the 

termination reagent.17-20 For instance, the reactions of poly(styryl)lithium with propylene 

oxide and 1,2-butene oxide are regioselective due to pronounced steric effects of the methyl 

or ethyl group, respectively. Nucleophilic attack at the least hindered carbon atom 

predominantly results in formation of the secondary alcohol. In contrast, when employing 

styrene oxide as a termination reagent, no regioselectivity can be observed due to the 

parallel influence of both steric and electronic effects. In the case of reacting poly-

(styryl)lithium with the different glycidyl ethers reported herein, regioselectivity was 

expected due to the steric hindrance of the bulky moieties attached to the epoxide ring. 

Two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectroscopy was employed to gain insight with respect to the 

selectivity of the reactions. Figure 5 represents a section of the HSQC spectrum of PS-EEGE-2 

in benzene-d6 after reaction with trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA), adding a small amount of 

pyridine-d5 as acid scavenger to prevent cleavage of the protecting group. The cross peaks b, 
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generated by the methine groups, are shifted downfield (5.0-5.5 ppm) in the corresponding 
1H NMR spectrum due to ester formation. Owing to the presence of a mixture of 

diastereomers, two distinct methine signals are generated. The absence of any downfield-

shifted methylene signals (blue) indicates that regioselective attack of poly(styryl)lithium 

took place exclusively at the least hindered carbon atom of EEGE, and thus no primary 

alcohol was formed. Furthermore, the 1H-1H-COSY spectrum (see Supporting Information 

Figure S5) illuminates the coupling between b and adjacent methylene groups a and c. 

Taking into account the additional steric constraints of the other termination reagents, 

similarly regioselective nucleophilic displacement reactions can be safely assumed for all 

epoxide termination reagents of this study. 

 

Figure 5. Top: Section of 1H NMR spectrum of PS-EEGE-2. Bottom: HSQC spectrum of 

PS-EEGE-2 after reaction with trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA). Phase information is 

given by coloration of cross peaks (red: methyl, methine; blue: methylene). 
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The spectra of both the protected and deprotected polymer (PS-EEGE-2) are depicted in 

Figure 4. Complete disappearance of the acetalic proton d (4.38 ppm) as well as the methyl 

group signals (1.06) confirms quantitative deprotection of the acetalic end groups. It has to 

be emphasized that the deprotection times are considerably prolonged compared to water-

soluble polymers42, which can be explained by the nonpolar character of the poly(styrene) 

backbone, shielding the acetal group from the deprotecting reagent. Additional NMR spectra 

of PS-IGG and PS-PDGE polymers before and after deprotection are given in Figures S3 and 

S4 of the Supporting Information. As expected, no significant change in molecular weight 

and MWD has been observed after cleavage of the protecting groups (SEC). 

As indicated above, NMR spectra cannot provide sufficient proof for quantitative terminal 

functionalization of the polymers, particularly at elevated degrees of polymerization. Matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS) as a 

crucial characterization method for the detailed investigation of end-functional polymers 

was thus applied in order to obtain unequivocal evidence for the high functionalization 

efficiency of the method. Quantitative functionalization of poly(styrene)s capped with the 

three different glycidyl ethers was demonstrated by MALDI-ToF MS, using silver trifluoro-

acetate as cationizing agent and dithranol (1,8,9-trishydroxyanthracene) as matrix. Figure 6 

shows two MALDI-ToF spectra of IGG- and PDGE-terminated poly(styrene). The spectrum of 

PS-IGG (left) reveals only one distribution mode, which is unambiguously assigned to 

IGG-functionalized poly(styrene). The most intense isotopic mass species appear 3 units 

higher than the monoisotopic peak, and one representative mass peak at m/z 2541.6 

corresponds to the 21-mer of PS-IGG-3 (C4H9-(C8H8)21-C9H17O4·Ag+); calculated isotopic mass 

= 2541.4 Da. Similar conclusions apply for the spectrum on the right, representing PS-PDGE-1 

with a single distribution mode that can clearly be assigned to the desired polymer. The 

representative mass peak (28mer: C4H9-(C8H8)21-C13H17O4·Ag+, 3317.7 Da) is in very good 

agreement with the calculated value (3317.8 Da). In both cases the mass difference between 

each signal represents the molecular mass of the monomer (104.1 Da). Furthermore, it has 

to be emphasized that peaks corresponding to the protonated, non-functional poly(styrene) 

(PS-H: 22mer = 2457.4 Da or 31mer = 3394.7 Da) are absent in both spectra, confirming the 

quantitative functionalization of poly(styrene) with IGG and PDGE. 
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In order to confirm that nonfunctionalized PS-chains would be detected in the presence of 

the functionalized PS-samples, mixtures containing end-functional and nonfunctional 

poly(styrene)s have been subjected to MALDI-ToF measurements. In this case, in 1:1 blends 

nearly identical detection intensities of both series of signals were observed (see Supporting 

Information Figure S9), and therefore similar desorption and ionization properties of the 

different poly(styrene) types can be safely assumed. 

MALDI-ToF investigation of the PS-EEGE sample series confirmed quantitative functional-

ization, resulting in analogous single molecular weight distributions (see Supporting 

Information Figure S6). Detailed MALDI-ToF studies with the deprotected polymers 

confirmed results of the 1H NMR spectra, evidencing successful cleavage of the protecting 

groups and full functionalization (see Supporting Information Figure S6). 

 

Figure 6. MALDI-ToF mass spectra of end-functionalized poly(styrene) synthesized in 

continuous flow: PS-IGG-3 (left), PS-PDGE-1 (right). 

Conclusion 

We have developed a semicontinuous strategy for the rapid preparation of multihydroxyl-

functional poly(styrene)s, capitalizing on the high stability of the acetal-protecting groups of 

the protected glycidyl ethers toward strong bases. The synthetic approach presented relies 

on a continuously operating microstructured reaction device for living carbanionic poly-

merization and termination with specifically tailored glycidyl ethers, followed by 

deprotection of the introduced end-group moieties. 

Adjustment of molecular weights as well as chemical nature of the end group can be 

achieved by alteration of the flow rates in a single experiment without interrupting the 
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continuous flow process. Full styrene monomer conversion was achieved within several 

seconds by working at room temperature in a polar solvent, usually THF. The functional 

polymers were thus obtained in very short reaction times without having to resort to tedious 

postpolymerization protocols or purification steps in order to yield pure and quantitatively 

functionalized materials. The acetal and ketal protecting groups of the employed 

termination reagents are stable toward the highly reactive carbanions and can be cleaved 

under acidic conditions. 

The general termination methodology presented herein also provides a method for rapid 

and cost-efficient polymer screening with respect to novel end-functionalized materials. By 

tailoring the glycidyl ethers by means of standard organic synthesis protocols, a large variety 

of terminal units at vinyl polymers with multiple end groups and intriguing properties can be 

realized. The respective materials can be further used as macroinitiators for complex macro-

molecular architectures, such as miktoarm star polymers, block copolymers, and graft poly-

mers. Depending on monomer and termination reagent, such end-functional polymers are 

also promising for the specific adjustment of surface and interfacial properties.Use of several 

monomer/termination reagent combinations can rapidly afford polymer libraries, permitting 

to screen a wide range of material properties (wettability, hydrophobicity, chemical 

resistance, biocompatibility). A detailed study of other carbanionic polymerization reactions 

with respect to protected glycidyl ether termination and functionalization is currently in 

progress and will be reported in due course. 
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Supporting Information 

The following Figures represent characterization results obtained by NMR spectroscopy, size 

exclusion chromatography and MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. SEC curves of selected PS-EEGE (left) and PS-PDGE (right) samples (THF, RI-

Signal). 

 

Figure S2. SEC-curves of deprotected poly(styrene)s (PS-EEGEd, PS-IGGd, PS-PDGEd) 
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Table 1. SEC characterization data of multi-hydroxyl end-functionalized PS samples 

prepared by an additional cleavage step. 

sample Mn
a) Mn/Mw

a) 

   
PS-EEGE-2d 1700 1.18 
PS-EEGE-3d 3400 1.19 
PS-EEGE-5d 4800 1.27 
   
PS-IGG-5d 5000 1.21 
PS-IGG-7d 7700 1.22 
   
PS-PDGE-1d 3700 1.26 

aMolecular weight in g·mol-1 and molecular weight distribution characterized by SEC in THF. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. 1H NMR spectra of PS-IGG: bottom: PS-IGG-1, top: PS-IGG-7d; both spectra 

were measured in benzene-d6 as solvent. 
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Figure S4. 1H NMR spectra of PS-PDGE: bottom: PS-PDGE-1, top: PS-PDGE-1d; both 

spectra were measured in chloroform-d as solvent. 

 

 

Figure S5. 1H-1H-COSY spectrum of PS-EEGE-2 with corresponding assignment of 1H 

coupling. 
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Figure S6. MALDI-ToF mass spectra of PS-EEGE-1 (left) and PS-EEGE-2d (right) 

representing quantitative termination and deprotection of poly(styrene) synthesized in 

continuous flow. 

 

 

 

Figure S7. 1H NMR spectrum of trans-2-phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE) in 

CDCl3. 
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Figure S8. 13C NMR spectrum of trans-2-phenyl-1,3-dioxane glycidyl ether (PDGE) in 

CDCl3. 

 

 

 

Figure S9. MALDI-ToF Spectrum of a mixture containing PS-EEGE and PS-H in a 1:1 

ratio.  
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In a semicontinuous anionic procedure amino in-chain functionalization of amphiphilic block 

copolymer (PS-(NH2)-PEO) were obtained and reactivity was proofed by addressing a 

fluorescent dye to the active site. 

 

 

Abstract 

A series of block copolymers bearing a single amino in-chain functionality was synthesized 

via anionic polymerization of styrene and ethylene oxide. By means of both a conventional 

and a continuous setup, living poly(styrene) was quantitatively end functionalized with an 

oxirane (DBAG) prior to the polymerization of the poly(ethylene oxide) segment. The 

in-chain amine was conjugated with a fluorescent dye.  
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Anionic polymerization represents an important technique to synthesize well-defined 

macromolecules with in-chain and chain-end functionalities.1 The established procedure for 

the introduction of end-functional groups requires universal capping reagents, e.g., 

diphenylethylene (DPE)2 or chlorosilane3 derivatives. Epoxides possess great potential as 

termination agents for the implementation of a single hydroxyl group or multiple orthogonal 

functionalities with high degrees of functionalization, as we reviewed recently.4 Further-

more, the polymerization-termination sequence can be transferred to continuous flow, 

utilizing microstructured reactors.5 

The introduction of exactly one in-chain functionality directly at the interface between the 

two blocks of diblock copolymers can be realized by termination reagents exhibiting two 

functional groups, i.e., one to initiate the anionic polymerization of the following block, while 

the other functional group is stable or protected towards the polymerization conditions and 

can subsequently be modified. Such unique polymer architectures represent a fascinating 

class of compounds, which can be utilized as precursors for macromolecular architectures6 

like miktoarm star polymers7 and H-shaped polymers.8 With respect to self-assembly, in-

chain functionalized polymers offer intriguing properties and potential for applications9 due 

to the defined position of the single in-chain functional group.10 

Functionalization methods via living polymerization techniques often require sophisticated 

synthesis procedures. Recently, Quirk and co-workers introduced a DPE derivative bearing a 

SiH-group at the junction point as a general functionalization method.11 The facile 

combination of oxy- and carbanionic polymerizable monomers can be achieved by using 

epoxide derivatives as capping reagents, due to the emerging hydroxyl group. To date this 

functionalization methodology provides an in-chain hydroxyl group leading to ABC miktoarm 

star polymers.12 

Here, we present the first introduction of exactly one amino functionality at the interface of 

an amphiphilic block copolymer in a facile three step synthesis, starting with a microfluidic 

process in the first step. The benzyl protected amino group as well as a hydroxyl group were 

introduced by end capping “living” poly(styrene) with the specially designed epoxide (N,N-

dibenzyl amino glycidol, DBAG)13 as a termination agent. Polymerization of the second block 

(poly(ethylene oxide)) and deprotection of the amino group by hydrogenolysis resulted in 

the desired poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) copolymer (PS-b-PEO) bearing an amino 
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group at the block junction. As a proof of principle a fluorescent dye has been attached to 

the in-chain amine (Scheme 1). 

 

Scheme 1 Synthetic strategy for in-chain amino-functionalized, amphiphilic block 

copolymers (PS-(NH2)-b-PEO). 

Alkyllithium initiated poly(styrene) (PS) polymerization was terminated with a recently 

developed oxirane (DBAG, 1)13 in continuous flow. This microfluidic process was carried out 

in a microstructured reactor (Scheme S1) with an interdigital micromixer14, providing fast 

and efficient mixing of the reagents, due to multilamination.5 By altering flow rate ratios of 

monomer and initiator solution a series of chain-end functionalized polymers can be 

obtained rapidly during the ongoing reaction (see Table S1). Analogous reactions were 

carried out in classical batch reactors. The functionalization efficiency of all end functional 

polymers was verified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS), a crucial characterization method for end group analysis. 

Fig. 1 presents the MALDI-ToF spectrum of polymer #1 (Table 1) with only one distribution 

mode, which can be assigned to DBAG-functionalized PS (2) with silver as a counterion (small 

sub-distribution: PS-DBAG·Li+ at 1776 g mol-1). This result confirms the previously reported 

high functionalization efficiency of termination reactions with epoxide derivatives and the 

addition of exactly one epoxide per polymer chain, which is due to the strong lithium–

oxygen aggregation.1, 4, 5 
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Fig. 1: MALDI-ToF spectrum of PS-DBAG (#1), cationizing agent: silver trifluoro acetate, 

matrix: dithranol. 

Utilizing 1 as capping reagent provides a facile introduction of two orthogonal 

functionalities. After termination a hydroxyl group is available for subsequent reactions and 

a protected amino group can be released by hydrogenolysis. Conventional and continuously 

synthesized polymers in the range of 2–20 kg mol-1 with narrow molecular weight 

distributions (MWDs) were obtained and characterized by size exclusion chromatography 

(SEC), MALDI-ToF MS and NMR spectroscopy (#1–6, Table 1, see also SI). The MWDs of the 

polymers synthesized by the continuous end capping process are slightly broader compared 

to the classical batch reactor (Mw/Mn ≤ 1.20). A faintly discontinuous flow from the HPLC 

pumps leading to temporary deviations from the adjusted stoichiometry might be an 

explanation. However, experimental time and effort are significantly reduced in the micro-

flow system, providing a fast access to the end functionalized polymer and for a large variety 

of applications extremely narrow MWDs (Mw/Mn ≤ 1.05) are not required. 

The introduction of a hydroxyl group at the chain terminus allowed the utilization of PS-

DBAG as a macroinitiator for the anionic ring opening polymerization of ethylene oxide to 

obtain an amphiphilic poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) copolymer with a protected 

amine moiety at the block junction. Characterization data of all block copolymers with 

PS/PEO ratios of 1–12 are shown in Table 1 (#8–15). Successful polymerization can be 

monitored by SEC. Fig. 2 shows the MWDs of precursors and block copolymers 

demonstrating a clearly visible shift of the molecular weight from 4.3 to 10.5 kg mol-1 (#7 

and #13). To demonstrate an additional possibility of functionalization two block copolymers 
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were terminated with allyl bromide at the PEO block terminus (#11 and #12). This allyl 

function can be employed for further reactions, e.g., the covalent conjugation with Si–H or 

S–H-functionalized macro- or low molecular weight molecules resulting in novel 

architectures, which is subject of ongoing studies. 

Table 1: Characterization data of PS-DBAG and in-chain functionalized PS-b-PEO 

prepared by anionic polymerization. 

# polymera Mn
b PDIb PEO/PSa 

1 PS20-(DBAG)c 2200 1.19 - 
2 PS45-(DBAG)c 5000 1.18 - 
3 PS122-(DBAG)c 13000 1.12 - 
4 PS199-(DBAG)c 20000 1.19 - 
5 PS21-(DBAG)d 2400 1.06 - 
6 PS26-(DBAG)d 2700 1.06 - 
7 PS40-(DBAG)d 4300 1.06 - 
8 PS21-(DBAG)-b-PEO102

e 8100 1.07 2.0 
9 PS40-(DBAG)-b-PEO95

e 8800 1.07 1.0 
10 PS21-(DBAG)-b-PEO130

e 9600 1.06 2.6 
11 PS26-(DBAG)-b-PEO155

f 10500 1.08 2.5 
12 PS40-(DBAG)-b-PEO185

f 12800 1.09 1.9 
13 PS40-(DBAG)-b-PEO341

e 20700 1.07 3.7 
14 PS20-(DBAG)-b-PEO727

e 24000g 1.18g 6.4 
15 PS33-(DBAG)-b-PEO909

e 28400g 1.18g 12.1 
16 PS21-(NH2)-b-PEO130 8100 1.14 3.0 
17 PS21-(NH2)-b-PEO102 8100 1.17 2.4 
18 PS40-(NH2)-b-PEO185 13000 1.18 2.0 
19 PS40-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO185 14700 1.09 2.0 

acalculated by 1H NMR, bmolecular weight in g·mol-1 and MWD characterized by SEC in THF 
(PS-standard), csynthesized in microstructured reactor, dsynthesized in conventional reactor, 
eterminated with methanol, fterminated with allyl bromide, gdue to low solubility in THF characterized 
by SEC in CHCl3 (PS-standard). 

To obtain the in-chain amine functionality at the block junction, the benzyl protecting groups 

have to be released by hydrogenolysis. The reaction was catalyzed by palladium hydroxide 

on activated carbon (Pd(OH)2/C) and carried out in a solvent mixture of THF/MeOH/H2O.13 

The progress of the deprotection can be monitored by 13C NMR spectroscopy. Disappear-

ance of the methylene signals of the benzyl protective groups at 139.5 ppm confirms the 

quantitative deprotection of the amino group (Fig. S11). Table 1 summarizes the 
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characterization data of the in-chain amine-functionalized block copolymers (PS-(NH2)-b-

PEO, 3). MWDs (#16-18) are slightly increased compared to the protected polymers, most 

probably due to additional interaction between the amino group and the SEC column 

material (Fig. S12). 

 

Fig. 2: SEC traces of precursor (PS-DBAG, #7, dashed line) and amphiphilic block 

copolymer (PS-DBAG-b-PEO, #13, solid line). 

The access to novel in-chain amine-functionalized block copolymers is important for a large 

variety of applications (e.g. tailoring of surface properties or the synthesis of miktoarm star 

polymers). First studies to demonstrate the selective reactivity of the amino group were 

carried out by attaching a fluorescent dye to the block interface. The activated N-hydroxy-

succinimide ester of fluorescein (NHS-Fl, 4) as an active compound for reactions with amino 

functions was synthesized by DCC coupling according to literature.15 The coupling of 

polymer #12 with end capped hydroxyl function and NHS-Fl was carried out under basic 

conditions in DMF. After purification of the fluorescein-labeled block copolymer (PS-(NH-Fl)-

b-PEO, 5) SEC measurements revealed a decreased polydispersity compared to PS-(NH2)-b-

PEO (Fig. S12) and a strong UV signal at an absorption wavelength of 500 nm, evidencing the 

successful fluorescein linkage (Fig. S13). In addition, fluorescence spectra of the fluorescein-

NHS ester, PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO and a mixture of PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO and the active ester were 

recorded in ethanol (each 2·10-4 M). The spectra of the mixture (536 nm) and the active ester 

(535 nm) exhibit similar fluorescence maxima, whereas in the case of the dye-labeled block 

copolymer the maximum shows a significant blue shift (519 nm). This shift results from the 

decreasing polarity in the direct environment of the dye due to the attached block 

copolymer (Fig. 3).16 
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This efficient implementation of a fluorescent dye to the junction of an amphiphilic block 

copolymer demonstrates the high potential of the central amine for a large variety of 

coupling reactions. Detailed work in this area is currently in progress. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Fluorescence spectra of PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO (#19, solid line), NHS-Fl (dashed line) 

and a mixture of PS-DBAG-b-PEO (#12) and NHS-Fl (dotted line) with ex = 490, 511 and 

512 nm respectively in ethanol medium (2·10-4 M). 

Using a micromixer-based system we have developed a semicontinuous process for in-chain 

functionalized PS-b-PEO amphiphilic block copolymers, capitalizing on the rapid capping 

reaction of epoxide derivatives. The continuous, quantitative functionalization of living PS 

with a special designed epoxide (DBAG) afforded a macroinitiator for the oxyanionic poly-

merization of ethylene oxide. The resulting amphiphilic block copolymer bears exactly one 

protected amine functionality at the block junction, which was released by hydrogenolysis. 

The reactivity of the amine was investigated by addressing an active fluorescein ester 

(NHS-Fl). This successful coupling demonstrates the intriguing potential of such materials for 

the generation of switchable, smart surfaces. In addition, the polymers can be specifically 

adjusted on surface areas of nanoparticles to enhance their surface properties, which are 

subject of future research. 
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Supporting Information 

Experimental Section 

Reagents 

All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics or Sigma Aldrich and used as 

received unless otherwise stated. Chloroform-d1 was purchased from Deutero GmbH. 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled from sodium/benzophenone under reduced pressure 

(cryo-transfer). Styrene was dried over calcium hydride (CaH2) and cryo-transferred prior to 

use. Cyclohexane was cryo-transferred from n-buthyllithium/DPE. sec-Butyllithium (sec-BuLi, 

1,3 M, Acros) was used as received and the concentration of the initiator was determined by 

the Gilman double titration method.17 N,N-Dibenzyl amino glycidol (DBAG) was synthesized 

as reported previously.13 

Instrumentation 

1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz or 400 MHz on a Bruker AC300 or Bruker 

AMX 400 respectively and were referenced internally to residual proton signals of the 

deuterated solvent. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements were carried out in 

THF or CHCl3 on an instrument consisting of a Waters 717 plus auto sampler, a TSP Spectra 

Series P 100 pump, a set of three PSS SDV columns (104/500/50 Å), RI- and UV-detectors 

(absorption wavelength: 254 nm or 500 nm). All SEC diagrams show the RI detector signal 

unless otherwise stated, and the molecular weight refer to linear poly(styrene) (PS) 

standards provided by Polymer Standards Service (PSS). Matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) measurements were performed on a 

Shimadzu Axima CFR MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer using silver trifluoroacetate as 

cationizing agent and dithranol (1,8,9-trishydroxy-anthracene) as a matrix. UV/vis 

spectroscopy was measured on a JASCO V-630 UV-VIS spectrophotometer and fluorescence 

was accomplished on a JASCO PL 6200 spectrofluorometer. 
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Microstructured Reactor 

A continuous flow reaction setup (Scheme S1) equipped with a micromixer was employed 

for the synthesis of DBAG-functionalized poly(styrene) as reported previously.5,18 A stainless 

steel high pressure slit interdigital micromixer (HP-IMM, provided by the Institut für 

Mikrotechnik Mainz (IMM)) with an internal volume of 15 µL was used for fast and efficient 

mixing of monomer and initiator realized by multilamination mixing mode, combined with 

geometric and hydrodynamic focusing.19 The micromixer was immersed in a tempered water 

bath (room temperature) and equipped with two reactant inlets and one outlet. After mixing 

of monomer and initiator (within several milliseconds), the reaction mixture passed a short 

stainless steel capillary residence tube and was combined with DBAG (separate flow tube) in 

a T-mixer (ø = 700 µm). The residence tube behind the T-mixer was connected to a degassed 

vessel for sample collection. Flow rates were controlled via HPLC pumps (Knauer WellChrom 

K-501, inert 10 mL pump heads with ceramic inlays). 

 

 

Scheme S1: Schematic reactor setup continuous polymerization-termination 

processes. Monomer: styrene; initiator: sec-BuLi; capping reagent: DBAG; micromixer: 

HP-IMM. 

Continuous Synthesis of PS-DBAG 

Exemplary synthesis procedure for PS33-(DBAG) (#S2, Table S1): Prior to the polymerization 

reaction, THF was pumped through the microstructured reactor setup (Scheme S1) for 

10 min with a flow rate of 0.5 mL·min-1 at each HPLC pump to rinse off residual impurities. A 
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solution of purified styrene (1.47 M) in dry THF was kept under argon in a flask covered with 

a septum. Into a second flask equipped with dry hexane, 4.0 mL sec-BuLi was added via 

syringe directly before starting the reaction (0.05 M). The third flask contained a solution of 

purified DBAG in THF (0.1 M). The three flasks were connected to the HPLC pumps via PTFE 

tubes transfixed through the septa. To eliminate residual impurities prior to the 

polymerization start, pump II was activated and the assembly was flushed with the sec-BuLi 

solution. In order to initiate the continuous process, pumps I (monomer) and II (initiator) 

were activated each with flow rates of 1 mL·min-1. After the characteristic reddish color 

appeared at the outlet, pump III was activated with a flow rate of 1 mL·min-1 to combine the 

DBAG-solution and the living poly(styrene) within the T-mixer. Full monomer conversion was 

achieved after 12 s, and the end-capped polymer was recovered from a short outlet tube 

connected to the T-junction. PS33-DBAG was precipitated several times in methanol to 

remove residual DBAG. The final product was dried in vacuum at room temperature for 12 h. 

All polymer samples (Table S1) prepared by the continuous end capping process have been 

produced by an analogous procedure. Adjusting the flow rate via the control elements of the 

HPLC pumps or using different concentrations permits convenient variation of molecular 

weight. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.50-6.18 (PS aromatic), 3.66 (m, 2H, CH2-Ph), 

3.48-3.20 (m, 3H, CH2-Ph, CH-OH), 2.6-0.80 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, 

(CH3-CH2-CH-CH3)). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 145.5 (PS aromatic.), 138.46 

(aromatic Carbon subst. protecting group), 128.0 (PS aromatic), 125.6 (PS aromatic), 64.6 

(CH-OH), 60.2-58.9 (CH2-NR2), 58.2 (N-(CH2)2), 47.1-41.0 (CH2 backbone), 40.3 (CH backbone), 

31.5 (CH3-CH), 29.9 (CH3-CH), 18.5 (CH3), 11.2 (CH3). 

Conventional Procedure for PS-DBAG 

Vacuum-distilled styrene (5 g, 48 mmol) was dissolved in dry cyclohexane (30 mL), cooled to 

0 °C and the polymerization was initiated with the corresponding amount of sec-BuLi (1.3 M, 

1.28 mL). The red-colored reaction mixture was stirred for 20 h at 40 °C. After a small 

amount of THF (~1-2 mL) was cryo-transferred to the reaction mixture, DBAG (2 eq.) was 

introduced via syringe to terminate the polymerization and the dark red color disappeared 

immediately. The solution was stirred for further 20 h and precipitated several times into 

MeOH to obtain 5 g (90%) PS-DBAG (2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.50-6.18 (PS 
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aromatic), 7.32 (m, 4H, meta- of protective benzyl groups), 3.66 (m, 2H, CH2-Ph), 3.48-3.20 

(m, 3H, CH2-Ph, CH-OH), 2.6-0.80 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, (CH3-CH2-CH-CH3)). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 145.5 (PS aromatic.), 138.5 (aromatic, protecting 

group), 129.0-125.0 (PS aromatic), 64.6 (CH-OH), 60.2-58.9 (CH2-NR2), 58.2 (N-(CH2)2), 47.1-

41.0 (CH2 backbone), 40.3 (CH backbone), 31.5 (CH3-CH), 29.9 (CH3-CH), 18.5 (CH3), 11.2 

(CH3). 

Table S1: Characterization data of PS-DBAG samples synthesized in continuous flow. 

# polymera Mn
b PDIb 

1c PS20-(DBAG) 2200 1.19 
2c PS45-(DBAG) 5000 1.18 
3c PS122-(DBAG) 13000 1.12 
4c PS199-(DBAG) 20000 1.19 
S1 PS27-(DBAG) 3100 1.25 
S2 PS33-(DBAG) 3700 1.19 
S3 PS34-(DBAG) 3700 1.17 
S4 PS37-(DBAG) 3800 1.15 
S5 PS52-(DBAG) 5900 1.15 
S6 PS68-(DBAG) 7500 1.15 
S7 PS74-(DBAG) 8200 1.14 

acalculated by 1H NMR, bmolecular weight in g mol-1 and MWD characterized by SEC in THF (PS-
Standard), calready listed in the main publication (Table 1). 

Synthesis of PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO 

500 mg PS-DBAG (#6) were dissolved in dry THF in a 100 mL Schlenk flask and titrated with 

potassium naphthalide (0.1 M) until a slight green color maintained. The monomer ethylene 

oxide (EO, 1 mL) was cryo-transferred into a graduated ampoule and subsequently into the 

reaction flask at approximately -80 °C. The greenish color disappeared rapidly. The reaction 

mixture was heated up to 60 °C and stirred for 24 h. The polymerization was terminated with 

either degassed methanol or freshly distilled allyl bromide (2 eq.) and precipitated in cold 

diethyl ether. Drying in vacuum at room temperature leads to 1.3 g PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO. Yield: 

94%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.35-6.24 (PS aromatic), 7.22 (m, 4H, meta- of 

protective benzyl groups), 5.90a (m, 1H, CH2-CH=CH2), 5.26a (dq, 1H, CH=CH2), 5.17a (dq, 1H, 

CH=CH2), 4.02a (dt, 2H, CH2-CH=CH2), 3.86-3.38 (PEO backbone), 2.5-0.80 (PS backbone), 
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0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, (CH3-CH2-CH-CH3)). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 145.1 (PS 

aromatic.), 139.3 (aromatic, protecting group), 134.7a (CH2-CH=CH2), 128.7-125.5 (PS 

aromatic), 117.0a (CH=CH2), 72.1 (CH-OH), 70.5 (PEO backbone), 69.3 (Core-PEO-CH2) 61.1b 

(CH2-OH) 59.5-59.1 (CH2-NR2), 59.0 (N-(CH2)2), 47.1-41.0 (PS-CH2 backbone), 40.3 (PS-CH 

backbone). 
aallyl bromide-terminated polymers, bmethanol-terminated polymers. 

Synthesis of PS-(NH2)-b-PEO 

Catalytic hydrogenolysis of PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO was carried out as described previously.2 The 

polymer (500 mg) was dissolved in a solvent mixture of 40 mL of THF, 20 mL of MeOH and 

20 mL of H2O (2:1:1) and 100 mg palladium hydroxide (10-20 wt%) on activated carbon 

(Pd(OH)2/C) were added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 days at 40 bar H2. After 

removal of the catalyst by filtration over Celite and removal of solvent under reduced 

pressure PS-(NH2)-b-PEO was obtained. Strong adhesion of the amphiphilic block copolymer 

as well as the amino function to Pd(OH)2/C resulted in yields of 50-70%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.35-6.24 (PS aromatic), 4.05-3.29 (PEO backbone), 2.5-0.80 (PS backbone), 

0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, (CH3-CH2-CH-CH3)). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3 δ in ppm): 145.3 (PS 

aromatic), 128.9-125.5 (PS aromatic), 73.0 (CH-CH2-NH2), 70.5 (PEO backbone), 49.8 

(CH2-NH2), 47.1-41.0 (PS-CH2 backbone), 40.2 (PS-CH backbone). 

Synthesis of NHS-Fl 

2-(6-Hydroxy-3-oxo-3H-xanthen-9-yl)-benzoic acid 2,5-dioxo-pyrrolidin-1-yl ester (N-

hydroxysuccinimide ester of fluorescein) was synthesized as reported previously.15 The 

reduced DMF solution was purified by flash chromatography using first petroleum 

ether/ethyl acetate (20:80) and then MeOH/CHCl3(30:70). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ in 

ppm): 8.35 (d, 1H), 8.08-7.84 (m, 2H), 7.67 (d, 1H), 6.78 (d, 2H), 6.67-6.44 (m, 4H), 2.72 (s, 

4H). 
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Synthesis PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO 

50 mg (4·10-3 mmol) PS-(NH2)-b-PEO was dissolved in 5 mL of DMF. 2.6 mg (6·10-3 mmol, 

1.5 eq.) NHS-Fl and triethylamine (TEA) were added and the reddish reaction mixture was 

stirred for 24 h. The reaction was neutralized with acetic acid and purified by preparative 

chromatography (solvent: CHCl3). Yield: 30 mg (58%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ in 

ppm): 7.44-6.29 (PS aromatic), 4.05-3.23 (PEO backbone), 2.5-0.77 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.5 

(m, 6H, (CH3-CH2-CH-CH3)). 

UV/vis and Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

The investigation of PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO (#19), NHS-Fl and a mixture of NHS-Fl and PS-(DBAG)-

b-PEO (#12) was started with the measurement of absorption spectra to indentify the 

maximum transition wavelength of each sample (Table S2). This wavelength was adjusted as 

excitation wavelength for fluorescence measurements. All samples were measured in 

ethanol solution (2·10-4M) and Table S2 presents absorption as well as fluorescence maxima. 

Table S2: Maxima of absorption and fluorescence measurements. 

sample λabs
a λfl

b 

NHS-Fl 511 535 
PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO 490 519 
PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO 
/NHS-Fl 

512 536 

amaximum of absorption spectrum in nm, bmaximum of fluorescence spectrum in nm. 
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Additional Characterization Spectra: 

 

 

Fig. S1. 1H NMR spectrum of PS-DBAG (#6) 

 

 

Fig. S2. 13C NMR spectrum of PS-DBAG (#6) 
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Fig. S3. MALDI-ToF spectra of PS-DBAG synthesized via conventional procedure. Left 

spectra: #5 with enlarged region, right spectra: #7. Cationizing agent: silver trifluoro 

acetate, matrix: dithranol. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S4. MALDI-ToF spectra of PS-DBAG synthesized in continuous flow. Left spectra: 

#S6 in Table S1, right spectra: #3. Cationizing agent: silver trifluoro acetate, matrix: 

dithranol. 
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Fig. S5. SEC traces of PS-DBAG (continuous procedure): #1 (solid line), #2 (dashed line), 

#S6 (dotted line) and #4 (dashed/dotted line). 

 

 

 

Fig. S6. SEC traces of PS-DBAG (conventional procedure): #5 (solid line), #6 (dotted 

line), #7 (dashed line). 
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Fig. S7. SEC traces of PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO. 

 

 

 

Fig. S8. 1H NMR spectrum of PS-DBAG-b-PEO (#10). 
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Fig. S9. 13C NMR spectrum of PS-DBAG-b-PEO (#10). 

 

 

 

Fig. S10. 1H NMR spectrum of PS-(NH2)-b-PEO (#17). 
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Fig. S11. 13C NMR spectrum of PS-(DBAG)-b-PEO (#14, bottom) and PS-(NH2)-b-

PEO (#17, top). 

 

 
 

Fig. S12. SEC traces of PS-(NH2)-b-PEO (#18, dashed line) and PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO (#19, 

solid line). The polydispersity of #19 is decreased compared to #18, which might be 

due to lower interaction between the column material and the fluorescent dye in 

comparison with the amino functionality. 
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Fig. S13. SEC traces of PS-(NH2)-b-PEO (#18, solid line) and PS-(NH-Fl)-b-PEO (#19, 

dotted line) with UV-signals at an absorption wavelength of 500 nm. The difference in 

signal strength (#19 strong signal, #18 no signal observable) indicating the successful 

incorporation of fluorescein at the block copolymer. 
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Abstract 

We describe the synthesis of water-soluble diblock and miktoarm star polymers consisting of 

poly(vinylferrocene) (PVFc) and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) blocks. First, end-functionalized 

poly(vinylferrocene) was generated by end-capping the living carbanionic PVFc chains with 

benzyl glycidyl ether (BGE) or ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE). Acidic hydrolysis of the 

EEGE-terminated PVFc partially oxidized the PVFc backbone. However, the dihydroxyl end-

functional PVFc was obtained in quantitative yields by hydrogenolysis of the BGE-terminated 

PVFc. A series of block copolymers and AB2 miktoarm star copolymers was obtained in a 
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second polymerization step, utilizing the respective end-functionalized PVFc as a 

macroinitiator for the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of ethylene oxide. All polymers 

were analyzed in detail, using NMR spectroscopy and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). 

Online SEC-viscosimetry as well as MALLS was carried out, confirming the formation of 

miktoarm structures. Quantitative functionalization and subsequent removal of the acetal 

and benzyl protective groups, respectively were confirmed by MALDI−ToF mass 

spectrometry. Molecular weights of the end-functionalized PVFcs range between 1000 and 

3600 g mol-1, and block copolymers with 10 000 to 50 000 g mol-1 overall molar masses were 

synthesized. In addition, the water-soluble block copolymers were investigated by 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). For 

characterization of the morphology in aqueous solution, transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) was performed, showing micelles and multicompartment micellar structures. 
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Introduction 

Ferrocene-containing polymers offer a promising combination of different characteristic 

features such as redox, catalytic, mechanical, semiconductive, photophysical, optoelectronic, 

and magnetic properties.1-7 Furthermore, these polymers demonstrate high potential for 

applications in fields like amperometric glucose/L-glutamate sensors, as demonstrated by 

Hale et al., who attached a ferrocene unit to a flexible polysiloxane backbone. The resulting 

polymer can be utilized as an efficient electron-transfer relay system (glucose 

oxidase/electrode) to improve the sensor response time.8 Biosensors containing the ferro-

cene/ferrocenium redox couple and a carbon electrode are highly explored.9-14 Moreover, 

ferrocene-containing materials show promise for various biomedical application15, e.g., as 

antimalarial-16 or anticancer-active drugs.17-20 

The first synthesis of polymers containing ferrocene units dates back to the 1950s and was 

based on radical and step growth polymerization techniques. However, at this time no single 

material with well-defined structure and high molecular weight could be obtained, due to 

side reactions, low solubility, and insufficient chemical stability of the formed products.21-26 

This limitation was overcome by the seminal discovery of the controlled living ring-opening 

polymerization (ROP) of ansa-metallocenophanes by Manners and co-workers,27,28 which 

leads to high-molecular-weight poly(ferrocenylsilanes) (PFS). Manifold PFS-based (both, 

linear and hyperbranched) block copolymers, star polymers, and graft copolymers were 

developed utilizing this synthetic pathway.29-34 These polymers exhibit various intriguing self-

assembled nanostructures in bulk and solution (e.g., micelles, rods, and nanotubes).34-39 

Other established ferrocene-based monomers are ferrocenylmethyl methacrylates 

(FMMA)40-42 and vinylferrocene (VFc)43-45, which possess a high stability toward thermal 

treatment and atmospheric exposure. The latter monomer (VFc) can be utilized to attach 

ferrocene units to a preformed polymer backbone.46 First reports dealing with anionic 

polymerization of vinylferrocene were published by Nuyken et al. in the 1990s.43 The authors 

not only synthesized PVFc homopolymes, but also described PVFc block copolymers 

(comonomers: methyl methacrylate, styrene, and propylene sulfide) with narrow molecular-

weight distributions. Similar procedures were used by Durkee47 and Higashihara44 to 

synthesize PVFc-based block copolymers with poly(isoprene) and poly(isobutylene), 
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respectively. “Living” radical homo- and block copolymerization of VFc with styrene 

─ mediated by TEMPO – was developed by our group.48 Most of those block copolymers 

exhibit low-molecular-weight PVFc blocks only. In the case of controlled radical chain 

growth, side reactions prevent the formation of longer PVFc blocks, while for living anionic 

approaches this is due to tremendously decreasing reactivity of the living chains with 

increasing chain length.44 Recently, however, we could demonstrate that reactivation of the 

“sleeping” state formed by the anionic chain termini can be achieved by adding a mixture of 

1,1-dimethylsilacyclobutane (DMSB) and 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE) (activating agent and 

end-capping reagent, respectively), yielding well-defined block copolymers.45, 49 This method 

is known as the so-called “carbanion pump” technique.50, 51 The synthetic strategy provides 

access to a large variety of well-defined block copolymers in a broad range of molecular 

weights. 

Despite all recent progress in this field, well-defined amphiphilic or water-soluble ferrocene-

based block copolymers have hardly been reported in literature.52, 53 Manners and 

coworkers developed two synthetic routes to PFS-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PFS-b-PEO) block 

copolymers. In a first approach, SiH-functionalized PEO was utilized as a macroinitiator for 

the transition metal-catalyzed ROP of dimethylsila[1]-ferrocenophanes54 and second two 

homopolymers (PEO, PFS) were combined with a bis(terpyridine)ruthenium(II) complex.55 

The former strategy reveals spherical structures, whereas the latter leads to intriguing rod-

like micelles in aqueous media, due to deviating crystallization behavior of the two 

organometallic block copolymers. 

The established route for amphiphilic block copolymers with a PEO-block (combination of 

oxy- and carbanionic polymerization) relies on the termination of living carbanionic polymers 

with ethylene oxide.56, 57 By utilizing epoxide derivatives as capping reagents, a wide variety 

of end-functionalized polymers can be obtained, either with a single hydroxyl group or 

multiple orthogonal functionalities.58-60 Subsequently, the terminal functionalities can be 

used to initiate the synthesis of well-defined polymer architectures (e.g., in-chain 

functionalized block copolymers,61, 62 star polymers,63, 64 or hyperbranched polymers65). To 

the best of our knowledge, epoxide termination has not been used for PVFc to obtain end-

functional polymers to date. Therefore, the initial goal of this work was to develop a strategy 

for the combination of PVFc and PEO by sequential monomer addition (oxy- and carbanionic 
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polymerization). A facile approach to amphiphilic metal-containing block copolymers 

without suffering from the redox-lability of VFc was the foremost objective of this work. 

In this contribution, we describe a powerful and versatile synthetic strategy to novel amphi-

philic organometallic macromolecular architectures containing PVFc blocks (Scheme 1). PEO 

was employed as the polar component in this initial study.66 In the first step of the reaction 

sequence “living”poly(vinylferrocene) anions were end-capped with benzyl glycidyl ether 

(BGE) to obtain one hydroxyl group and one benzyl-protected hydroxyl group at the chain 

termini (PVFc-BGE, 1). The terminal hydroxyl group was then utilized to initiate anionic ring-

opening polymerization (AROP) of ethylene oxide, affording a series of poly(vinylferrocene)-

block-poly(ethylene oxide) copolymers (PVFc-BGE-PEO, 4). After release of the second 

hydroxyl group of PVFc-BGE, 1, by hydrogenolysis, on the other hand, the resulting 

dihydroxyl end-functionalized PVFc (PVFc-(OH)2, 2) was used as a macroinitiator for 

polymerization of EO. This approach resulted in a series of novel AB2 miktoarm star polymers 

containing two hydrophilic PEO blocks (PVFc-(PEO)2, 3). The materials have been 

characterized in detail and studied regarding their thermal stability and aqueous self-

assembly. 

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy to amphiphilic ferrocene-containing block copolymers 

(PVFc-BGE-PEO, 4) and AB2 miktoarm star polymers (PVFc-(PEO)2, 3). (K+Np-: potassium 

naphthalide, BGE: benzyl glycidyl ether) 
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Experimental Section 

Reagents. All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics or Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received, unless otherwise stated. Chloroform-d1 was purchased from Deutero 

GmbH. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled from sodium/benzophenone under reduced 

pressure (cryo-transfer) prior to the addition of 1,1-diphenylethylene and n-BuLi as well as a 

second cryo-transfer. Benzyl glycidyl ether (BGE) and ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) were 

dried over calcium hydride (CaH2) or trioctylaluminium 2-3 times and cryo-transferred prior 

to use. Vinylferrocene (VFc) was synthesized according to a recently published procedure.49 

Instrumentation. All syntheses were carried out under an atmosphere of nitrogen or argon, 

using the Schlenk technique or a glovebox equipped with a Coldwell apparatus. 1H NMR 

spectra were recorded at 300 or 400 MHz on a Bruker AC300 or Bruker AMX 400, 

respectively and are referenced internally to residual proton signals of the deuterated 

solvent. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements were carried out in CHCl3 on an 

instrument consisting of a Waters 717 plus autosampler, a TSP Spectra Series P 100 pump, a 

set of three MZ SDV columns (104/500/50 Å), RI- and UV-detectors (absorption wavelength: 

254 nm). All SEC diagrams show the RI detector signal unless otherwise stated, and the 

molecular weight refer to linear poly(styrene) (PS) standards provided by Polymer Standards 

Service (PSS). In addition, SEC was performed with THF as the mobile phase (flow rate 

1 mL min-1) on a Mixed Gel column set from PL (PL Mixed Gel B, PL Mixed Gel C, PL Mixed 

Gel D) or an SDV column set from PSS (SDV 1000, SDV 100000, SDV 1000000) at 30 °C. Here, 

calibration was carried out using poly(styrene) (PS; from Polymer Standard Service (PSS), 

Mainz) and PVFc (self-made) calibration standards.49 For the SEC-MALLS experiments, a 

system composed of a Waters 515 pump (Waters, Milford, CT), a TSP AS100 auto sampler, a 

Waters column oven, a Waters 486 UV detector operating at 254 nm, a Waters 410 RI-

detector, and a DAWN DSP light scattering detector (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) 

was used. For data acquisition and evaluation of the light-scattering experiments, Astra 

version 4.73 (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) was used. The light-scattering 

instrument was calibrated using pure toluene, assuming a Rayleigh ratio of 9.78·10-6 cm-1 at 

690 nm. An injection volume of 118 μL, a sample concentration of 1-2 g L-1, a column 

temperature of 35 °C, and a THF flow rate of 1 mL min-1 was used, and SEC analysis was 

performed on a high resolution column set from PSS (SDV 5 µm 106 Å, SDV 5 µm 105 Å, SDV 
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5 µm 1000 Å). The online viscosity was analyzed in THF at room temperature on linear M 

column (UV, RI, visco, and light scattering detectors) by PSS-company in Mainz. 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption and ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) measurements 

were performed on a Shimadzu Axima CFR MALDI-ToF mass spectrometer equipped with a 

nitrogen laser delivering 3 ns laser pulses at 337 nm. Dithranol (1,8,9-trihydroxyanthracene) 

was used as a matrix. Samples were prepared by dissolving the polymer in THF at a 

concentration of 10 g L-1. A 10 µL aliquot of this solution was added to 10 µL of a 10 g L-1 

solution of the matrix. A 1 µL aliquot of the mixture was applied to a multistage target to 

evaporate THF and create a thin matrix/analyte film. The samples were measured in linear or 

reflection mode of the spectrometer. DSC curves were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 

DSC 8500. TGA measurements were conducted on a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 6 TGA. A Philips 

EM420 transmission electron microscope (TEM) using a LaB6 cathode at an acceleration 

voltage of 120 kV was used to obtain TEM images. TEM grids (carbon film on copper, 

300 mesh) were obtained from Electron Microscopy Sciences Hatfield, PA, USA. Additional 

TEM experiments were carried out using a Zeiss EM 10 electron microscope operating at 80 

kV. In all cases no staining was necessary. As autoclave a high-pressure laboratory autoclave 

Model II form Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG was used. 

Poly(vinylferrocene)benzyl glycidyl ether (PVFc-BGE, 1). Exemplary Synthesis Procedure for 

PVFc4-BGE. In an ampule equipped with a stirring bar, 520 mg (2.45 mmol) neat VFc was 

dissolved in 12 mL of dry THF and the solution was cooled to −12 °C. A 325 μL (0.52 mmol) 

sample of a 1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane was added quickly. The solution was stirred 

for 3 h to ensure complete conversion. A sample was taken for SEC measurement. After that 

time 3.9 mL of freshly distilled BGE (2.59 mmol, 5 equiv concerning the living chain ends) 

were added via a syringe. The solution was allowed to warm up to room temperature and 

stirred for 2 h. A small amount of degassed methanol was added and the reaction mixture 

was poured into a 10-fold excess of methanol. The end-functionalized PVFc precipitated 

quantitatively and was collected by filtration, washed with methanol, and dried in vacuo 

(yield: quantitative). 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.51−7.08 (m, BGE aromatic), 4.61−3.25 (br, PVFc 

aromatic −CH-), 2.71−0.73 (br, PVFc backbone −CH2−CH−). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, δ in 

ppm): 128.4 (BGE aromatic) 127.8 (BGE aromatic) 95.8 (PVFc Cquat) 70.3−64.5 (PVFc 
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aromatic), 43.0 (PVFc backbone CH2−CH), 32.1 (PVFc backbone CH2−CH) 22.7 (PVFc initiator 

CH2) 14.2 (PVFc initiator CH3). 

Poly(vinylferrocene)-(OH)2 (PVFc-(OH)2, 2). The reaction flask (laboratory autoclave) was 

filled with 500 mg (0.19 mmol) of 1, 40 mL of DCM, 20 mL of EtOH, and 100 mg of palladium 

catalyst on activated carbon (Pd/C, 10%). The flask was flushed with hydrogen (50−80 bar) 

and stirred for 72 h. Subsequently the catalyst was removed by filtration over Celite, and the 

solvent was removed in vacuo. PVFc-(OH)2 was obtained by precipitation in methanol and 

drying in vacuo. Strong interaction of the polymer with Pd/C resulted in yields of 50−70% 

only. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 4.61−3.25 (br, PVFc aromatic −CH−), 2.71−0.73 (br, 

PVFc backbone CH2−CH). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 96.0 (PVFc Cquat) 70.8−64.5 

(PVFc aromatic), 43.7 (PVFc backbone CH2−CH), 32.4 (PVFc backbone CH2−CH) 22.8 (PVFc 

initiator CH2) 14.3 (PVFc initiator CH3). 

Poly(vinylferrocene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PVFc-BGE-PEO, 4). Exemplary Synthesis 

Procedure for PVFc4-BGE-PEO92. The terminally functionalized polymer 1 (280 mg, 

0.15 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL of THF and the hydroxyl group was deprotonated by 

titration with potassium naphthalide (K+Np−, 0.5 M, 0.35 mL) until a slightly greenish color 

remained. Ethylene oxide (EO, 0.88 g, 20 mmol) was cryo-transferred into a graduated 

ampule and subsequently into the reaction flask at approximately -80 °C. The greenish color 

disappeared rapidly. The reaction mixture was heated up to 60 °C and stirred for 24-48 h. 

The polymerization was terminated with degassed methanol. PVFc-BGE-PEO was obtained as 

a bright yellow powder using precipitation in cold diethyl ether and drying in vacuo at room 

temperature (yield: 91%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 4.68−3.74 (br, PVFc aromatic 

−CH−), 3.96−2.77 (br, PEO backbone CH2−CH2) 2.71−0.73 (br, PVFc backbone CH2−CH). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 95.7 ( PVFc Cquat) 72.4 (BGE: −CH2−), 71.7−68.6 (PEO 

backbone CH2−CH2), 68.6−65.6 (PVFc aromatic −CH−), 61.0 (CH2−OH), 32.9−28.5 (PVFc 

backbone CH2−CH). 

Poly(vinylferrocene)-b-(poly(ethylene oxide))2 (PVFc-(PEO)2, 3). Exemplary Synthesis 

Procedure for PVFc11-(PEO61)2. A 200 mg (0.08 mmol) of 2 were utilized as macroinitiator for 

the anionic polymerization of EO analogous to the preparation of 4. A THF solution of 2 was 

titrated by K+Np− and EO (0.88 g, 20 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 

24 h at 60 °C and was terminated with degassed methanol. Precipitation in cold diethyl ether 
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and drying in vacuo yields PVFc-(PEO)2 as bright yellow powder (yield: 90%). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 4.68−3.92 (br, PVFc aromatic −CH−), 3.90−2.97 (br, PEO 

backbone CH2−CH2) 2.84−0.63 (br, PVFc backbone CH2−CH). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, δ in 

ppm): 95.7 ( PVFc Cquat) 72.5 (core, −CH2−), 71.5−68.4 (PEO backbone CH2−CH2), 68.9−65.8 

(PVFc aromatic −CH−), 61.2 (CH2−OH), 33.1−28.7 (PVFc backbone CH2−CH). 

Results and Discussion 

A. Synthesis of Linear and Star-Shaped PVFc-block-PEO Copolymers. 

A series of block copolymers and AB2 miktoarm star polymers containing one PVFc block and 

either one or two PEO blocks have been prepared by living anionic polymerization. 

Vinylferrocene was synthesized as described in literature49, and the polymerization was 

initiated by n-BuLi. To the best of our knowledge, neither water-soluble PVFc block 

copolymers have been synthesized, nor has epoxide termination been used in the context of 

the carbanionic synthesis of PVFc to date. As it is known from the epoxide-termination of 

poly(styrene),58, 67 the strong coordination of the lithium counterion with alkoxides prevents 

undesired further propagation and direct oxyanionic polymerization.59, 68 The living anionic 

polymerization of VFc was terminated by the addition of two different epoxide derivatives, 

i.e., benzyl glycidyl ether (BGE) and ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE), thereby generating a 

first hydroxyl group at the chain termini. In both cases, a second hydroxyl group can be 

released, utilizing different deprotection protocols (hydrogenolysis and acidic hydrolysis, 

respectively). Initially EEGE was utilized as the end-capping reagent to obtain mono- and 

dihydroxyl end-functional PVFcs, because we assumed facile and rapid release of the second 

hydroxyl group by acidic hydrolysis, and because of its high stability toward the aggressive 

reaction conditions of carbanionic polymerization (Scheme S1). 

A series of PVFc-EEGEs was synthesized and characterized by SEC (Figure 1) and MALDI−ToF 

MS. Table 1 summarizes the molecular weights determined by SEC, using PS and PVFc 

standards. The difference between these values increases with increasing molecular weights. 

PVFc chains show considerably smaller hydrodynamic volumes compared to PS samples with 

similar molar mass, due to the very compact chain conformation of the ferrocene-containing 

polymer.49 According to the MALDI−ToF results the end-capping process was not 
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quantitative. The highest degree of functionalization for the PVFc-EEGE was approximately 

80% (Figure S1, Supporting Information). In addition, acidic hydrolysis of this polymer even 

under mild reaction conditions afforded yields of less than 50% dihydroxyl end-

functionalized polymer (cf. MALDI−ToF MS: Figure S2, Supporting Information). Partial 

oxidation of the iron centers, which are located laterally to the polymer backbone, occurred. 

As a simple indication of the undesired oxidation process a color change of the reaction 

mixture from amber yellow to green was observed. 

Table 1. Characterization data of PVFc-EEGE 

no. polymer Mn
a Mn

b Mw/Mn
b 

I PVFc8-EEGEc 1 500 1 800 1.17 
II PVFc16-EEGEc 1 700 3 500 1.20 
III PVFc37-EEGEc 3 400 8 000 1.26 

aMolecular weight determined by SEC in g mol-1(PS standards, THF). bMolecular weight in g mol-1 and 
molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC in THF (PVFc standards49). cDegree of polymerization 
calculated by SEC (PVFc standards). 

 

Figure 1. MWDs determined via SEC of PVFc-EEGE samples #I-III (THF, RI-Signal, PS 

standard). 

As an alternative synthetic pathway, BGE instead of EEGE was utilized as protected epoxide 

derivative for the termination step. The reaction was terminated with a 5-fold excess of BGE 

to introduce simultaneously (i) an active hydroxyl group and (ii) a benzyl-protected hydroxyl 

group at the chain terminus. In contrast to the former strategy the second hydroxyl group 
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can be released by hydrogenolysis, and hence without the unwanted oxidizing processes. 

The BGE end-functionalized polymers were precipitated in methanol and characterized using 

SEC, 1H NMR spectroscopy and MALDI−ToF MS. The corresponding characterization data are 

summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Characterization data of the PVFc-BGE samples 

no. polymerc Mn
a Mn

b Mw/Mn
b 

1 PVFc4-BGE 860 980 1.07 
2 PVFc5-BGE 1 180 1 110 1.07 
3 PVFc11-BGE 1 150 2 630 1.09 
4 PVFc13-BGE 1 510 3 050 1.11 
5 PVFc16-BGE 1 990 3 650 1.10 

aMolecular weight determined by SEC in g·mol-1 (THF, PS standards). bMolecular weight in g·mol-1 and 
molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC in THF (PVFc standards49). cDegree of polymerization 
calculated by SEC (PVFc standards). 

1H NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 (Figure S3 Supporting Information, bottom). A 

characteristic challenge of the NMR spectra of PVFc polymers in general is the appearance of 

very broad and unstructured resonances (see Supporting Information).49 Nevertheless, the 

successful end-capping reaction with benzyl glycidyl ether could be verified, since the signal 

of the benzylic proton (7.49−7.25 ppm) is separated from the polymer signals. Unfortunate-

ly, the unstructured resonances in the PVFc spectra prevent accurate integration of the 

initiator signals, and therefore precise end-group analysis based on NMR spectroscopy is 

complicated. MALDI−ToF MS has been utilized instead to carry out a precise end-group 

analysis. The respective measurements of PVFc-BGE demonstrate quantitative terminal 

functionalization of PVFc with BGE. Figure 2 shows the MALDI−ToF mass spectrum of PVFc16-

BGE as an example (no. 5, Table 2). The spectrum reveals only one distribution mode, which 

can unequivocally be assigned to BGE-functionalized poly-(vinylferrocene) (1). This confirms 

the high functionalization efficiency of epoxide derivatives for the end-capping of PVFc. In 

the spectrum shown, representative signals are enlarged. The mass peak at m/z 2768.0 

corresponds to the 12-mer of PVFc- BGE (C4H9(C12H12Fe)12C10H13O2; calculated value, 2767.2 

g mol−1). Showing a constant mass difference (molecular mass of the monomer repeating 

unit: 212.1 g mol−1) between each signal, the complete spectrum is in good agreement with 

the calculated values. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that no signals corresponding 
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to the mass peak of proton-terminated, and thus unfunctionalized PVFc (C4H9(C12H12Fe)13H; 

calculated value, 2815.1 g mol-1) can be observed in the MALDI−ToF spectrum, which again 

supports quantitative BGE functionalization. The MALDI−ToF investigation of all PVFc-BGE 

samples (see Table 2) confirmed the high functionalization efficiency of the BGE end-capping 

method (see Supporting Information, Figure S4). 

 

Figure 2. MALDI−ToF spectrum of PVFc16-BGE (no. 5, Table 2) synthesized by anionic 

polymerization and a termination process with BGE as end-capping reagent; matrix, 

dithranol. 

All synthesized PVFc samples showed a narrow and monomodal molecular-weight 

distribution (Mw/Mn = 1.09−1.11) and average molecular weights in the range of 770−1760 g 

mol-1 (vs PS standards69) and 980-3650 g mol-1 (vs PVFc standards) according to SEC results 

(cf. Figure 3 and Table 2). Because of the aforementioned misleading values of the molar 

masses when evaluated using PS standards, it is necessary to consider molecular weights 

determined by SEC using PVFc standards (∼500−50 000 g mol-1). In summary, monohydroxyl 

end-functional PVFc samples were obtained in quantitative yields. 

As mentioned above, the benzyl protecting group can now be released by catalytic 

hydrogenolysis to obtain dihydroxyl end-functionalized poly(vinyferrocene)s (PVFc-(OH)2, 2). 

By adjusting several parameters including solvent, time, and temperature the reaction 

conditions were optimized. Using the polar solvent mixture of dichloromethane and ethanol 

(2:1), Pd/C as a catalyst, and a hydrogen pressure of 50−80 bar, the best hydrogenolysis 
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results were obtained.70 The progress of the deprotection reaction was monitored by 1H and 
13C NMR spectroscopy. Figure S3 , Supporting Information shows 1H NMR spectra of PVFc 

before (PVFc-BGE, no. 4) and after (PVFc-(OH)2) the release of the benzyl groups. The 

disappearance of the aromatic proton signals in the δ = 7.49−7.25 ppm region confirms 

successful deprotection. 13C NMR analysis verifies the results additionally, as the 

disappearance of the aromatic signals in the region between 127.4 and 128.9 ppm is evident 

(Figure S5, Supporting Information). 

 

Figure 3. MWDs determined via SEC of selected PVFc-BGE samples no. 1 and no. 3-5 of 

Table 2 (THF, RI-Signal, PS standard). 

MALDI−ToF MS was employed to verify successful and quantitative removal of the benzyl 

group. Figure 4 shows an overlay of the MALDI−ToF spectra recorded before (PVFc16-BGE, 

no. 5) and after (PVFc16-(OH)2) hydrogenolysis. A shift of the signals to lower masses is 

observed, indicating successful removal of the protecting group. The upper right part of 

Figure 4 depicts a magnification of the spectrum in the region between 1900 and 

2500 g mol-1, which highlights the expected shift (90.1 g mol-1 for the leaving group C7H7). 

Furthermore, it has to be emphasized that only the desired distribution mode can be 

observed in the MALDI−ToF spectrum of PVFc16-(OH)2, but no signals corresponding to the 

PVFc16‑BGE, even if the same experimental conditions were used as for the analysis of 

PVFc16-BGE (cf. Figure S6, Supporting Information). SEC characterization of PVFc-(OH)2 

samples (Table S1 and Figure S7, Supporting Information) underlined narrow molecular-

weight distributions (Mw/Mn = 1.09−1.15, THF, PS standards). The molecular weights as 
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determined for these polymers using SEC are in good agreement with their protected 

counterparts. 

 

Figure 4. Overlay of MALDI ToF mass spectra PVFc16-BGE (Table 2 sample no. 5, black) 

and the respective PVFc16-(OH)2 (Table S1 sample no. S4, orange). The magnification 

highlights the successful release of the benzyl protecting group. 

The successful synthesis of two different end-functionalized poly(vinylferrocene)s with 

either one or two terminal hydroxyl groups paves the way to different PVFc-based block 

copolymer architectures.57 To illustrate the potential of the approach, some representative 

amphiphilic PVFc block copolymers and AB2 miktoarm star polymers have been prepared. 

The detailed results will be discussed in the following sections. 

Linear (PVFc-BGE)-b-PEO diblock copolymer 4. BGE-endcapped PVFc was used as an initiator 

and EO as a monomer. The polymerization of EO is usually initiated by cesium or potassium 

alkoxides.71−74 In our present case, the initiating species for EO polymerization is a potassium 

alkoxide, which was obtained by potassium naphthalide titration: The slightly greenish 

colored reaction mixture was cooled to −70 °C, and the corresponding amount of EO was 

added. After stirring the reaction mixture for 24 h at 60 °C, the copolymer (4) was 

precipitated into cold diethyl ether. The material was obtained in high yields (91%). After 

drying a bright yellow powder was obtained. When dissolving the powder in water, 

successful incorporation of the PVFc block is already visually indicated by the absence of 

precipitated PVFc homopolymer. Block copolymers in the range of 10 000 to 50 000 g mol-1 

with a constant PVFc block of 1 000 g mol-1 were synthesized to investigate the influence of 
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varying PEO block length on the copolymer properties. 1H NMR spectroscopy was employed 

to study the block copolymer structure and composition. However, similar to the spectra of 

PVFc homopolymers, broad and unstructured signals are observed throughout, due to 

limited chain mobility. Nevertheless, the main signals of the two different polymer blocks 

can clearly be distinguished. The expected signals reflecting the PVFc backbone appear at 

2.7-0.7 ppm. The signals of the PEO backbone and the ferrocene units overlap in the region 

between 4.5 and 3.0 ppm. In addition, 13C NMR analyses were carried out. The signals of 

both blocks (PVFc: backbone 34−29 ppm; ferrocene units 68−65 ppm; PEO 73−69 ppm) are 

clearly visible in analogy to the 1H NMR spectrum. The presence of all expected signals in 1H 

and 13C NMR analysis confirms the successful synthesis of the desired diblock copolymers 

(Table 3 and Figure S8, Supporting Information). 

Table 3. Characterization data of block copolymers PVFc-BGE-PEO and AB2 miktoarm 

star polymers PVFc-(PEO)2. 

no. polymera Mn
b Mn

c Mw/Mn
c) 

6 PVFc4-BGE-PEO92
 10 000 10 000 1.11 

7 PVFc4-BGE-PEO206 20 000 20 000 1.12 
8 PVFc4-BGE-PEO795 43 000 37 000 1.07 
9 PVFc4-BGE-PEO1045 44 000 48 000 1.06 
     
10 PVFc11-(PEO61)2

 11 000 8 000 1.19 
11 PVFc11-(PEO73)2 11 000 9 000 1.25 
12 PVFc13-(PEO273)2 25 000 27 000 1.10 
13 PVFc13-(PEO420)2 50 000 40 000 1.10 

aPVFc: degree of polymerization corresponds to the protected precursor (nos. 1-10), PEO: degree of 
polymerization determined by SEC bTheoretical value of the number-average of the molecular weight in 
g mol-1 cMolecular weight in g mol-1 and molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC in CHCl3 (PS 
standard). 

NMR characterization provides important information about the copolymers, but final proof 

of successful block formation is not possible by this technique. Thus, SEC was applied to 

study all polymer samples subsequent to the work up procedure. Figure 5 presents the 

MWDs of a diblock copolymer (no. 8) and the corresponding precursor PVFc-BGE (no. 1), 

demonstrating efficient block formation. A characteristic shift of the molecular weights from 

approximately 2 000 to 40 000 g mol-1 can be observed. Since the PEO block does not induce 
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a signal in the UV detector, the pronounced UV absorption of the block copolymers evidence 

successful incorporation of the PVFc chains. The corresponding characterization data for all 

copolymers are listed in Table 3 (no. 6−9) and the respective SEC traces are depicted in 

Figure S9, Supporting Information. In comparison, theoretical values of the molecular weight 

agree well with SEC results, showing good control of the polymerization process. 

 

Figure 5. Linear block copolymer formation evidenced by UV-signals in SEC. MWDs of 

PVFc4-BGE and PVFc4-BGE-PEO795 (no. 1 and no. 13, left) as well as PVFc13-(OH)2 and 

PVFc13-(PEO420)2 (corresponds to no. 4 and no. 18, right). (CHCl3, PS standard). 

It has to be emphasized that all synthesized polymers show excellent water solubility. By 

dissolving the bright yellow product in water, the formation of a clear, slightly amber colored 

solution is observed. In addition, UV−Vis spectra have been measured in CHCl3 and H2O, 

showing the characteristic strong absorption75 of PVFc between 400 and 450 nm (Figure S10, 

Supporting Information). Comparable solubility properties are not observed for any other 

amphiphilic ferrocene-containing polymer published so far.55 

The use of BGE as the capping reagent provides facile access to terminal orthogonal hydroxyl 

functionalities. The first hydroxyl group can directly be applied for further reactions (as 

shown herein) and the second hydroxyl group can be released by hydrogenolysis. The 

presented synthetic strategy generates block copolymers with a single protected 

functionality at the block junction, which is suitable for additional reactions subsequent to 

the release of the benzyl group. It may be worth mentioning that also ABC block copolymers 

with poly(vinylferrocene) segment should be available in this manner. Detailed studies 
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employing the functionality at the interface yielding novel macromolecular architectures are 

subject of future research. 

PVFc-(PEO)2 AB2 Miktoarm Star Polymer 3. After the successful release of the benzyl group, 

PVFc-(OH)2 was subsequently used as a difunctional macroinitiator-functionalized PVFc, 

offering access to water-soluble AB2 miktoarm star polymers. The procedure was carried out 

similar to the linear block copolymer synthesis, and both hydroxyl groups were 

deprotonated using potassium naphthalide prior to the addition of EO. Because of the rapid 

cation-exchange equilibrium (compared to the propagation), both hydroxyl groups can be 

expected to react with the monomer units in the same manner and with the same 

propagation rate.76 In comparison to PVFc-PEO block copolymers, similar reaction conditions 

with 24−48 h reaction time, 60 °C and an identical work up procedure was applied to obtain 

PVFc-(PEO)2 (3) miktoarm star polymers as a bright yellow powder. As expected, the 

materials are water-soluble as well. 

Molecular weights in the range of 8 000 to 40 000 g mol−1 with low PDIs (Mw/Mn < 1.25) 

were synthesized. The corresponding characterization data of all PVFc-(PEO)2 samples are 

also summarized in Table 3 (no. 10−13, cf. Figure S11, Supporting Information). All signals of 
1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra can be assigned to the respective hydrogens and carbons of 

PVFc-(PEO)2 and are analogous to the respective linear block copolymers. Because of high 

molecular weights and therefore low signal intensity of the junction carbons, no significant 

difference between linear block and miktoarm star polymers was observable in NMR 

spectroscopy (cf. Figure S12, Supporting Information). To confirm block formation, in 

Figure 5 the SEC results obtained from the miktoarm star polymer no. 13 and the dihydroxyl 

PVFc-precursor are combined. In analogy to the linear block copolymer a molecular weight 

shift from 3 000 to 40 000 g mol-1 can be observed and the presence of an intense UV 

absorption in SEC analysis indicates successful incorporation of the PVFc block into the 3-arm 

star polymer. Again, the comparison of experimentally observed and theoretically expected 

values for molar masses demonstrates good control over molecular weights. In contrast to 

the linear block copolymers the SEC results underestimate the molecular weights slightly. 

This is due to the macromolecular architecture of the star-shaped polymer, which shows a 

reduced hydrodynamic volume compared to linear block copolymer with similar contour 

length.77, 78 
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It is obvious that it is a key issue, whether the formation of the miktoarm structures has 

been achieved. Additional information on the polymers was obtained by investigating two 

selected samples with conventional SEC, SEC−MALLS and SEC online viscometry. The 

corresponding results are listed in Table 4. Characterization by light-scattering demonstrated 

similar molecular weights for both samples (block and star polymer), whereas in the case of 

the conventional SEC (linear PS standards) the molecular weight of the star polymer was 

strongly underestimated. This is obviously a consequence of the decreased hydrodynamic 

volume of the star-shaped polymer. In addition, the data of the viscosity detector present a 

distinct difference between linear and star shaped polymers concerning the intrinsic 

viscosity (see Table 4 and Figure S13, Supporting Information). These results support the 

successful synthesis of ferrocene-containing AB2 miktoarm star polymers, i.e., growth of 

both PEO arms, and mirror the different hydrodynamic volume of linear and miktoarm star 

polymer prepared. 

Table 4. Characterization data of a selected block copolymer PVFc-BGE-PEO and an AB2 

miktoarm star polymer PVFc-(PEO)2 (conventional SEC vs. SEC-MALLS). 

no. polymer Mn
a Mw

a Mw/Mn
a Mw

b [η]c 

6 PVFc4-BGE-PEO92
 9 600 12 200 1.27 9 700 17.3 

10 PVFc11-(PEO61)2
 6 800 8 100 1.19 9 900 8.7 

aNumber-average and weight-average of molecular weight in g mol-1 and molecular-weight distribution 
characterized by SEC in THF, bWeight-average of molecular weight in g mol-1 characterized by SEC-MALLS 
in THF,79 cIntrinsic viscositsy determined by SEC on-line viscosity measurements in THF. 

B. Properties of Linear and Star-Shaped PVFc-block-PEO Copolymers. 

The main objective of this work was the development of a versatile synthetic strategy to 

generate water-soluble block copolymers containing PVFc blocks. Nevertheless, first results 

of preliminary studies of their behavior in solution, thermal properties and morphological 

characteristics will be given in the following. 

DSC measurements of both types of block copolymers (linear and AB2 star polymers) have 

been performed to evaluate the effect of the different chain architectures. The long PEG 

chain of both polymer structures provides clearly visible glass transition temperatures 

(Tg: ∼−50 °C) and melting points (Tm: ∼ 60 °C), whereas the Tg of the PVFc chains, which is 

expected in the region of approximately 200 °C,49 could not be observed. This is most 
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probably due to the low weight fraction of the PVFc blocks (2−25%). However, an increased 

stability of the synthesized polymeric structures was observed by TGA analysis. The 

degradation threshold compared to PEO homopolymers (380−400 °C80, 81) was slightly higher 

for the organometallic structures (420 °C). 

As mentioned above, all presented PVFc-PEO structures show water solubility (see 

Figure S10, Supporting Information). This is of interest, since amphiphilic ferrocene-

containing block copolymers based on poly(ferrocenylsilane) can form redox-active micelles, 

allowing e.g., for the storage and release of encapsulated drugs in aqueous media.82−85 The 

morphologies of block and miktoarm star copolymers in solution were studied by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using the drop-casting method. The polymers were 

initially dissolved in THF. Subsequent slow addition of water by a syringe pump was 

employed to lock the core structures (“frozen micelles”) as described by Eisenberg et al.86 To 

obtain the micelles in pure water, the organic cosolvent was gradually eliminated by dialysis. 

One drop of the aqueous solution (c ≈ 0.5 g L-1) was deposited on a carbon-coated copper 

TEM grid. The water was allowed to evaporate under vacuum, before the polymer structures 

on the grid were investigated by TEM. 

Representative images of PVFc-BGE-PEO and PVFc-(PEO)2 (Mn of approximately 40 000 g mol
−1) are shown in Figure 6A−C. As expected for the given block ratios with rather small content 

of the insoluble PVFc block and high content of PEO, micellar structures were observed. The 

diameters of the spherical aggregates varied between 100 and 400 nm. Neither the shape 

nor the diameters show a difference, comparing the TEM images of block copolymers and 

AB2 miktoarm star polymers. However, the TEM images of star polymers with lower 

molecular weight (sample no. 11, ∼10 000 g mol−1) exhibit a spherical structure consisting of 

several agglomerated spherically shaped micelles (Figure 6D−F). In Figure 6F an intriguing 

microphase separation within the block copolymer micelles can be distinguished. Obviously, 

the dark regions represent the cores of the micelles consisting of PVFc, whereas the brighter 

regions in proximity represent the PEO blocks. In addition, rather uniform diameter of the 

micelles of approximately 100 nm can be observed. In our current understanding, the 

appearance of different agglomerated micelles depends on the molecular weight of the 

block copolymers and the fraction of PVFc. 
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Figure 6. TEM images of PVFc-BGE-PEO block copolymers and PVFc-(PEO)2 star 

polymers prepared from aqueous solution using the drop-casting method. (A and B: 

PVFc13-(PEO420)2, no. 13, C: PVFc4-BGE-PEO795, no. 8, D-F: PVFc11-(PEO73)2, no. 11). 

Furthermore, the degree of crystallization of the high molecular weight PEO in the initially 

swollen and subsequently dried shell of the micelle might play a role for the formation of the 

structures observed. Morphologies and potential application (e.g., redox-active micelles) of 

block copolymers with increasing PVFc ratio are currently investigated in a systematic 

manner and will be presented in forthcoming work.  

Conclusion 

A synthetic pathway to water-soluble block copolymers and AB2 miktoarm star polymers 

containing a poly(vinyl ferrocene) (PVFc) block and either one or two poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PEO) blocks has been developed. For the first time, the combination of carb- and oxyanionic 

polymerization has been implemented for poly(vinylferrocene), utilizing a protected epoxide 

derivative as end-capping reagent. Two different glycidyl ethers (BGE and EEGE) were 

employed for the functional end-capping of the PVFc block. In order to switch from the PVFc 

block to PEO, a procedure had to be developed that permits to overcome the redox-
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sensitivity of the metalcontaining PVFc block. The benzyl glycidyl ether (BGE) was found to 

be the best suited capping reagent, since cleavage of the benzyl protecting group by 

hydrogenolysis does not lead to degradation of the PVFc polymer chain in contrast to the 

acidic treatment, which is necessary to remove the acetal protecting group of EEGE. 

Quantitative end-capping (and deprotection) led to mono and dihydroxyl end-functionalized 

PVFc, as evidenced by MALDI−ToF MS. In the following step, the respective polymers have 

been used as macroinitiators for the ring-opening polymerization of ethylene oxide to obtain 

a series of water-soluble PVFc-BGE-PEO block copolymers and PVFc-(PEO)2 AB2 miktoarm 

star polymers with molecular weights in the range of 8 000 to 50 000 g mol−1, as confirmed 

by a combination of SEC, SEC−MALLS and online viscosimetry. These metal-containing 

amphiphilic block copolymers exhibit good solubility in water, and the synthetic pathway 

provides an efficient approach to watersoluble and redox-active complex polymer 

architectures. First studies dealing with the morphologies in aqueous solution showed 

agglomerated micelle structures. The general synthetic pathway demonstrated herein 

provides a facile route to a large variety of macromolecular architectures containing PVFc 

blocks combined with polyether chains. In view of the versatile application potential for 

water-soluble ferrocene-containing compounds, the presented structures are promising 

materials for bio-organometallic applications,15,17 which are currently investigated. 
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Supporting Information 

 

Scheme S1. Initial planned synthetic strategy to dihydroxyl functional PVFc by end 

capping of living PVFc with EEGE and subsequent release of the protecting group by 

acidic hydrolysis. 

 

 

Figure S1. MALDI-ToF spectrum of PVFc-EEGE (no. I in Table 1). Main distribution can 

be assigned to PVFc-EEGE and sub distribution represents PVFc-H/K+ (Matrix: 

dithranol) 
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Figure S2. MALDI-ToF spectrum of deprotected PVFc-EEGE. One distribution can be 

assigned to PVFc-EEGE and a second distribution with similar intensity represents 

PVFc-(OH)2 (Matrix: dithranol) 

 

Figure S3. 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz, CDCl3) of PVFc-BGE (no. 4, bottom) and 

corresponding PVFc-(OH)2 (top). 

 

Figure S4. MALDI-ToF spectrum of PVFc11-BGE (no. 3) (Matrix: dithranol). 
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Figure S5. 13C NMR spectra (300 MHz, CDCl3) of PVFc-BGE (no. 4, bottom) and PVFc-

(OH)2 (top); the benzyl protective groups have been cleaved. 

 

 

 

Figure S6. MALDI-ToF spectrum of PVFc16-(OH)2 (Matrix: dithranol). 
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Table S1. Characterization data of PVFc-(OH)2 

no. polymerb Mn
a Mw/Mn

a 

S1 PVFc11-(OH)2
c) 1 390 1.09 

S2 PVFc11-(OH)2
c) 1 360 1.09 

S3 PVFc13-(OH)2
d) 1 520 1.10 

S4 PVFc16-(OH)2
e) 2 500 1.11 

S5 PVFc16-(OH)2
e) 2 140 1.15 

aMolecular weight in g·mol-1 and molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC in THF (PS 
standards), bSEC results after hydrogenolysis of the corresponding samples of Table 2 no. 3c), no. 4d), and 
no. 5e) 

 

 

Figure S7. SEC traces of selected PVFc-(OH)2 samples of Table S1 (no. S1, no. S3, and 

no. S5, THF, PS-Standards). 

    

Figure S8. NMR spectra of PVFc4-BGE-PEO92 (no. 6) measured in deuterated 

chloroform (1H NMR, left and 13C NMR, right) 
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Figure S9. MWDs of PVFc-BGE-PEO samples (CHCl3, UV-Signal. PS standard). 

 

 

Figure S10. UV-Vis Spectra of PVFc4-BGE-PEO92 in different solvents (H2O and CHCl3). 

The typical absorption of PVFc can be observed in both spectra between 400 and 450 

nm (λH2O = 420 nm; λCHCl3 = 438 nm) and matches previously reported absorption 

spectra of PVFc (λDCM = 440 nm).75 The images show the bright yellow solutions of 

PVFc4-BGE-PEO92 in H2O (left) and CHCl3 (right). 
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Figure S11. SEC traces of PVFc-(PEO)2 (no. 10, no. 12, #13) (CHCl3, PS standards). 

 

    

Figure S12. NMR spectra of PVFc11-(PEO2)61 (no. 10) measured in deuterated 

chloroform (1H NMR, left and 13C NMR, right). 
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Figure S13. Intrinsic and specific viscosity of PVFc4-BGE-PEO92 and PVFc11-(PEO2)61 

analyzed by SEC online viscosity measurements (THF, universal calibaration) 
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Abstract 

End-functionalization of poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) obtained by living anionic poly-

merization via termination with an acetal-protected, functional epoxide is described. To 

avoid the branching side reaction at elevated temperature in the living polymerization of 

P2VP, a novel double termination strategy was developed. In the first termination step of 

the living P2VP with 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE) the well-known branching reaction could be 

suppressed, and the desired hydroxyl chain-end was introduced by using ethoxy ethyl 

glycidyl ether (EEGE) as a second termination reagent. This “double” functionalization route 

leads to quantitative incorporation of EEGE at the chain terminus. Subsequent release of the 

protecting acetal by acidic hydrolysis leads to dihydroxyl end-functionalized P2VP (Mn=1500-
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5700 g mol-1, PDI = 1.12-1.09). This polymer was used as a macroinitiator to prepare a novel 

amphiphilic AB2-miktoarm star polymer consisting of one P2VP and two poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PEO) chains. All polymers were characterized by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), NMR 

spectroscopy and MALDI-ToF MS, confirming full functionalization of the chain ends. 

 

* results of joint work with Adrian Natalello in the content of a diploma thesis 
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Poly(vinylpyridine) (PVP) is a polymer with remarkable properties that plays an important 

role in complex polymer architectures, mainly due to its pH-responsive chain. There are 

numerous examples of block copolymers that contain at least one poly(2-vinylpyridine) 

(P2VP) block (diblock,1 multiblock,2 and miktoarm star polymers3). In a variety of elegant 

works the peculiar properties of PVP have been exploited, particularly with respect to its pH-

sensitive4,5 behavior, its interaction with transition metals salts,6 and in the field of 

nanolithography.
7 Klingelhöfer et al.8 have demonstrated the catalytic efficiency of 

colloidally dispersed palladium nanoparticles in block copolymer micelles of PS-b-P4VP and 

introduced the possibility of performing a Heck reaction in standard organic solvents with an 

increased catalyst stability compared to classical palladium complexes. On the basis of this 

work, P4VP- and P2VP-dispersed transition metals salts have been investigated, particularly 

with regard to their catalytic impact in coupling reactions such as Suzuki, Heck, and Stille.9 

Additionally, Ruokolainen et al. applied PS−P4VP block copolymers as temperature-sensitive 

electrical semiconductors by protonating the P4VP block quantitatively with methane-

sulfonic acid (MSA), building up hydrogen bonds to pentadecylphenol. These materials form 

reversible, temperature-dependent microphaseseparation that controls ionic conductivity.10 

Although the living carbanionic polymerization represents a highly useful technique for the 

preparation of PVP with tailored chain length and narrow molecular weight distribution, 

there is a problematic issue: The carbanionic chain end of the living P2VP can attack the 

electron-poor pyridine ring of the backbone, leading to branched and cross-linked polymeric 

side products.11 Characterization of this undesired process was achieved by Sigwalt and 

Tardi.12 An established strategy to overcome the formation of high molecular weight side 

products is the addition of inorganic salts, such as lithium chloride to the reaction, followed 

by fast quenching.13 In this case LiCl and the living P2VP are in equilibrium with the 

corresponding aggregates, which reduces the reactivity with simultaneous increase of the 

selectivity. However, this reaction route necessitates additional work-up and purification 

steps. Rapid termination of the living polymer with an appropriate compound to decrease 

the chain end reactivity could be an alternative strategy to suppress the side reactions. 

Commonly used termination reagents for PVP are chlorosilanes,14 epoxides,15 and 

diphenylethylene (DPE)16 derivatives. In particular, DPE derivatives are prominent and have 

recently been employed to incorporate various functional groups at the polymer backbone17 
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or in the terminal position.18 Furthermore, DPE derivatives can be used to build up unusual 

macromolecular architectures.19 The significant advantage of DPE is the absence of self-

propagation due to its sterical hindrance and the decrease in nucleophilicity of the 

carbanionic chain end. Although DPE is frequently used to moderate the reactivity of living 

carbanionic polymers, it is surprising to note that DPE has rarely been employed for end-

capping reactions of P2VP. Müller and co-workers used DPE-terminated P2VP to polymerize 

tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA), preparing two different linear terpolymers (PS-b-P2VP-b-

PtBMA and PB-b-P2VP-b-PtBMA).20,21 

Epoxides represent another class of valuable end-capping reagents for carbanionic 

polymerization.15,22 On the one hand, they can provide a large variety of functional groups 

combined with a high reactivity toward nucleophilic attack due to the pronounced ring 

strain.23,24 On the other hand, the termination allows for facile transformation of a carb-

anionic chain end to an oxyanionic macroinitiator with a hydroxyl group.25  

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy for P2VP-EEGE and amphiphilic P2VP-(PEO)2 miktoarm 

star. 
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In the current work a two-step termination strategy for the preparation of hydroxyl end-

functional P2VP has been developed. P2VP was end-capped successively with DPE and 

ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) to introduce hydroxyl termini after hydrolysis. After 

removal of the acetal protecting group by acidic hydrolysis, the resulting end-functional 

P2VP-(OH)2 has been utilized as a macroinitiator for the polymerization of ethylene oxide 

(EO) to afford a novel AB2 miktoarm star polymer P2VP−(PEO2). An overview of the synthetic 

strategy is shown in Scheme 1. It is an unusual feature of this strategy that P2VP is used as 

the first block for the synthesis of miktoarm star structures. 

All polymers described in this contribution have been synthesized by high-vacuum 

techniques at low temperatures (−78 °C) and in a polar solvent (THF) to obtain a highly 

reactive chain end for the desired end-capping procedure. For the direct end-capping 

reaction of living P2VP with EEGE, it is necessary to increase the temperature after the 

addition; otherwise, there is no incorporation of the epoxide (see Figures S4 and S5). As 

shown in Scheme 1 (top, right side), even at higher temperatures subsequent to the addition 

of EEGE to the living P2VP chains the reddish color remained for several hours, indicating the 

non-instantaneous termination with EEGE. In this period there is a competition between the 

desired epoxide termination and the attack of the P2VP carbanions on the electron-poor 

pyridine ring, resulting in the branched high molecular weight byproduct. Because of this 

competition, one obtains a bimodal, broad molecular-weight distribution (MWD) with a high 

PDI of 13.51 (no. 1, Table 1) in direct end-capping experiments, containing a main polymer 

mode at 2300 g mol-1 and a large amount of branched P2VP, which can be identified at high 

molecular weight in the SEC trace (Figure 1, left). Additionally the branching reaction was 

observed by 13C NMR spectroscopy (Figure S2). Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 

time-of-flight mass spectroscopy (MALDI-Tof MS) (Figure S3) of the low molecular weight, 

linear polymer confirmed complete functionalization with EEGE, indicating no undesired 

proton termination.  

In contrast to this direct epoxide termination, we were able to prevent the undesired 

branching reaction by precapping the living P2VP with DPE and subsequent addition of EEGE. 

This “double termination” procedure has been studied for molecular weights in the range 

1500−5700 g mol-1 and resulted in a single narrow distribution mode (PDI = 1.09−1.12, 

Table 1) for all polymer samples. 
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Table 1. Molecular characteristics of the polymers prepared. 

no. polymera Mn
a PDIb 

1 P2VP-EEGE 5400 13.51 
2 P2VP-DPE-EEGE 2100 1.12 
3 P2VP-DPE-EEGE 3200 1.10 
4 P2VP-DPE-EEGE 5700 1.09 
5 P2VP-DPE-EEGEd

c 3200 1.11 
6 P2VP-(PEO)2 20600 1.13 

aMolecular weight in g mol-1, calculated from 1H NMR, bMWD characterized by SEC in DMF (PS-standard), 
c  polymer no. 3 after acidic hydrolysis leading to a dihydroxyl end-functional P2VP. 

 

 

Figure 1. (left) SEC trace of P2VP-EEGE (no. 1) in case of direct EEGE termination. 

(right) Double termination resulting in P2VP-DPE-EEGE (nos. 2-4) (dotted line: no. 4; 

solid line: no. 3, dashed line: no. 2) 

Conclusive evidence for quantitative termination of the double-terminated polymer samples 

(nos. 2−4, Table 1) was gained from MALDI-ToF MS. Each signal of the resulting spectra can 

be assigned to EEGE-terminated polymer chains (Figure S13). Both spectra of Figure 2 

contain only one distribution mode for the desired polymer, which demonstrates that all 

chain ends are double-terminated. Subsequently, all acetal groups of the P2VP−DPE−EEGE 

were cleaved by treating the polymers with hydrochloric acid, which is confirmed by the 

calculated shift of the distribution by 72.11 Da (Figure 2). 

In combination with the results of SEC characterization, it can be concluded that this 

procedure leads to quantitative end-functionalization of P2VP (7) without any side product. 

The potential of this strategy is emphasized, if one considers that the reaction mixture of the 
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DPE-capped P2VP (6) and the glycidyl ether capping reagent had to be warmed up to room 

temperature to obtain quantitative conversion. The key step of the presented work is thus 

DPE-capping of P2VP that allows for the reaction with an epoxide termination reagent and 

suppression of the branching side reaction, most probably due to the steric hindrance at the 

active chain end. We presume that the double termination strategy is general for a broad 

range of functionalized epoxides with various functionalities, such as multiple hydroxyl, 

amino, allyl, and nitroxy groups.15 

 

Figure 2. MALDI-ToF spectra of the cleavage of the protecting acetal by acidic 

hydrolysis (no. 3 → no. 5). Blue lines represent protected precursor compound. 

In order to demonstrate a possible application for the synthesized P2VP−DPE−EEGEd (8), we 

employed the polymer as a macroinitiator for the anionic ring-opening polymerization of 

ethylene oxide (EO), resulting in an AB2-type miktoarm star polymer. Miktoarm star 

polymers with AB2 structure have e.g., been prepared by Glaied et al.26,27 Seminal work on 

miktoarm star polymers has been carried out by Hadjichristidis and co-workers.28,29 Linear 

AB-block copolymers containing PVP and PEO segments have also been described in several 

works that capitalize on the pH sensitivity to achieve reversible assembly and disassembly of 

polymer micelles in aqueous solution.4,5,30,31 However, to the best of our knowledge, 

miktoarm stars consisting of PVP and PEO have not been described yet. 

We have prepared an amphiphilic, pH-sensitive AB2-miktoarm star polymer consisting of one 

P2VP and two PEO arms (P2VP−PEO2, no. 6; cf. Scheme 1, bottom). The hydroxyl groups of 

the P2VP−DPE−EEGEd (no. 5, Table 1) were deprotonated by potassium naphthalide, and 
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subsequently polymerization of ethylene oxide has been carried out. Block copolymerization 

was monitored by SEC (see Figure 3; 1H NMR: Figure S9), and the resulting materials have 

been analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) at pH = 7 and pH = 1. Because of the PEO-b-

P2VP structures, the micelles formed by the AB2-miktoarm star polymer grow from 78.6 to 

84.0 nm upon decreasing the pH value. This is a consequence of the protonation of the P2VP 

chain. Further, detailed studies on solution and bulk structures of the resulting amphiphilic 

AB2-miktoarm stars with different chain length are in progress. 

 

Figure 3. SEC curves of terminated precursor (P2VP-DPE-EEGEd, right) and a miktoarm 

star polymer (P2VP-PEO2, left) (no. 6) with two PEO chains. 

In summary, well-defined hydroxyl end-functional P2VP with narrow molecular weight 

distribution has been synthesized by carbanionic polymerization. Quantitative end-capping 

was achieved by a novel double termination process by successively adding DPE and EEGE to 

the living polymer chains. The key step is the reaction of the living P2VP with DPE prior to 

epoxide termination, which prevents the coupling side reaction of the living P2VP chains. In 

addition, a novel AB2 miktoarm star polymer P2VP−(PEO2) has been synthesized. Further 

studies on the aggregation behavior as well as other functionalization sequences with other 

glycidyl ethers are in progress, aiming at other PVP-b-polyether miktoarm stars. 
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Supporting Information 

Experimental Section 

Reagents 

All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics or Sigma Aldrich and used as 

received unless otherwise stated. Chloroform-d1 was purchased from Deutero GmbH. 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled from sodium/benzophenone under reduced pressure 

into a cooled reaction vessel (cryo-transfer). Vinyl pyridine, diphenyl-ethylene (DPE), and 

ethoxy ethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) were dried over calcium hydride (CaH2) and cryo-

transferred prior to use. Sec-butyllithium (sec-BuLi, 1,3 M, Acros) was used as received and 

the concentration of the initiator was determined by the Gilman double titration method.32 

EEGE was synthesized as reported previously.33 

Instrumentation 

NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz or 400 MHz on a Bruker AC300 or Bruker AMX400 

respectively and were referenced internally to residual proton signals of the deuterated 

solvent. For SEC measurements in DMF (containing 0.25 g/L of lithium bromide as an 

additive) an Agilent 1100 Series was used as an integrated instrument, including a PSS HEMA 

column (106/105/104 g/mol), a UV (275 nm) and a RI detector. All SEC diagrams show the RI 

detector signal, and the molecular weight refers to linear poly(styrene) (PS) standards 

provided by Polymer Standards Service (PSS). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was measured 

on an ALV/CGS3 compact goniometer system with a He/Ne laser (632.8 nm), ALV/LSE-5004 

correlator and ALV5000 software. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight 

(MALDI-ToF) measurements were performed using a Shimadzu Axima CFR MALDI-ToF mass 

spectrometer, employing silver trifluoro-acetate as a cationizing agent and dithranol (1,8,9-

trishydroxy-anthracene) as a matrix. 
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Synthesis of P2VP-EEGE (no. 1) 

The P2VP-EEGE sample was synthesized by a sequential anionic living polymerization in 

100 mL THF using 1.35 mL (1.76 mmol) sec-BuLi as initiator. The mixture of initiator in THF 

was cooled down to -78 °C using an acetone dry ice bath. Then 5.15 g (48.98 mmol) of 2VP 

was cryo-transferred to the vigorously stirred system and the typical reddish color was 

observed. After adding EEGE (0.50 g, 3.44 mmol, 2 eq.) to the reaction mixture via syringe, 

the mixture was allowed to warm up to room temperature. The color slowly changed from 

red to yellow over a period of several hours. After 24 h the reaction was terminated by 

methanol via syringe. The resulting polymer was precipitated in petroleum ether (yield = 

90%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 8.50-7.99 (m, H3 of aromatic system of P2VP), 

7.46-5.95 (m, H4-6 of aromatic system of P2VP), 4.57 (s, 1H, acetal group), 4.03-3.02 (m, 5H, 

CH2 CH3 EEGE), 2.70-0.72 (CH3 EEGE, CH2 CH initiator, P2VP backbone), 0.72-0.50 (m, 6H, 

Initiator) 

 

Figure S1. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-EEGE (no. 1) (Table 1) 

 

Figure S2. 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of P2VP-EEGE (no. 1) shows (compared 

to linear P2VP) a signal at 162 ppm indicating the branching points. 
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Figure S3. MALDI-ToF spectrum of P2VP-EEGE (no. 1) 

Synthesis of P2VP-EEGE at -78 °C 

The P2VP-EEGE sample was synthesized in close analogy to polymer no. 1. The anionic living 

polymerization was carried out in 60 mL THF under vacuum. Then 2.22 g (21.11 mmol) of 

2VP were cryo-transferred to the vigorously stirred with 0.68 mL (0.88 mmol) sec-BuLi 

initiated THF solution (T = -78 °C), and the typical reddish color was observed. After adding 

EEGE (0.26 g, 1.77 mmol, 2 eq.) to the reaction mixture via syringe the color did not change 

over a period of 10 h. The reaction mixture was terminated by adding methanol via syringe 

and the color changed to colorless. The resulting polymer was precipitated in petroleum 

ether (yield = 91%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 8.55-7.97 (m, H3 of aromatic 

system of P2VP), 7.53-6.06 (m, H4-6 of aromatic system of P2VP), 2.67-0.74 (CH2 CH initiator, 

P2VP backbone), 0.74-0.42 (m, 6H, Initiator) 
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Figure S4. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of P2VP polymerized at -78 °C in the 

presence of EEGE (Mn = 7500 gmol-1), SEC trace of P2VP (PDI = 1,09) 

 

 

Figure S5. MALDI-ToF spectrum of P2VP polymerized at -78 °C in the presence of EEGE, 

the single distribution mode can be assigned to P2VP-H  

Synthesis of P2VP-DPE-EEGE (no. 2-4) 

The polymerization and termination of polymer no. 3 was carried out in analogy to the 

synthesis of P2VP-EEGE. After cryo-transferring 2.84 g (27.02 mmol) of 2VP to the initiator 

solution (0.87 mL (1.13 mmol) sec-BuLi dissolved in 60 mL THF), DPE (0.46 g, 2.55 mmol, 

2.3 eq.) was added via syringe and stirred for 30 min before adding the corresponding 

amount of EEGE (0.33 g, 2.26 mmol, 2.0 eq.). The work-up was carried out as described 

solvent, hexanes 
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previously in the case of the P2VP-EEGE (yield: 90%; polymer no. 2 and no. 4 have been 

prepared by an analogous procedure). (polymer no. 3, 300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 8.51-7.98 

(m, H3 of aromatic system of P2VP), 7.43-5.78 (m, H4-6 of aromatic system of P2VP, 

aromatic system of DPE), 4.40 (s, 1H, acetal group), 4.13-3.08 (m, 5H, CH2 CH3 EEGE), 3.04-

0.73 (CH3 EEGE, CH2 CH initiator, P2VP backbone, CH2 CH of DPE), 0.73-0.43 (m, 6H, initiator) 

 

Figure S6. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-DPE-EEGE (no. 3) 

Synthesis of P2VP-DPE-EEGEd (no. 5) 

For the deprotection of 1.6 g (0.5 mmol) P2VP-DPE-EEGE (no. 3) the polymer was dissolved 

in 75 mL acidified methanol (pH ≈ 1). Then the reaction mixture was stirred for 6 hours at 50 

°C under argon atmosphere. After evaporating the solvent the polymer was dissolved in 

chloroform and neutralized with a saturated sodium hydrogen carbonate solution. The 

organic phase was concentrated by distillation under reduced pressure. The polymer was 

precipitated in petroleum ether (yield: 66%, lowered due to repeated precipitation steps). 

(300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 8.54-7.97 (m, H3 of aromatic system of P2VP), 7.49-5.65 (m, H4-

6 of aromatic system of P2VP, aromatic system of DPE), 4.05-0.73 (backbone), 0.73-0.44 (m, 

6H, Initiator) 
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Figure S7. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-DPE-EEGE (no. 3) and PS-DPE-

EEGEd (no. 5) 

 

Figure S8. SEC trace of P2VP-DPE-EEGEd (no. 5) 

Synthesis of P2VP-(PEO)2 (no. 6) 

150 mg (46.9 μmol) of P2VP-DPE-EEGEd (no. 5) were dissolved in 20 mL dry THF in a 50 mL 

Schlenk flask and titrated with potassium naphthalide (0.1 M) until a slight green color 

maintained under argon atmosphere. After evacuation of the reaction vessel the monomer 

ethylene oxide (EO, 1.41 g, 32.01 mmol) was cryo-transferred into a graduated ampoule and 

subsequently into the reaction flask at approximately -80 °C. The greenish color disappeared 

rapidly. The reaction mixture was heated up to 60 °C and stirred for 48 h. After evaporating 

the solvent the polymer was dissolved in chloroform and the pure polymer was obtained by 
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fractionating precipitation to remove small amounts of unreacted precursor in a solvent/ 

non-solvent mixture of chloroform/petroleum ether and dried in vacuum at room 

temperature. (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 8.48-8.01 (m, H3 of aromatic system of P2VP), 

7.40-5.89 (m, H4-6 of aromatic system of P2VP, aromatic system of DPE), 3.92-3.35 (m, PEO 

backbone), 3.03-0.74 (backbone), 0.74-0.45 (m, 6H, initiatior). 

 

 

Figure S9. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of P2VP-(PEO)2 (no. 6) 

Additional Characterization Spectra: 

 

Figure S10. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-DPE-EEGE (no. 2) 
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Figure S11. 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-DPE-EEGE (no. 3) 

 

Figure S12. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) spectrum of PS-DPE-EEGE (no. 4) 

 

 

Figure S13. MALDI-ToF spectra of P2VP-EEGE (no. 2, no. 3 and no. 4)  
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4.1: Stimuli-Responsive Y-Shaped Polymer Brushes  

Based on Junction-Point Reactive Block Copolymers 
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A general concept for the preparation of junction point-reactive, amphiphilic Y-shaped block 

copolymer brushes for ultrathin polymer films is demonstrated, combining anionic poly-

merization techniques. The polymer films (1-3 nm) exhibit reversible, stimuli-responsive 

wetting behavior upon application of different external stimuli (temperature and solvent). 

Contact angle measurements confirm the reversible hydrophobization with shifts up to 23°. 
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Abstract 

A general strategy for the synthesis of reversibly stimuli-responsive Y-shaped polymer 

brushes and their surface attachment is presented. The preparation of the respective 

junction point-reactive block copolymers (JPR-BC), the key materials of the strategy, relies 

on a combination of carbanionic and oxyanionic polymerization techniques. Allyl glycidyl 

ether (AGE) is utilized as an end-capping reagent for the anionic polymerization of poly-

(styrene) (PS-(AGE)), achieving quantitative end-functionalization (MALDI-ToF MS). In the 

next step, PS-(AGE) is used as a macroinitiator for the anionic ring-opening polymerization of 

ethylene oxide to afford amphiphilic PS-(AGE)-PEO block copolymers with different block 

ratios in the range of 6 000 to 24 000 g mol-1. The triethoxysilane anchor group (TEOS) for 

chemical grafting to silicon surfaces is introduced by hydrosilylation of PS-(AGE)-PEO leading 

to (PS-(TEOS)-PEO). All materials have been characterized by size exclusion chromatography 

(SEC), 1H NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-ToF MS. After grafting the JPR-BC onto silicon 

surfaces under basic conditions, the Y-shaped polymer brush films were analyzed by X-ray 

reflectivity (XRR) and scanning force microscopy (SFM). The surface wetting shows reversible 

stimuli-responsive behavior when applying external stimuli (e.g., temperature and solvent), 

as observed via contact angle measurements. A contact angle shift of up to 23° from 61° to 

84° and vice versa is observed after heating and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) treatment, 

respectively. 
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Introduction 

Reversibly responsive, thin or ultrathin polymer films, often referred to as “smart surfaces”, 

can alter their properties upon application of external stimuli.[1, 2] One particular application 

field represents the engineering of nanostructured films mimicking cell membranes.[3, 4] Such 

materials offer application potential for sensors, textiles, construction materials and smart 

coatings due to a rapid change in surface energy and morphology.[5-7] The surface response 

can be triggered by various external stimuli such as light, temperature, electrical potential, 

mechanical force, magnetic field, pH change, or selective solvent treatment.[1, 8-12] A variety 

of different thin polymer films has been designed for this purpose. End-tethered polymers 

(e.g., (multiarm) block and homopolymers), layer-by-layer structures, cross-linked thin 

polymer films as well as hybrid systems with inorganic particles are established, complex 

structures to generate responsive surface coatings.[13-19]  

Of particular interest are ultrathin polymer films capable of stimuli-responsive wetting, as 

they permit reversible switching in surface properties from hydrophilic to hydrophobic and 

thus offer potential applications in the field of self-cleaning[20], “smart” coatings[21, 22] and 

microfluidic devices[23]. With respect to polymers chemically bound to a surface, one can 

distinguish between homopolymer brushes[24] and mixed[25] or copolymer brushes[26]. 

Solvent treatment of copolymer or mixed polymer brushes induces a surface response that 

originates from phase segregation between the two incompatible polymer chains,  

depending on composition and morphology of the materials.[27] 

In analogy to block copolymer brushes, mixed polymer brushes can be synthesized by 

grafting-from[28] and grafting-to[25] strategies. Minko et al. prepared a two-level structured 

self-adaptive surface consisting of (i) PTFE foils and (ii) poly(styrene–co-pentafluorostyrene) 

and poly(vinyl pyridine) polymer brushes, permitting to switch the wetting behavior from 

ultrahyrophobic to hydrophilic.[29] The morphologies of the mixed polymer brushes can be 

analyzed via SFM spectroscopy and the formation of ripple and dimple morphologies of the 

irreversibly attached polymer brushes can be controlled by treatment with non-selective or 

selective solvent, respectively.[30] These switching mechanisms pave the way to several 

applications, such as microfluidic “smart channels”, coated with stimuli-responsive polymer 

brushes.[31] Binary brushes of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes (poly(vinyl pyridine) 
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and poly(acyrylic acid)) can be utilized in biosurface engineering to tune the pH-dependent 

protein adsorption behavior in aqueous solution.[32]  

“Y-shaped” polymer brushes consisting of two incompatible polymer chains that are 

covalently linked with an in-chain anchor group to the surface represent a less studied area. 

The main advantage of these procedures is the homogenous distribution of both 

incompatible polymer chains over the complete surface, and suppression of segregation 

processes. In the few reported approaches these Y-shaped polymer brushes have been 

obtained by grafting-from[33] (attachment of a difunctional initiator to the substrate) or 

grafting-to[34] (grafting via junction-point functionalized block copolymers). Theoretical 

studies concerning the variation of morphology depending on the grafting density, molecular 

weight and composition were carried out by Zhulina and Balazs.[35] Tsukruk and coworkers 

used carboxy-terminated PS and poly(tert-butyl acrylate) attached to 3,5-dihyroxybenzoic 

acid, which was used as an AB2 anchoring moiety. After grafting to silicon wafers, 

poly(tert-butyl acrylate) was hydrolyzed to poly(acrylic acid) chains with high incompatibility 

with PS, leading to structural surface reorganization.[36] Wang et al. utilized a hydrosilylation 

grafting-to process to link block copolymers to silicon surfaces via a Si-H junction point. To 

increase immiscibility of the two arms the poly(vinyl pyridine) chains were quaternized with 

methyl iodide and a contact angle shift of up to 23° was observed.[37]  

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy to junction point reactive, amphiphilic Y-shaped polymer 

brushes (PS-(TEOS)-PEO@Siwafer, 4), TEA: triethylamine; K+Np-: potassium naphthalide. 
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In this contribution, we focus on reversibly switchable wettability[38] of polymer brushes  by 

applying different external stimuli. We present a general concept that relies on prefabricated 

“junction point reactive” block copolymers (JPR-BC) with an in-chain functionality capable of 

covalent attachment to silicon surfaces. The novel concept relies on recent advances in the 

field of end[39] and in-chain[40] functionalization with epoxide derivatives in our group.[41-43]  

Results and Discussion 

The synthetic strategy developed for the preparation of junction-point reactive amphiphilic 

polymers and their attachment to silicon surfaces is shown in Scheme 1. In the first step, 

“living” PS[44] was end-capped with AGE (for experimental details see Supporting 

Information) to obtain precisely one hydroxyl group and one allyl functionality at the chain 

terminus (PS-(AGE), 1). The hydroxyl group of the end-functionalized PS was then utilized to 

initiate the anionic ring-opening polymerization of ethylene oxide, [45] generating an 

amphiphilic block copolymer (PS-(AGE)-PEO, 2) with exactly one allyl group at the junction 

point. To this end, the terminal hydroxyl group was deprotonated by potassium naphthalide  

titration to obtain a potassium alkoxide as initiating species. Prior to addition of the 

corresponding amount of ethylene oxide, the reaction mixture was cooled to -70 °C. The 

reaction was stirred at 60 °C for 24 h and then terminated with bromoethane to obtain 

PS-(AGE)-PEO (2) in high yields (94%). The resulting block copolymers were characterized by 

SEC, NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-ToF MS (Table 1, entries. 1-6). 

In the final step of the synthesis, a triethoxysilyl group was introduced at the junction point 

by hydrosilylation, creating JPR-BCs (PS-(TEOS)-PEO, 3). The reaction was carried out with 

Karstedt’s catalyst in chlorobenzene at 60 °C for 3 days to obtain the TEOS-functionalized 

block copolymer (Table 1, entries 7-11). Block copolymers with molecular weights in the 

range of 6 000 to 23 000 g mol-1 and low polydispersities (PDI) have been synthesized 

(Table 1), and the block length of either PS or PEO was varied to realize different PEO/PS 

ratios (~1-6). In summary, the synthesis of a block copolymer with a junction point 

functionalization was obtained by a facile 3-step synthesis route, namely (i) end-

functionalization, (ii) block copolymerization, and (iii) in-chain functionalization. 
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Table 1. Characterization data of PS-(AGE)-PEO and PS-(TEOS)-PEO block copolymers. 

no. formula[a] Mn
[a] Mn

[b] PDI[b] 
1 PS18-(AGE)-PEO82 5 600 6 000 1.17 
2 PS27-(AGE)-PEO123 8 500 9 000 1.08 
3 PS35-(AGE)-PEO93 8 000 11 000 1.09 
4 PS27-(AGE)-PEO261 14 800 12 000 1.13 
5 PS18-(AGE)-PEO307 15 900 14 500 1.06 
6 PS41-(AGE)-PEO302 18 200 23 000 1.07 
7 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO123 7 700 13 500 1.15 
8 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO123 8 000 11 800 1.15 
9 PS35-(TEOS)-PEO145 10 200 13 400 1.09 
10 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO261 11 400 11 500 1.16 
11 PS35-(TEOS)-PEO277 18 400 24 000 1.06 

[a]Molecular weights in g mol-1 and degree of polymerization determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy of PS-
(AGE)-PEO samples [b]Molecular weight in g mol.1 and molecular weight distribution characterized by SEC 
(CHCl3, PS standards). 

Selected reactive block PS-(TEOS)-PEO copolymers have been attached to silicon surfaces 

(PS-(TEOS)-PEO@Siwafer, 4) via the tris(alkoxysilyl) group. The resulting films were studied 

regarding their structure and their stimuli-responsive behavior after tempering and 

treatment with solvent. Surface attachment was carried out in the following manner: After 

cleaning of the wafers by the RCA method[46], a solution of the block copolymer in toluene 

and triethylamine was stirred in the presence of the silicon wafers at room temperature over 

night. Residual, not attached block copolymer was extracted by dichloromethane to obtain 

PS-(TEOS)-PEO@Siwafer. The silicon wafers with ultrathin polymer films were investigated by 

X-ray reflectivity and scanning force microscopy. The stimuli-responsiveness was determined 

by contact angle investigation subsequent to applying different external stimuli. 

Several polymer samples were used for surface attachment (Table 2). The XRR curve 

demonstrates that ultrathin polymer films have been obtained. This can be deduced from 

the fringe distance (Figure 1, top). The plotted XRR data was simulated, using Paratt 

formalism implemented in the PARRATT32 software. Fitting of the data (red curves in 

Figure 1) yields additional information on the ultrathin polymer films, e.g., grafting density 

and roughness of the surfaces. For the investigated samples, depending on the 

concentration of the polymer in the solution employed for deposition, surface thicknesses in 

the range of 1.3-3.1 nm with grafting densities of 0.09-0.23 were obtained, which is in good 
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agreement with literature values.[34] For polymer concentrations of 1, 2 and 10 mM film 

thicknesses of 1.32, 1.71 and 3.09 nm were obtained, respectively. 

Table 2. Characterization data: PS-(AGE)-PEO and PS-(TEOS)-PEO block copolymer 

films. 

sample c[a] no.[b] formula[c] Thickness 
[nm] 

Rough
-ness 

GD[d] θ[e] θ[f] 
(∆T) 

θ[g] 
(DMF) 

I 10 7 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO123 1.3 0.2 0.09 62° - - 
II 2 10 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO261 1.7 0.5 0.11 61° 84° 70° 
III 1 10 PS27-(TEOS)-PEO261 3.1 1.0 0.23 69° 88° 68° 
IV 1 4 PS27-(AGE)-PEO261 0.0 6.1 0.00 49° - - 
V 1 - PEO107-(TEOS)[g] 1.1 0.4 0.17 42° - - 

[a]Concentration of the toluene or DCM reaction mixture in mm [b]No. of block copolymer before the 
grafting-to process [c]Degree of polymerization determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy [d]Grafting density 
in nm2 [e]Contact angle measured after the grafting-to process [f]Contact angle after tempering [g]Contact 
angle after treatment with DMF under reflux. 

In the first grafting experiment (sample I) precipitation of polymeric aggregates in the 

toluene solution was observed. Since the anchor group possesses three reactive sites, 

coupling reactions between the block copolymers are possible. These undesired coupling 

products limit the surface grafting process due to steric hindrance. However, decreasing the 

concentration of block copolymer suppresses theses coupling reactions and yields thicker 

films with increased grafting density, as can be seen for samples II and III in Table 2. The 

results of the XRR measurements confirm the successful preparation of polymer brushes.  

One important issue was to clarify, whether the polymer is attached to the silicon surface by 

covalent bonds formed with the TEOS-functionality, or by mere non-covalent adsorption of 

the hydrophilic PEG-chains at the surface. To shed light on this issue, we carried out 

additional grafting experiments using the allyl-functional block copolymer PS-(AGE)-PEO 

instead of the reactive PS-(TEOS)-PEO. XRR results of PS-(TEOS)-PEO@Siwafer (Figure 1 top) 

showed a fringe while on PS-(AGE)-PEO@Siwafer (Figure 1 bottom) no fringe was detected. 

This confirms the successful attachment of the block copolymer via TEOS as an anchor group 

and supports the general concept for Y-shaped polymer brushes. 
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Figure 1. A) XRR analysis of silicon surfaces after grafting-to process with PS27-(TEOS)-

PEO261 (III) and PS27-(AGE)-PEO261 (IV). A fringe could only be observed in the case of 

block copolymers functionalized with an appropriate anchor group (TEOS). B) SFM 

analysis of surface I with height image (left) and deflection image (right). 

In addition, AFM images have been recorded. Smooth surfaces on the nanometer scale were 

observed (Figure 1). The evenly distributed hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymer chains 

result in a homogenous thin polymer film without any visible microphase segregation unlike 

conventional mixed brushes, which show distinct microphase-segregated surface 

morphologies with dimensions of up to hundreds of nanometers.[25] The confinement of 

dissimilar arms due to covalent attachment to the same grafting point represents a critical 

aspect in the suppression of the microscale phase segregation and determines the overall 

surface morphology.[34] The short length of the polymer chains in block copolymers 

deposited may additionally explain the absence of segregation. 

To investigate the surface wetting properties of the amphiphilic Y-shaped brush films, the 

static contact angles at the liquid/vapor interface on the solid silicon surfaces were 

measured by adding a droplet of water (100 µL) on the thin polymer films. The measure-

ments directly after the grafting-to process (DCM extraction) revealed contact angles 

between 60° and 70°. The contact angle of PS (θ = 92°[37]) surfaces is 20-30° higher, 

A) 

B) 
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indicating a considerably more hydrophilic surface for the block copolymers. For 

comparison, PEO polymer brushes have also been prepared. First, monohydroxyl-

functionalized PEO was converted to allyl-functionalized PEO (reagent: allyl bromide[47]). 

After hydrosilylation with TEOS the PEO chains can be attached to silicon surfaces in analogy 

to PS-(TEOS)-PEO. The contact angle of the homopolymer brushe was 42° (cf. Table 2, 

sample V). Thus, the Y-shaped polymer brushes in the initial state show an intermediate 

contact angle, indicating a mixed polymer surface consisting of PEO and PS chains. 

To study the stimuli-responsive behavior of the tethered block copolymer films, the surfaces 

were treated with different solvents to either generate a collapse of the hydrophilic or 

hydrophobic segment. As non-polar solvents cyclohexane and chloroform were applied. As 

hydrophilic solvents methanol and water were used. In all cases the surfaces have been 

treated with the solvent under reflux. No significant change in contact angles was observed. 

One reason might be the inflexibility of the PS chains below its glass transition temperature 

(Tg) of 100 °C, which leads to a drastic decrease in the chain mobility of the block copolymer 

for hydrophilic solvents. Hydrophobic solvents should favor the exposure of PS and thus not 

change the contact angle much. 

To increase the chain mobility, the samples were kept at 180 °C for several hours, which 

affords hydrophobization and contact angle shifts of approximately 20° (cf. sample II and III, 

Table 2). Figure 2 presents the contact angle images (top) and the proposed schematic 

illustration of the chain alignment. The PS chain flexibility is increased during the tempering 

process, and the PEO chains are enabled to segregate on the hydrophilic substrate. This 

results in a stratification of the polymer film with PS on the topmost layer and with a PEO 

layer segregated on the silicon surface as indicated by the water contact angles of 84-88°. A 

similar preference for PS over PEO towards the free surface was observed for PS-PEO diblock 

copolymers[48, 49]. This is caused by the lower surface tension of PS of 36 mN/m rather than 

44 mN/m for PEO. A corresponding illustration is depicted in Figure 2 (bottom, right). 

Reversible switching of surface properties was realized by repeated solvent treatment. DMF 

turned out to be a suitable polar solvent, which may be related to its high boiling point of 

153 °C above the Tg of PS. The samples were deposited in DMF under reflux and subsequent 

contact angle measurements showed a decreased contact angle of 68°, indicating a 

regression of the mixed polymer brushes at the topmost layer similar to the initial state. The 
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polar solvent is in competition with the hydrophilic silicon surfaces and partially detaches 

the PEO chains from the surface. 

 

Figure 2. Sesile water drop of surface III (Table 2) after tempering and treatment with 

DMF under reflux. A contact angle change of 20° was observed. In the schematic PS is 

drawn in red, PEO in blue. 

Heat and solvent treatment of the surfaces reveal the adaptive properties and the stimuli-

responsive character of the Y-shaped block copolymer brushes, with observed contact angle 

shifts of up to 23°. The promising expansion to other Y-shaped polymer brushes with 

different oxy- or carbanionically polymerizable monomers is currently under investigation. 

Conclusion 

We have developed a synthetic sequence for junction point-reactive block copolymers (JPR-

BCs) with a central tris(alkoxysilyl) functionality for surface attachment. The synthesis is 

based on anionic polymerization techniques and the use of allyl glycidyl ether (AGE) for 

functional end-capping of “living” poly(styrene) (PS). The end-capped polymer was utilized 

as macroinitiator for the anionic ring-opening polymerization of ethylene oxide to afford 

PS-(AGE)-PEO block copolymers with different block ratios in the range of 6 000 to 24 000 

g mol-1. A hydrosilylation reaction of the junction point with triethoxysilane (TEOS) was 

carried out to introduce the reactive tris(alkoxysilyl) group that can be grafted to silicon 

surfaces (PS-(TEOS)-PEO). 

PS-(TEOS)-PEO was grafted chemically onto silicon surfaces to generate ultrathin, Y-shaped 

block copolymer brushes with dissimilar polymer chains. Films were 1-3 nm thick. Moreover, 

the covalent binding of the TEOS functionality could be confirmed by comparing with the 
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grafting process of the allyl-functionalized block copolymer. Reversible stimuli-responsive 

surface wetting behavior was observed by contact angle measurements. Upon keeping the 

samples at 180 °C, the water contact angle increases from 69° to 88°, and subsequent 

treatment with DMF under reflux offers switching of surface wetting properties back to the 

initial state with θ = 68°. This reversible reorganization of the polymer brushes is promising 

for applications for surfaces with controlled release, self-cleaning and self-refreshing 

abilities.  
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Supporting Information 

Synthetic Strategy 

The first step was the synthesis of end-functionalized poly(styrene) by end-capping with an 

epoxide derivative. As a suitable focal point allyl glycidyl ether (AGE) was selected since it 

possesses several advantages. Due to the highly strained 3-membered ring the epoxide is an 

efficient termination reagent[42]. In addition, a protection of the allyl functionality during the 

end-capping process in contrast to other multi-functional epoxides is not necessary and the 

functionality is capable of further reactions directly subsequent to the polymerization.[39, 40] 

Thus, styrene was initiated by sec-butyllithium (sec-BuLi) and the “living” PS chain was 

terminated with AGE generating a hydroxyl group and an allyl functionality at the terminal 

position (PS-(AGE)). As known from literature, the strong aggregation between the 

counterion lithium and the alkoxide, which is generated after termination of living PS with 

epoxide derivatives,[50] prevents further propagation of AGE and an immediate oxyanionic 

polymerization is not possible.[51]  

A series of PS-(AGE) was synthesized and characterized by size exclusion chromatography 

(SEC), 1H NMR spectroscopy and matrix-assisted laser desorption and ionization 

time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS). The results of SEC and NMR analysis are 

summarized in Table S1.  

Table S1. Characterization data of PS-(AGE). 

no. formula[a] Mn
[a] Mn

[b] PDI[b] 
S1 PS18-(AGE) 1 900 1 700 1.15 
S2 PS30-(AGE) 3 700 3 100 1.11 
S3 PS35-(AGE) 3 600 3 600 1.09 
S4 PS41-(AGE) 4 500 4 300 1.08 
S5 PS49-(AGE) 5 200 5 100 1.08 
S6 PS64-(AGE) 6 500 6 700 1.08 
S7 PS108-(AGE) 13 000 11 200 1.07 

[a]Molecular weight in g mol-1 and degree of polymerization determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy 
[b]Molecular weight in g mol.1 and molecular-weight distribution characterized by SEC (CHCl3, PS 
standards). 
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Well-defined polymers in a broad range of molecular weights (2 000 to 13 000 g mol-1) were 

synthesized showing a narrow and monomodal molecular-weight distributions (MWDs). 

Corresponding SEC traces of the polymers are depicted in Figure S1. 

 

 

Figure S1. Molecular-weight distribution determined via SEC (CHCl3, PS standards) of 

selected PS-(AGE) samples (no. S1, S3, S5, and S7, Table S1). 

 

Figure S2. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, CDCl3) of PS18-(AGE) (no. S1, Table S1).The 

characteristic signals of the AGE end group can be assigned (label I-V) 

1H NMR analysis was carried out to study the functionalization efficiency and the conversion. 

A spectrum of PS18-(AGE) was recorded in CDCl3 and is depicted in Figure S2. The respective 
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signals for the poly(styrene) backbone can be assigned and by referencing to the initiator 

signals (methyl groups of sec-BuLi) the molecular weight can be calculated. Furthermore, the 

signals of the terminal AGE group can be observed and separately integrated to determine 

the functionalization efficiency. The values of the methine proton (5.86 ppm, Signal II, 

Figure S2) were close to 1 in all cases, indicating a high degree of functionalization. However, 

with increasing molecular weight a precise end-group analysis is complicated due to the 

diminishing end-group signal intensity. 

 

Figure S3. MALDI-ToF spectrum of PS35-AGE (no. S3 Table S1), cationizing agent: silver 

trifluoroacetate, matrix: dithranol. 

Thus, MALDI-ToF MS was used to investigate the functionalization efficiency. A 

corresponding spectrum of PS35-(AGE) shows only one distribution mode which can 

unequivocally be assigned to the desired AGE-functionalized poly(styrene). The spectrum is 

shown in Figure S3 and two representative signals are enlarged. For instance, the mass peak 

at m/z 2781 corresponds to the 24-mer (PS24-(AGE) + Ag+) and fits to the calculated value 

(2780 g mol-1). Moreover, one has to underline the absence of any non-functionalized PS 

signals (PS26-H, 2874 g mol-1), which additionally confirms the quantitative end-

functionalization. The MALDI-ToF analysis of the other PS-(AGE) samples affords identical 

results. 
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The second step was the synthesis of amphiphilic block copolymers by utilizing PS-AGE as 

macroinitiator for the AROP of EO. The efficient block formation can be demonstrated by 

comparing the SEC traces of a block copolymer with the corresponding precursor. Figure S4 

depicts these signals of homopolymer PS18-(AGE) and the block copolymer PS18-(AGE)-

PEO307, where a characteristic shift of molecular weight from 1 700 to 14 500 g mol-1 can be 

observed. Additional SEC results are depicted in Figure S5. 

 

 

Figure S4. SEC traces of PS18-(AGE) (no. S1, dashed line) and PS18-(AGE)-PEO307 (no. 5, 

solid line) present the successful block formation after AROP of EO. SEC was carried 

out in CHCl3. (RI signals. PS standards). 

 

Figure S5. Molecular-weight distributions determined via SEC (CHCl3, PS standards) of 

selected PS-(AGE)-PEO samples (no. 1, 3, 4, and 6, Table 1). 
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Figure S6. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, CDCl3) of PS-AGE18-PEO (no. 2, Table 1). The 

characteristic signals of the allylic in-chain functionality can be assigned (label I-II) 

Additionally, the amphiphilic materials were analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure S6). 

The expected signals for the polymer chains (PS aromatic region, PS backbone, and PEO 

backbone) can be detected. The two signals of the allylic double bond can still be 

distinguished at 5.77 (methine, II) and 5.13 (methylene, I) ppm. Compared to PS-(AGE) it is 

more difficult to carry out a correct end-group analysis due to the increasing molecular 

weight, and thus decreasing end-group signal intensity. Therefore, analog to the PS-(AGE) 

characterization MALDI-ToF analysis was applied to confirm a complete in-chain 

functionalization. As expected beforehand, the full spectrum (Figure S7, left) shows a large 

amount of signals due to the possible linear combinations of the block copolymer. A 

magnification of the spectrum (Figure S7, right) confirms successful block formation due to 

the observation of molar mass intervals of both monomer units with 104.1 g mol-1 and 

44 g mol-1 for styrene and EO, respectively. Moreover, the in-chain functionalization can be 

proved by considering the single peaks, which can be assigned to the desired allyl-

functionalized block copolymer. For example, peak A (Figure S7) presents a molar mass of 

3956 g mol-1 and can be assigned to PS22-(AGE)-PEO33 block copolymer with potassium as 

counterion (calculated value: 3956 g mol-1). Thus, similar to the homopolymer the quanti-

tative implementation of the in-chain functionality could be confirmed. 
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Figure S7. MALDI-ToF spectra of PS18-(AGE)-PEO82 (no. 1, Table 1) present the 

complete spectrum (left) and a magnification (right). The magnification confirms, that 

all molar mass differences between the signals are linear combinations of 44 and 104.1 

g mol-1 (molecular weight of EO and styrene, respectively), cationizing agent: 

potassium trifluoroacetate, matrix: dithranol. 

In analogy to previous reports this synthetic strategy provides block copolymers with a single 

functionality between the two polymer blocks.[40, 41] After the successful introduction of 

hydroxyl and amine functionality, in this report we introduced for the first time an ally 

functionality, which is suitable for further reaction, e.g., with Si-H or S-H functionalized 

macro- or low molecular-weight molecules. 

For the preparation of Y-shaped polymer brushes to silicon surfaces the in-chain reactive 

TEOS group offers a proper linking position and all grafting points will possesses exactly one 

hydrophilic and one hydrophobic polymer chain. Prior to the chemical grafting process an 

appropriate and reactive anchor group has to be introduced. Therefore a triethoxysilane 

functionality was attached to the allyl-functionalized block copolymer by hydrosilylation. The 

two incompatible polymer chains in proximity of the in-chain functionality most probably 

will retard the surface attachment. 
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Figure S8. Molecular weight distribution determined via SEC (CHCl3, PS standards) of 

selected PS-(TEOS)-PEO samples (no. 14-16 and 18, Table 2). 

The PS-(TEOS)-PEO block copolymers were characterized by SEC and 1H NMR spectroscopy 

and the respective results are listed in Table 1 (no. 7-11). SEC characterization shows similar 

traces with monomodal and narrow molecular-weight distribution (cf. Figure S8). 1H NMR 

was used to monitor the progress of the reaction and after optimizing the reaction 

parameters a quantitative functionalization with TEOS was observed. Figure S9 presents the 

spectra of PS27-(AGE)-PEO123 (no. 2, Table 1) and PS27-(TEOS)-PEO123 (no. 7, Table 1) before 

and after hydrosilylation. There are no deviations between the two spectra concerning the 

signals of the polymer chains, but the disappearance of the double bond signals at 5.77 and 

5.13 ppm confirms the completion of the reaction. 
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Figure S9. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, CDCl3) of PS27-(AGE)-PEO123 (no. 9, bottom) and 

PS27-(TEOS)-PEO123 (no. 14, top). The characteristic signals of the allylic double bond 

disappear after hydrosilylation with triethoxysilane and Karstedt’s catalyst. 

Experimental Section 

Reagents. All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics, ABCR or Sigma 

Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise stated. Chloroform-d1 was purchased from 

Deutero GmbH. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled from sodium/benzophenone under 

reduced pressure (cryo-transfer). Styrene, bromoethane and allyl glycidyl ether (AGE) were 

dried over calcium hydride (CaH2) and cryo-transferred prior to use. Cyclohexane was cryo-

transferred from n-butyllithium/DPE. Silicon wafers were obtained from Si-Mat Silicon 

Materials,Germany. The polished silicium wafers with an (100) orientationwere cut into 

1 × 1 cm2 large substrates for sample preparation. 

Instrumentation. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz on a Bruker AMX 400, and are 

referenced internally to residual proton signals of the deuterated solvent. Size exclusion 

chromatography (SEC) measurements were carried out in CHCl3 on an instrument consisting 

of a Waters 717 plus autosampler, a TSP Spectra Series P 100 pump, a set of three MZ SDV 
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columns (104/500/50 Å), RI- and UV-detectors (absorption wavelength: 254 nm or 500 nm). 

All SEC diagrams show the RI detector signal unless otherwise stated, and the molecular 

weight refer to linear poly(styrene) (PS) standards provided by Polymer Standards Service 

(PSS). Matrix-assisted laser desorption and ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) 

measurements were performed on a Shimadzu Axima CFR MALDI ToF mass spectrometer 

equipped with a nitrogen laser delivering 3 ns laser pulses at 337 nm. 

End Functionalization. Vacuum-distilled styrene (5 g, 48 mmol) was dissolved in dry 

cyclohexane (30 mL) and cooled to 0 °C. The polymerization was initiated by adding the 

corresponding amount of sec-BuLi (1.3 M, 1.92 mL). After the red-colored reaction mixture 

was stirred for 20 h at 40 °C, AGE (2 eq., 5 mmol) was introduced via syringe and the dark 

red color disappeared immediately. The solution was stirred for additional 20 h and 

precipitated several times into MeOH to obtain PS-(AGE) (1). Yield: 90%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.50-6.31 (PS aromatic), 5.86 (m, 1H, CH=CH2), 5.19 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 3.93 

(m, 2H, CH2-CH=CH2), 3.66-3.02 (AGE, CH-CH2), 2.6-0.85 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, init 

CH3). 

Block Copolymerization. 1 g (0.35 mmol) of 1 was dissolved in dry THF and titrated with 

potassium naphthalide (0.1 m) until a slight green color maintained. Ethylene oxide (EO, 

3 mL) was added and the greenish color disappeared rapidly. The reaction mixture was 

stirred for 24 h at 60 °C, the polymerization was terminated with bromoethane, 

concentrated and precipitated in cold diethyl ether and dried under vacuum to obtain PS-

(AGE)-PEO (2) as a white powder. Yield: 94 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.34-6.33 

(PS aromatic), 5.79 (m, 1H, CH=CH2), 5.10 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 3.86-3.33 (PEO backbone), 2.6-

0.85 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, init CH3). 

In-Chain Functionalization. 600 mg (0,07 mmol) of 2 was dissolved in chlorobenzene (3 mL), 

TEOS (130 µL, 14 eq.) as well as the Karstedt’s catalyst (2 µL) was added and the reaction 

mixture was stirred for 72 h at 60 °C. Chlorobenzene was removed in vacuo. The polymer 

was precipitated from a concentrated chloroform solution in petroleum ether and dried in 

vacuo to obtain PS-(TEOS)-PEO (3). Yield: 94 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ in ppm): 7.38-

6.22 (PS aromatic), 4.96-3.32 (PEO backbone), 2.6-0.85 (PS backbone), 0.79-0.50 (m, 6H, init 

CH3). 
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Generation of ultrathin polymer films (Surface Attachment). Silicon wafers were cleaned by 

the RCA method (H2O2, 35%; NH4OH, 28%; Milli-Q water) at 90 °C for 30 minutes and 

subsequently washed twice with MilliQ water and once with ethanol and dried under air. 

458 mg (0.05 mmol) of 3 was dissolved in 4 mL toluene and 50 µL triethylamine. The solution 

was reacted with the cleaned silicon wafers at room temperature under argon atmosphere 

for 24 h. To remove residual polymer material the wafers were extracted for 3 h with DCM. 

X-ray Reflectivity. Measurements on wafers were conducted on a XRD 3003 TT, Seifert Ltd. 

GB diffraction system. Monochromatic and collimated X-rays were obtained from a Cu 

anode with a wavelength of λ = 0.154 nm. The obtained curves were fitted using 

PARRATT32. The starting values for scattering length densities used in the fit as well as the 

densities obtained by the fitted scattering length densities were calculated using the 

scattering length density calculator provided by NIST.[52] 

Contact Angle Measurements. Contact angle measurements were conducted on a Krüss, 

DSA10-MK2. The static contact angle was measured in air under ambient conditions using 

Milli-Q water and reported values reflect the average of five measurements on each sample. 
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The viscoelastic properties of hyperbranched polyglycerol have been investigated with 

respect to molecular weight. The scaling relation between zero shear viscosity and molecular 

weight present an uncommon behavior since starting with a critical value (Mc
*) entangle-

ment dynamics can be observed due to “star-like” interactions at high molecular weights. 

 

 
Keywords: entanglement; hyperbranched polymers; polyglycerol; rheology; viscosity 

Abstract 

Are hyperbranched polymers capable of forming entanglements? This is the central issue of 

this contribution. Hyperbranched polyglycerol (hbPG) samples with different molecular 
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weights (600–106 000 g mol-1), narrow polydispersities (1.2–1.8) and high degrees of 

branching (≈ 0.6) were prepared by anionic ring-opening polymerization. The viscoelastic 

properties of these polymers with respect to molecular architecture and molar mass were 

investigated. At low molecular weights ‘‘classical’’ scaling behavior between zero shear 

viscosity and molecular weight can be observed, whereas between 3 000 and 10 000 g mol-1 

a plateau-like area is found. The results indicate entanglement dynamics when exceeding a 

critical molar mass (Mc
* ≈ 20 000 g mol-1) due to entangled hyperbranched polyglycerols. 
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Introduction 

Hyperbranched polymers have attracted a steadily growing interest over the last decade, 

since they combine several unique properties with facile preparative access and economic 

viability.[1] Most synthetic approaches leading to hyperbranched polymers afford systems 

with very broad molecular weight distributions, in pronounced contrast to the monodisperse 

dendrimers,[2] which are typically prepared by multi-step processes. Despite the different 

synthetic prerequisites, perfectly branched dendrimers and hyperbranched macromolecules 

with their random distribution of branching points show common properties clearly 

different from their linear counterparts, such as noncrystallizability, high functionality and a 

specific solution viscosity behavior with increasing molecular weight (MW).[3] 

The application of hyperbranched polymers requires a systematic understanding of the 

correlation between polymer structure (molecular weight, polydispersity, and degree of 

branching) and rheological properties. To this end, the synthesis protocol has to provide 

access to (i) controllable, hyperbranched polymerizations with respect to both molar mass 

and polydispersity in (ii) a broad range of molecular weights. About 10 years ago, our group 

reported the controlled anionic ring-opening multibranching polymerization of glycidol.[4] 

Molar masses remained limited to 6 000 g mol-1, until more recent studies were carried out 

by Brooks et al.[5] as well as by our group,[6] employing an emulsion-type polymerization and 

a macroinitiator-based approach, respectively. All approaches allow obtaining highly functi-

onal hyperbranched polyethers with low polydispersities and high degrees of branching (DB) 

close to the theoretical limit of 0.67 for slow monomer addition. Most important, the 

molecular weight can be systematically varied from glycerol oligomers to polyglycerol 

macromolecules with Mn of several hundred kDa.[7] This structural variety of hyperbranched 

polyglycerol (hbPG) has motivated our interest for a systematic exploration of the 

viscoelastic behavior in dependence of both functionality and degree of polymerization. 

The viscous behavior of linear polymers can be described by the power law: 
αη KM=0     (1) 

This relationship between viscosity and molecular weight is characterized by two 

dependencies: α = 1 (unentangled regime) and α = 3.4 (entangled regime) for most linear 

polymers.[8] However, highly branched polymers exhibit uncommon rheological behavior 

(e.g., absence of entanglement or transition from open spherical to closed globular 
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structures), which is a direct consequence of the molecular architecture. At present, 

rheological studies for highly branched polymers give a non uniform picture. Most polymeric 

systems exhibit a change in high α-values (from 1 to 2) for low molecular weight samples, 

which correspond to open spherical structures. High molecular weights provide low α-values 

(from 0 to 1) representing closed globular structures. 

Several groups have studied the solution and melt rheology of hyperbranched polymers 

dependent on concentration.[9] For instance, Nunez et al.[10] and Vukovic et al.[11] investi-

gated solutions of hyperbranched polyesters prepared by polycondensation protocols and 

found Newtonian behavior, indicating the absence of entanglements. The linear dependence 

of melt viscosity on molecular weights (α = 0.5 - 2) confirmed the behavior of hyperbranched 

polymers as unentangled polymeric fractals for the hyperbranched polyesters studied.[12] In 

reports of Luciani et al.[13] and Hawker et al.[14] the power law exponent decreases 

asymptotically to 1 for high molecular weights of both structures, that is hyperbranched 

polymers and dendrimers. Moreover, simulation for hyperbranched polymers with 

nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) demonstrated a single α-value of approximately 

0.65 for both hyperbranched polymers and dendrimers and therefore the absence of 

entanglements, since the scaling relation does not split into two different regimes.[15] 

However, within the scope of recent studies, some initial results suggesting entanglement in 

extremely high molecular weight hyperbranched polymers have been found. By considering 

a wide range of molecular weights, complex patterns of scaling relations between zero shear 

viscosity and molar mass have been observed.[5] While ‘‘power laws’’ hold with scaling 

exponents ≤ 2 for low molecular weights, branched polymers with very high molar masses 

are expected to exhibit a distinctly deviating, stronger behavior. In fact, the thermo-

rheological behavior of functional linear and branched polymers (mostly with contribution 

by hydrogen bonding) has been affiliated with numerous anomalies and contradictions.[16] 

These range from violation of time-temperature superposition (TTS) for urazole-carrying 

linear polybutadienes to validation of TTS for hyperbranched polyglycerols[5], the polymers 

under investigation in this study. 

In this paper we present a study on the thermorheological properties of hyperbranched 

polyglycerols (hbPGs) with systematically varied molecular weights in the range of 600 to 

106 000 g mol-1 with a high, constant degree of branching and invariant low polydispersities. 
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Determination of a viscosity molar mass scaling relation, which allows tracking possible 

conformational transitions, is our primary interest. 

Experimental Part 

Synthesis of hyperbranched polyglycerols 

The wide range of molecular weights (600–106 000 g mol-1) was achieved by three different 

synthetic protocols. hbPG with low molecular weight (Mn ≤ 6 000 g mol-1) was prepared 

according to the procedure established by Sunder et al.[4] hbPG with elevated molecular 

weights (6 000 g mol-1 ≤ Mn ≤ 23,000 g mol-1) was prepared according to a recently published 

procedure[6] and hbPG with molecular weights (Mn = 80 000 and 106 000 g mol-1) was 

prepared according to a method introduced by Kainthan et al.[5] 

Instrumentation 

1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz on a Bruker AC and were referenced internally to 

residual proton signals of the deuterated solvent. 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 

100.15 MHz and referenced internally to solvent signals. 

For SEC measurements in DMF (containing 1 g L-1 of lithium bromide as an additive), an 

Agilent 1100 series was used as an integrated instrument including a PSS HEMA column 

(106/105/104 g mol-1) and a RI detector. Calibration was achieved with poly(styrene) 

standards provided by Polymer Standards Service (PSS). DSC curves were recorded on a 

Perkin Elmer DSC 7 and a Perkin Elmer Thermal Analysis Controler TAC 7/DX. Samples were 

dried at 80 °C for 24 h in vacuo directly before measurements. Rheological experiments were 

performed on a Paar Physica MCR-301 under nitrogen atmosphere, using plate-plate 

geometry. The linear viscoelastic behavior of the polymers was obtained by carrying out 

amplitude sweeps at a fixed frequency and deformation varied between a few % to 0.01% 

for highest and lowest temperatures, respectively. All subsequent analyses were based on 

frequency sweeps that were performed at temperatures between -25 °C and +50 °C (up to 

+150 °C for the high molecular weight samples). Frequencies were varied from 100 s-1 to 

0.1 s-1. 
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Results and Discussion 

A series of hyperbranched PGs (Scheme 1) with molecular weights up to 23 000 g mol-1 as 

well as two polymer samples with very high molar mass (Mn = 80 000 and 106 000 g mol-1) 

were obtained according to established literature procedures.[4–6] For all samples except for 

the two highest degrees of polymerization, molecular weights obtained from SEC measure-

ments were compared to the values calculated from 1H NMR spectra and found to be in 

good agreement (Table 1). All samples exhibited high degrees of branching (DB) as 

confirmed by 13C NMR spectroscopy, close to the theoretical limit of 0.67. Glass transition 

temperatures were found to range between –12 °C and -28 °C. Table 1 summarizes the basic 

characterization data of the series of hyperbranched PG samples. 

 

Scheme 1. Illustration of hyperbranched PG: schematic illustration (left) and chemical 

structure (right). 

In the following the thermo-rheological properties and their relation to the molecular 

structure of hbPG will be discussed. Figure 1 shows the frequency sweep data obtained from 

PG-10000 at various temperatures, where the phase angle '/"arctan GG=δ  together with 

the storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G’’ are plotted versus the complex modulus 
2/122* )"'( GGG += .[17] 
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Table 1. Basic characterization data of hyperbranched PGs prepared by anionic ring-

opening polymerization for this study. 

no. Mn,calc 
(g mol-1) 

Mn,SEC 
(g mol-1)a 

Mn,NMR 
(g mol-1)b 

Mw/Mn
a DBc Tg 

(°C)d 

PG-600 500 600 700 1.41 0.52 -15.9 
PG-1000 1 000 1 100 1 200 1.39 0.54 -17.1 
PG-2000 2 000 2 100 2 500 1.31 0.56 -16.3 
PG-3000 3 000 3 000 2 500 1.78 0.54 -17.3 
PG-7000 7 000 6 800 6 300 1.87 0.59 -14.3 
PG-10000 10 000 9 900 10 200 1.38 0.62 -20.8 
PG-18000 18 000 18 200 19 400 1.43 0.63 -19.2 
PG-23000 25 000 22 800 ---f 1.77 0.61 -28.1 
PG-80000 e 8 000 80 500 ---f 1.21 0.62 -18.7 
PG-100000e 8 000 106 000 ---f 1.19 0.62 -19.7 

aDetermined via SEC-RI in DMF using linear PS standards. bCalculated from 1H NMR spectra by 
comparison of repeat unit signal intensity to core signal intensity. cCalculated from inverse gated 
13C NMR spectra. dDetermined by DSC measurements. eThe vast difference between theoretical and 
experimental molecular weight is a common observation when using dioxane as emulsifying agent. fA 
reliable calculation of the molar mass was not possible because of the relatively weak initiator signal. 

These data indicate a transition from a viscous fluid in the terminal flow region (highest 

temperatures and lowest moduli; G’ ∝ |G*|2 ∝ ω2, G’’ ∝ |G*|1 ∝ ω1, δ ∝ |G*|0 ∝ ω0) to a 

glassy solid (G’ ≈ 109 Pa, δ < 45° ) in a very narrow temperature range of 37 K. Moreover, the 

temperature dependence of δ-values shows 3 distinct regions. While TTS holds in the 

terminal regime and in the glassy zone, it is not fulfilled in an intermediate module range. 

This behavior is assumed to be a consequence of the dramatic influence imposed on the 

structural mobility and relaxation by hydrogen bonding, leading to the violation of TTS for 

these polymers. Also, segmental relaxation, which is usually prominent in a similar module 

range, cannot be excluded. The detailed investigation of structural reasons for this behavior 

is part of our future work. However, the absence of any crossover between G´ and G´´ just 

above the terminal zone indicates the lack of entanglements within this sample. As 

discussed, the crossover at higher frequencies marks the dynamic glass transition of the 

sample. 
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Figure 1. Frequency sweeps (PG-10000) at different temperatures. Storage modulus 

(G’), loss modulus (G’’) and phase angle (δ) are plotted vs. the absolute value of the 

complex modulus (|G*|). 

Further important structural information is gained from investigating the viscosity of the 

samples in dependence of molecular weight. In this context Figure 2a depicts the zero shear 

viscosity η0 of hbPG samples with different molecular weights vs. temperature. 

The zero shear viscosities were directly obtained from the existing plateau values of 

η’(ω) = G’’(ω)/ω for the smallest frequencies or determined by a fitting procedure of the 

respective isotherms with an extrapolation to the plateau utilizing the Carreau-Jasuda 

equation. For measurements at even lower temperatures the distinct determination of η0(T) 

was almost impossible. Accordingly, the corresponding viscosity values of PG-100000 are 

missing in Figure 2a and b. Analyzing the frequency sweeps of this sample indicates a 

viscosity level of about 108 Pas at 20 °C and thus, Figure 2b contains an estimated value for 

the zero shear viscosity based on the data given in Figure 3b. However, all obtained η0(T) 

data follow the WLF (Williams-Landel-Ferry) equation in a consistent way. In general, the 

viscosity increases with decreasing temperature due to diminishing chain mobility and the 

strong influence of hydrogen bonding. The two samples with the highest molecular weight 
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(PG-80000 and PG-100000) have to be measured at higher temperatures (up to 150 °C) in 

order to obtain reliable data, indicating different structural influences in this molar mass 

regime. 

 

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the zero shear viscosity η0 of hyperbranched PG 

with different molecular weights (a), and zero shear viscosity at 20 °C vs. molecular 

weight (b). 

Extrapolation of WLF behavior to a viscosity level of 1012 Pas (dotted lines in Figure 2a) 

marks the glass transition. The corresponding temperatures determined by rheological 

means range from -30 °C to -25 °C for lower molecular weights up to -15°C for the high 

molecular weight sample (PG-80000) and are in the same order of magnitude as the values 

given in Table 1. Plotting the zero shear viscosities given at 20 °C in Figure 2a together with 

the extrapolated value to this temperature of sample PG-80000 (extrapolation by help of 

WLF-parameters, see closed symbols) as well as the obtained value for PG-100000 permits 

to investigate the characteristic curve progression with varying molecular weight (Figure 2b). 

The curve shows first a linear increase and then a plateau like region, which is followed by a 

strong, exponential increase. 

Previous studies on hyperbranched polyesters[12] (moderate DB) and dendrimers[14] in the 

low molecular weight regime report on a scaling that can be roughly expressed by eq. (1) 

with scaling exponents α = 0.5 - 2. While for low molecular weights, a similarly valid ‘‘power 

law’’ appears to be fulfilled, the relation becomes more complex once higher molecular 

weights are considered. These peculiar observations may result from two features: (i) a 

larger molecular weight range than it is usually considered and secondly (ii) the influence of 
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hydrogen bonding. After reaching a plateau-like area with fairly constant η0 between 3 000 

and 10 000 g mol-1, the viscosity increases considerably above this region. The leveling, a 

known phenomenon[9a], can be explained by a constant density of the hyperbranched 

structures, which results in a ‘‘dendrimer-like’’ behavior (similar to hard spheres) and thus 

no increasing viscosity with higher molecular weight is observed. When a critical molecular 

weight of about 20 000 g mol-1 is reached the zero-shear viscosity shows exponential 

increase. This can be understood on the basis of entangled and interacting “star-like” 

polymers with a densely packed core region. Consequently, all data in Figure 2b can be 

described by the following empirical scaling behavior (black line in Figure 2b): 
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with K = 104 Pas, Mc = 800 g mol-1, a = 1 and Mc
* = 17 400 g mol-1. Based on this equation the 

exponential increase of viscosity might appear at molecular weights exceeding the critical 

value of Mc
* ≈ 20 000 g mol-1, which is in good agreement with the experimental data. 

However, this molecular weight underlines the significant deviation of the viscosity of higher 

molecular weight samples from the plateau region, which is represented by the “dendrimer 

part” (dashed line in Figure 2b, resulting from all except the exponential term) of the 

viscosity scaling in Equation (2). 

Additional investigation of rheological features was carried out to support the idea of an 

entanglement transition in the high molecular weight regime of hbPG. Figure 3a shows the 

δ ─ |G*| - isotherms measured at 0 °C for all samples listed in Table 1 together with the 

predictions of the Rouse model.[8] It is clearly visible that for the lowest molecular weights 

the behavior of all samples differs from the behavior of unentangled linear polymer chains. 

The appearing “bump” in the samples curve might be assigned to the hyperbranched 

structure of the macromolecules.[18] A detailed study of the potential influence of hydrogen 

bonding is one part of our future work. First results using modified hbPG with apolar 

substituted and thereby deactivated hydroxyl groups present a similar “bump” in the same 

region leading to the conclusion that the observed behavior can be attributed to the 

branching structure of the polymers and not solely to O-H interactions. 
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Figure 3. δ vs. |G*| plot for 0 °C-isotherms of all samples together with the Rouse 

behavior (black line, the symbols are defined in Figure 2a) (a) and master curve for G’ 

(squares) and G’’ (circles) of PG-100000 sample (b). 

The δ-values of all hbPGs with molecular weights up to 23 000 g mol-1 exceed 45° in the 

whole module range up to the glass region. This property indicates missing entanglements 

for these polymers. In contrary, the isotherms of the high molecular weight samples 

(PG-80000 and PG-100000) intersect the δ = 45° line and mark a region on the |G*|-axis, in 

which G’ > G’’ holds. This behavior is an additional indication for the appearance of 

entanglements between the hyperbranched molecules. 

In the case of the two samples with the highest molecular weights we were able to resolve 

the width of the specific region (G’ > G’’) by measuring the master curve in the module-

frequency coordinates. In this way, true entanglement dynamics are visualized by the 

G´/G´´ crossover just above the terminal zone. This behavior is especially pronounced in the 

case of PG-100000 (see Figure 3b), where a distinct region with G´ >> G´´ can be observed 

over a broad frequency range. 

Conclusion 

A series of well-defined hyperbranched polyglycerols with molecular weights ranging from 

600 to 106 000 g mol-1 has been prepared and characterized with respect to their thermo-

rheological behavior. The terminal viscoelastic properties were found to obey the WLF 

behavior, while for intermediate frequencies the time-temperature superposition principle is 
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violated due to the pronounced influence of hydrogen bonding. We demonstrated that for 

hbPGs with high degree of branching and low molecular weights a scaling relation between 

zero shear viscosity and molecular weight, which is reminiscent for dendritic polymers, is 

obeyed, while a more complex, exponential behavior is observed for high molar masses. This 

is assumed to be a direct consequence of the increasing significance of entanglements 

between “star-like” structures once the size of the macromolecules exceeds a threshold 

value of about 20 000 g mol-1. All results obtained support our idea of an entanglement 

transition for hbPGs at elevated molecular weights. 

The thermo-rheological behavior of similar structures with varying functionalities as well as 

suppressing O-H interactions via end group modification is part of ongoing studies that aim 

at a more detailed insight in the influence of end group functionalities on the rheological 

properties of hyperbranched polymeric materials. 
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Supporting Information 

Size Exclusion Chromatography 

 

Figure S1. SEC traces of hyperbranched PGs. 

NMR Spectroscopy 

 

Figure S2. Exemplary 1H NMR spectrum of hyperbranched PG. Molecular weights can 

be calculated by referencing to the proton signals of the TMP initiator core. 
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Figure S3. Exemplary inverse gated 13C NMR spectrum of hyperbranched PG, depicting 

the different structural units.  
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Figure S4.  Isotherms for G’ (filled circles), G’’ (open circles) and viscosity (filled 

squares) (right) of PG-600. 
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Figure S5. Isotherms for G’(filled circles), G’’ (open circles) and viscosity (filled squares) 

(right) of PG-100000. 
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Abstract 

Two series of modified hyperbranched polyglycerols, methylated and trimethylsilylated, 

were synthesized in a broad molecular weight range (700 - 440 000 g mol-1) and similar 

degree of branching (≈ 60%). Thermorheological properties of these polymers were 

determined and compared to their hydroxyl functionalized analogues. Glass transition 

temperature decreases of about 30 K when eliminating hydrogen bonds by modifying the 

hydroxyl groups. While viscoelastic spectra highlight break-down of time-temperature-

superposition principle in frequency ranges, which can be attributed to segmental 

relaxation, terminal relaxation expressed by Newtonian viscosity scales with temperature by 

WLF-law. Zero-shear viscosities η0, which are at individual levels for each type of 

functionalization, at the iso-free volume state (Tg +50 K) scale with molecular weight in the 

same way, which is known from polymers with star topology: a power law increase for lower 

in middle molecular weights is followed by a strong, exponential increase for highest 

molecular weights. Such behavior is attributed to the appearance of entanglements. 

Hydrogen bonds seem to favor entanglements in the sense that the entanglement molecular 
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weight is about 5/14 of the entanglement molecular weight of the modified samples. 

Furthermore, independent on functionality, a linear relation of the steady state compliance 

Js
0 and molecular weight (Js

0~Mn) was obtained, also for the samples with highest molecular 

weights. Finally, we conclude that the dynamics of the presented hyperbranched polymers, 

synthesized by random branching originating from a trifunctional starter molecule, resemble 

to the dynamics known for star polymers. 

 

*results of a collaboration with the group of Prof. Christian Friedrich (FMF, Freiburg, 

Germany 
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Introduction 

The increasing amount of published papers on hyperbranched polymers indicates the 

increasing interest in this intriguing type of polymer. Hyperbranched (hb) polymers, 

postulated by Flory in the 1940s, possess a highly branched structure and a remarkable 

amount of functional groups.1 Meanwhile, there are many different types of hyperbranched 

polymers, from polyester to polyether polyols, with all conceivable functionalities.2-5 

Although the preparation of hyperbranched polymers has been successfully and rapidly 

investigated  over the last decades, the understanding of their dynamics and physical 

behavior in melt is still in its infancy. The influence of the numerous branches in these 

complex structures on the relaxation behavior is not fully resolved to-date. This could be due 

to a lack of knowledge on the precise macromolecular structure of hb polymers. The 

hyperbranched character of a polymer is defined by its degree of branching (DB), which can 

be calculated in different ways by combining the amount of dendritic (d), linear (l) and 

terminal (t) units.6,7 While the definition of Fréchet (equation (1)) is not holding for low DB 

values, the definition of Frey (equation (2)) is valid in a broader range of DB. Depending on 

the applied definition of DB there can be a discrepancy of around 10%. 

 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹é𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =
𝑑𝑑 + 𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑 + 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙
 (1) 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹 =

2𝑑𝑑
2𝑑𝑑 + 𝑙𝑙

 (2) 

 

However, the degree of branching represents only one parameter of the branched molecule 

and no local structure information are obtained. One can assume a statistical growth of the 

polymers structure but the actual sequence of linear, dendritic and terminal units can hardly 

be analyzed. As the structure is not consistent for polymers synthesized with different 

strategies, it is difficult to compare polymers of the hyperbranched regime with each other. 

The individuality of various hyperbranched polymer structures impedes the creation of a 

universally applicable structure-to-property relationship. In literature several reports with 

different scaling theories on the zero shear viscosity (η0) and molecular weight (M) relation 

are published. For instance, aliphatic hb polyesters up to a molecular weight of 8 000 g mol-1 

showed a linear relation (η0 = KM) as the Rouse model predicts for unentangled linear 

systems.8 This is consistent with the idea of dendritic polymers unable to entangle due to the 
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high branch density and short fragments between two branching points.2 Similar results 

were found for aromatic hb polyesters up to a molecular weight of 120 000 g mol-1.9 

Dendritically branched poly(styrene)s on the other hand showed a scaling behavior of 

η0 = KM2.2±0.1 which is in between of the scaling of unentangled linear polymers and 

entangled linear systems (η0 = KM3.4).10 Feast and coworker investigated the homologous 

series of branched poly(styrene)s and showed that the number of branching points was 

constant but the linear sequences between the branching points were varied in order to 

obtain different molecular weights. For the highest molecular weight samples around 

200 000 g mol-1 an alleged transition to the entangled regime could be found. By integrating 

more linear units between two branching points entanglements could also be observed for 

aromatic polyesters.11 The entanglement molecular weight in the case of the hyperbranched 

polyesters was found to be the same as for the linear analogous. 

Recently, we published the viscoelastic investigation of a series of hyperbranched 

polyglycerols (OH-PG)12,13 with a broad range of molecular weights and similar degrees of 

branching.14 Transition to the entangled regime was observed for high molecular weights 

and an equation could be found to describe the η0-M-relation (equation (3)). The 

entanglement molecular weight for these hydroxyl functionalized hyperbranched polyether-

polyols was determined to 20 000 g mol-1 

 

Here, we present the modification of a series of hbPGs in combination with the investigation 

of thermorheological properties. We synthesized two series of methylated and 

trimethylsilylated hbPGs. By modifying the hydroxyl groups and introducing sterically more 

demanding end groups we analyzed the changes in relaxation behavior and thermal 

properties as a function of interactions and free volume. Furthermore the origin of the 

entangled regime should be investigated in detail. 

Experimental Part 

Reagents. All solvents and reagents were purchased from Acros Organics or Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received, unless otherwise stated. Glycidol (96%) was purified by vacuum 

𝜂𝜂0 = 𝐾𝐾 ∙
� 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐

�
𝑎𝑎

1+� 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐
�
𝑎𝑎 ∙ exp �𝑀𝑀

𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐
∗�. (3) 
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distillation over CaH2 directly prior to use. Diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (diglyme) and 

dioxane were distilled over CaH2 under reduced pressure and stored over molecular sieves. 

Chloroform-d1 and DMSO-d6 were purchased from Deutero GmbH. 

Polymer Synthesis. 

Synthesis of hyperbranched polyglycerols. hbPG was achieved by three different synthetic 

protocols. hbPG with low molecular weight (Mn ≤ 6 000 g/mol) was prepared according to 

the procedure established by Sunder et al.12 hbPG with elevated molecular weights 

(6 000 g/mol ≤ Mn ≤ 23 000 g/mol) was prepared according to a recently published 

procedure13 and hbPG with molecular weights (Mn = 80 000 and 106 000 g/mol) was 

prepared according to a method introduced by Kainthan et al.15 

Silylation of hyperbranched polyglycerol. To a stirred suspension of the respective hyper-

branched PG (5 mmol OH groups) and iodine (0.05 mmol) in methylene chloride (20 mL), 

hexamethyldisilazane (4 mmol) was dropwise added over a period of 5 minutes. The 

suspension was stirred for 48 h. Upon silylation, the polymer suspension slowly turned into a 

solution. Subsequently, 2-3 g finely powdered Na2S2O3 was added portionwise. After 

filtration over silica gel, the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The pure 

silylated hyperbranched PGs were obtained by precipitation into methanol. 

Methylation of hyperbranched polyglycerol. ME-PG was prepared as described previously.16 

To a solution of TBAB and NaOH in water, polyglycerol was added prior to the slow addition 

of methyl iodide under vigorous stirring. The isolated product after concentration appears as 

a pale yellow oil. 

NMR. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC at 300 MHz. The degree of 

modification was determined via 1H NMR by comparing the decreasing hydroxyl signal of the 

OH-PG starting material to the modified samples. 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 

100.15 MHz and were used to determine the degree of branching as already published.7 

Degrees of branching were determined for all OH-PGs to 52-63% and assigned to the 

modified polymers as the degree of branching is not changing by a polymer analogues 

reaction. 

SEC. SEC measurements were done for OH-PGs in DMF or CHCl3 using PS standards. SEC 

measurements of the differently modified samples are not comparable as they are not 
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soluble in the same solvent. Therefore the molecular weights of the modified samples were 

calculated on the basis of the degree of modification and the molecular weight of the OH-PG 

starting material. 

IR. IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Vektor 22 FT-IR in a wavelength range between 

600-4000 nm. All spectra were measured with a resolution of 4 cm-1. Room temperature 

measurements as well as temperature ranges up to 120 °C were done. 

TGA. Thermo gravimetric measurements were done on a Netzsch STA 409 heating from 50-

650 °C.All samples were measured under air atmosphere and with a heating rate of 

10 K/min. The degradation temperature was determined by the onset of the mass loss 

curve. 

DSC. DSC measurements were carried out in a Perkin-Elmer DSC7 and verified in a Perkin-

Elmer Pyris1 instrument. The temperature range was chosen from -120 °C (DSC7) and -90 °C 

(Pyris1) respectively up to 50 °C using a heating rate of 10 K/min. The glass transition 

temperature (Tg) was determined by the maximum of the first derivative of the second 

heating rate. 

Rheology. Rheological properties were measured on a Paar Physica MCR-301 under nitrogen 

with a 8 mm plate-plate geometry. Oscillatory measurements were carried out in a 

frequency range between 0.1-100 rad/s with deformations of 10% for the highest 

temperatures down to 0.01% at temperatures close to Tg. The temperature range was 

individually chosen for every sample, starting at 100 °C for the highest molecular weight 

sample down to -68 °C depending on the individual Tg of the samples. 

Data Analysis 

Time temperature superposition and glass transition temperature. The isotherms 

measured by rheometry were horizontally shifted to a mastercurve according to the time 

temperature superposition principle. The shift factors aT were fitted by the WLF equation (4) 

log𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 = −
𝑐𝑐1(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0)
𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0

 (4) 

T0 is the individual reference temperature and c1 and c2 are the fitting parameters which 

were determined by the software IRIS Rheo Hub 2008. 
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The viscosity in the Newtonian regime, the zero shear viscosity η0, was determined by 

extrapolation of η| to low frequencies 

𝜂𝜂0�𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟� = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜔𝜔→0

𝜂𝜂′ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜔𝜔→0

𝐺𝐺′′
𝜔𝜔

 (5) 

By extrapolation of η0 to a value of 1012 Pas the rheological Tg can be 

calculated (η0(Tg) = 1012 Pas): 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �
𝜂𝜂0�𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟�
𝜂𝜂0�𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔�

� = −
𝑐𝑐1�𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟�
𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟

 (6) 

 

Entanglement molecular weight. For entangled polymers the plateau modulus GN
0 can be 

determined which is equivalent to the storage modulus G|(ω) at the minimum of the loss 

factor tanδ(ω). The entanglement molecular weight can be calculated according to 

equation (7). 

 

Steady state compliance. The steady state compliance Js
0 is a measure for the compliance in 

the terminal regime. It is defined as in equation (8): 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑆𝑆0 = �
1
𝜂𝜂02

� lim
𝜔𝜔→0

�
𝐺𝐺′(𝜔𝜔)
𝜔𝜔2 � =

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒
𝜂𝜂0

 (8) 

 

Fractional free volume. Ferry’s theory of the iso-free volume also includes the 

understanding of the fractional free volume.19 The iso-free volume increases linearly with 

temperature and is dependent of the distance to Tg respectively. fG is the fractional free 

volume at Tg and B is a constant which is usually set to one. c1 and c2 are the fitting 

parameters obtained by the WLF equation. 

𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔 =
𝐷𝐷

2.303𝑐𝑐1
𝑔𝑔 (9) 

𝑐𝑐1
𝑔𝑔 =

𝑐𝑐1𝑐𝑐2
𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇0

 (10) 

  

𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒 =
5
4
𝐺𝐺𝑁𝑁0 =

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇
𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒

 (7) 
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Results and Discussions 

Synthesis. The synthesis of the trimethylsilyl (SY-PG) and methyl (ME-PG) hbPG was 

successfully accomplished by polymer analogous reactions of hyperbranched polyglycerols 

(OH-PG).14 Two series of protected hbPG of molecular weights between 700 to 440 000 

g mol-1 with a comparatively narrow polydispersity (Mw/Mn ≈ 1.3) were obtained. All samples 

independent of modification were stable up to 200 °C or higher. All polymer were 

characterized by NMR spectroscopy and SEC. The corresponding details are summarized in 

Table 1. The polymer samples are named by their functionality followed by the 

corresponding molecular weight. 

Table 1: Characterization data of trimethylsilyl (SY-PG) and methyl (ME-PG) modified 

polyglycerols. 

Polymer Mn * Mw/Mn* DB** DM *** 
SY-1 200 1 200 1.22 0.52 96 
SY-1 900 1 900 1.20  95-100 
SY-4 200 4 200 1.46 0.56 94 
SY-16 000 16 000 1.35  99 
SY-20 000 20 000 1.28 0.62 100 
SY-36 000 36 000 1.18 0.63 100 
SY-46 000 46 000 1.27 0.61 100 
SY-175 000 175 000 1.14  94 
SY-440 000 440 000 1.13  100 
     
ME-700 700 1.83 0.49 100 
ME-9 600 9 600 1.29 0.60 100 
ME-11 200 11 200 1.33 0.62 100 
ME-13 200 13 200 1.51 0.59 100 
ME-26 800 26 800 1.29 0.58 100 
ME-57 100 57 100 1.53 0.52 100 
ME-251 000 251 000 1.14 0.47 100 

*Mn in g mol-1 determined via SEC of OH-PG starting material in DMF with PS-standard in combination 
with the calculated values by the degree of modification of hydroxyl groups **DB (degree of branching): 
determined via inverse-gated 13C NMR of OH-PG12 ***DM (degree of modification) in %: determined via 
1H NMR in DMSO-d6 or CHCl3 

All samples showed a degree of branching between 47 to 63% and a degree of modification 

between 94 to 100%. According to IR spectroscopy all samples were 100% modified due to 
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the absence of O-H stretching band at wave numbers of approximately 3500 cm-1 detected. 

Temperature dependent IR spectroscopy was done in order to verify hydrogen bonds in the 

unprotected samples. As known from literature, the O-H stretching band at 3500 cm-1 is 

shifted to higher frequencies when hydrogen bonds are weakened by increasing 

temperature.17 In case of the OH-PG this effect was clearly observed as exemplary shown in 

Figure 1 (bottom), which is a clear evidence for existing hydrogen bonds. The modified PGs 

on the other hand showed no change in any absorbance band with increasing temperature 

(Figure 1, top) for a SY-PG sample. For ME-PG samples a similar behavior as for SY-PG was 

observed. 
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 OH-2 000: 40°C
 OH-2 000: 70°C
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Figure 1: Proof of hydrogen bonds by temperature dependent IR spectroscopy of 

SY-1 900 and OH-2 000. 

Glass transition temperature. Glass transition temperatures were determined with two 

different methods, via DSC measurements and by extrapolation of η0 according to equation 

(6). In Figure 2 the rheological as well as the DSC-Tg are plotted for all investigated samples. 

The two different methods show good agreement even though the rheological Tg is in all 

cases determined slightly lower than the calorimetric Tg. The differences can be explained by 

the determination methods. The rheological Tg is determined while cooling whereas the 

DSC-Tg is determined while heating with differences in the applied heating rates 

respectively. Compared to the hydroxyl functionalized polyglycerols the glass transition 

temperatures of the protected polyglycerols are 30-40 K lower.14 Partly modified 
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hyperbranched polyesters showed a similar reduction of Tg of about 60 K.18 The lack of 

hydrogen bonds induces an increase of flexibility, which effects the dramatic decrease in Tg. 

The trimethylsilyl modified PGs have a slightly higher Tg than the methyl modified PGs which 

is due to the higher rigidity of the special more demanding trimethylsilyl groups. In addition 

an increased free volume can cause the effect, which will be discussed later in detail. 

The glass transition temperature is known to be a function of molecular weight and the 

number of end groups ne per molecule:19 

 

𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 = 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔∞ −
𝑘𝑘′𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒
𝑀𝑀

 (11) 

𝑘𝑘′ =
𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟
𝛼𝛼

 (12) 

 

Tg∞ is the glass transition temperature at infinite molecular weight, ρ the density, vf the free 

volume per chain end and α the free-volume expansion coefficient. The number of end 

groups ne is constantly 2 for linear polymers. In case of the anionic ring-opening 

multibranching polymerization of glycidol an AB2 monomer the number of end groups 

increases linearly with increasing molecular weight. Each additional monomer unit induces 

one additional functional group which induces a constant value for ne/M for high molecular 

weights when the molar mass of the initiator can be neglected.20,21 Thus, Tg of high molar-

mass samples reveal a plateau, representing  Tg∞.22,23 By fitting the rheological Tgs according 

to equation (11) the glass transition temperatures at infinite molecular weight could be 

determined to 245 K for OH-PG, for SY-PG to 215 K and for ME-PG to 201 K. The rheological 

Tg for the highest molecular weight samples of OH-PG and SY-PG were not used for this 

calculation as the zero shear viscosities were determined by extrapolation to a plateau as 

already described in an earlier publication.14 As indicated in Figure 2 the Tg of small 

molecular weights of the protected hbPG increases linearly with Mn due to the non-constant 

quotient ne/M by considering the initiator molecular weight. In case of OH-PG the glass 

transition temperature is independent over the whole investigated molecular weight range 

since the hydrogen bonds dominate the Tg even in region of small molecular weights. These 

results are in good agreement to unprotected and protected hyperbranched polyesters.24 It 

was also shown here that the degree of branching has a remarkable influence on glass 
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transition temperature – the higher the DB, the more chain ends and therefore increased 

segmental mobility was proven. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of rheological Tg and DSC-Tg as a function of molecular weight, 

fitted by equation (11). 

Rheology. Rheological measurements were accomplished for all modified samples and 

compared to the already published series of OH-PGs.14 In the Booij-Palmen-Plots of an 

entangled and unentangled sample of all three modifications are shown respectively. At 

values of G* around 106 Pa a breakdown of the time-temperature-superposition is observed, 

which is due to segmental relaxation and has already been mentioned for the OH-PG and 

dendritically branched poly(styrene)s.10 Independent of molecular weight and 

functionalization, the segmental relaxation seems to be a result of the hyperbranched 

structure and not of the hydrogen bonds. A final proof for this assumption can be supplied 

when comparing linear PGs to the branched structures which will be part of our future work. 

Transition to the entangled regime (δ > 45° at G* ≈ 105-107 Pa and G’ > G’’) could be found 

for the highest molecular weight samples SY-175 000, SY-440 000, ME-251 000, OH-80 000 

and OH-100 000 as exemplary shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Booij-Palmen Plots of entangled and unentangled samples (left) and 

mastercurves (right, bT=1) for SY-PG (top), ME-PG (middle) and OH-PG (bottom). 
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A list of thermorheological data for both series of modified polyglycerols is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Thermorheological data for SY-PG and ME-PG determined by DSC and 

rheometry. 

polymer Tg 
(DSC)* 

Tg 

(rheo)** 
Tv-
Tg(rheo)** 

Tref 
(Master)*** 

C1 C2**** C1·C2**** 

SY-1200 210,1 204,7 25,0 223 8,9 43,3 385,4 
SY-1900 216,7 211,8 27,0 233 8,8 48,2 424,2 
SY-4200 218,5 213,4 26,2 233 8,7 45,7 397,6 
SY-16000 207,2 205,5 29,5 243 6,9 67,1 463,0 
SY-20000 221,6 215,8 28,2 243 7,5 55,4 415,5 
SY-36000 221,3 214,4 29,9 243 7,6 58,5 444,6 
SY-46000 215,2 210,7 32,1 243 7,4 64,4 476,6 
SY-175000 222,2 226,3 34,4 243 6,7 51,1 342,4 
SY-440000 215,9 231,3 15,3 243 5,7 45,1 257,1 
        
ME-700 196,9 189,1 26,7 213 7,9 50,8 401,3 
ME-9600 202,9 196,6 24,9 213 8,2 41,4 339,5 
ME-11200 205,8 197,8 26,1 213 8,8 41,5 365,2 
ME-13200 205,4 197,9 28,9 213 9,3 44,3 412,0 
ME-26800 205,5 199,2 28,3 213 9,3 42,3 393,4 
ME-57100 203,4 199,0 29,7 213 9,5 44,0 418,0 
ME-251000 206,1 208,3 40,5 213 9,9 45,5 450,5 

*Tg(DSC) in K: determined via DSC **Tg(rheo) in K: calculated by equation (6) ***Tref(Master) in K: 
reference temperature for the master curve ****c2 in K: calculated by equation (4) 

Fractional free volume. The fractional free volume at the glass transition temperature can 

be calculated by equation (9). In Figure 4 the fractional free volumes of all investigated 

samples are shown at a reference temperature Tref=Tg(rheo). The highest molecular weight 

samples of each modification were omitted for the following analysis as they were 

extrapolated as described before.14 All samples, independent of functionality and molecular 

weight, show with fg≈0.032 a slightly higher fractional free volume than linear polymers 

which are known to have a fractional free volume of fg/B = 0.025 ± 0.005.19 This is contrary 

to the results from Luciani et al. and Vukovic et al. who reported a lower value of fractional 

free volume for hb polyesters derivatives.23,25 Similar to our results larger values as 

fg/B=0.025, were found for dendritic polybenzylethers although the degrees of branching are 

not numerically mentioned.26,27 An increased fractional free volume is equal to a less 
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compact shape which is equivalent to a higher flexibility of ether bonds compared to ester 

bonds.  
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Figure 4: Molecular weight dependence of fractional free volume fg for SY-PG, ME-PG 

and OH-PG at Tref=Tg(rheo). 

Zero-shear viscosity. The temperature dependence of the zero shear viscosities is shown in 

Figure 5. All viscosities can be fitted by the WLF equation (4). The viscosities of the entangled 

samples at high molecular weights are significantly higher compared to the unentangled 

samples if comparing at the same temperature. 
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Figure 5: Temperature dependence of zero shear viscosities η0 for SY- and ME-PGs 

fitted by WLF equation. 
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Due to the enormous differences in Tg a comparison of viscosities at the same reference 

temperature is not meaningful as the samples would be compared at different free volume 

states. As it was shown in Figure 4 the samples have similar fractional free volumes, 

independent of molecular weight and functionality. Taking into account that all samples 

have the same free volume expansion coefficient α all samples were shifted to an equal 

distance to the rheological Tg in order to compare the polymers at the iso-free-volume state: 

Tref = Tg+50K. In Figure 6 the viscosities at the iso-free-volume state are plotted as a function 

of molecular weight for all samples. Both series of modified PGs have lower viscosities due 

to the lack of hydrogen bonds. This effect is consistent with the decrease of glass transition 

temperatures by protection of the hydroxyl groups as it was shown earlier. Contrary to the 

lower Tg of ME-PGs compared to SY-PGs, the viscosities at Tref = Tg+50 K are higher for the 

methylated polyglycerols. The sterically demanding trimethylsilyl group creates a higher 

flexibility of the polymer and therefore a less viscous material at the iso-free-volume state is 

obtained. 

As mentioned above a universally applicable η0-M relation for hyperbranched polymers are 

not established to-date. In the earlier paper we postulated an equation (3) for the molecular 

weight dependency of the zero shear viscosities for the OH-PGs. This equation was found to 

be valid for OH-PGs at a reference temperature of 293 K which is almost 50 K above the 

individual Tg. Even though the postulated equation is valid for the OH-PGs at Tref = Tg+50K, it 

cannot be applied to the modified PGs presented in this contribution. After switching of the 

hydrogen bonds the hyperbranched polymers seem to possess other dependencies on the 

η0-M relation, e.g., stronger influence of entanglements on viscosity. 

Taking a closer look on the chemical structure of the polyglycerol synthesized by using TMP 

as initiator it can be assumed that the polymer presents a branched three-arm star 

molecule. Under the assumption that all arms are equally growing, the molecular weight of 

one arm is equal to Ma=Mn/3. Reptation of star polymers is restricted to the fact that the 

arms cannot move individually since the arms are connected to a shared focal point (TMP 

initiator). Considering the three-arm star mobility a relation between zero shear viscosity η0 

and arm molecular weight Ma is known (equation 13).28 

𝜂𝜂0 = 𝐾𝐾 ∙ �
𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎

𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒
�
𝑏𝑏

∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝜈𝜈′
𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎

𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒
� (13) 
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In Figure 6 the viscosities of all investigated polymers as a function of molecular weight are 

plotted and fitted to equation (13) taking into account that the molecular weight of one arm 

is one-third of the polymer molecular weight. The parameters b and ν’ were both set to 0.5 

as it was reported in literature for star polymers.29,30 
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Figure 6: Molecular weight dependency of zero shear viscosities at Tref=Tg(rheo)+50 K 

by fitting to equation (13) with b = 0.5 and ν’ = 0.5. 

The zero shear viscosities of all hbPGs are in good agreement with the theory for star 

polymers. The first set of entanglement molecular weights (Me) were obtained from 

equation (13) Furthermore, in order to proof this calculation, a second access to Me were 

employed by using the plateau modulus GN
0 in combination with equation (7). This 

procedure was done only for the highest molecular weight sample of each hbPG 

modification by assuming a density of 1 g ml-1. The entanglement molecular weights of both 

determination methods are listed in Table 3. Both calculations provide good agreement 

within the error. The Me of the protected polyglycerols (SY-PG and ME-PG) are about twice 

as high as the Me of the OH-PG and are independent of the type of protection group. 

Interactions as hydrogen bonds seem to favor entanglements in the sense of lowering the 

entanglement molecular weight. 
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Table 3: Calculated entanglement molecular weights of all polymer modifications. 

polymer Me
a  Me

b 
OH-PG 2555 ± 421  2565 ± 342 
ME-PG 7427 ± 639  3605 ± 995 
SY-PG 7000 ± 989  6651 ± 666 

aMe in g mol-1: calculated by equation (13) for star polymers with Ma=Mn/3, b=0.5 and ν’=0.5. bMe in 
g mol-1: calculated by equation (7) with the plateau modulus for the highest molecular weight samples 
of each modification 

Steady state compliance. The steady state compliance Js
0 is defined as in equation (8). It can 

be determined by a plot of G’/G’’2 at lim(ω→0) or by dividing the terminal relaxation time τ 

by η0. Both methods have been applied and the resulting Js
0 are plotted in Figure 7 for all 

analyzable polymers. Independent of the functionalities a linear relation of Js
0

 ~ Mn was 

observed over the whole molecular-weight range. This behavior is unlike in linear polymers 

where the steady state compliance is known to be independent of molecular weight in the 

entangled regime.19 Star polymers on the other hand show a relation Js
0~ Mn even at 

molecular weights of Ma/Me > 1.31-33 The investigated polymers clearly show a similar 

behavior as star polymers over the whole molecular weight range. This evidences an 

entanglement between the arms growing from the trifunctional initiator if the particular 

polymer arms exceed a certain chain length. At an elevated molecular weight the branches 

seem not to prevent polymer entanglements. Similar results were obtained for dendritically 

branched poly(styrene)s even though there was no trifunctional initiator used for the 

synthesis.10 Also in arborescent polystyrene-graft-polyisoprene copolymers a linear increase 

of Js
0 with the molecular weight was found even in the entangled regime.34 
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Figure 7: Steady state compliance Js
0 determined by the plateau of G'(ω)/G''(ω)2 and 

the terminal relaxation time τ/η0 as a function of the molecular weight.  
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Conclusion 

In this work we presented our studies on thermorheological properties of two series of 

differently modified hyperbranched polyglycerols compared to hbPGs. By polymer analogues 

reactions methyl and trimethylsilyl modfied hbPGs were synthesized in a broad range of 

molecular weight and similar degrees of branching. The effect of interactions on 

thermorheological properties and entanglements could be investigated. 

Although the glass transition temperature is known to be a function of the number of end 

groups ne and molecular weight M in case of hbPGs it is leveling off at high molecular 

weights due to a constant quotient of ne/M. The methylated and trimethylsilylated PGs show 

a clear decrease of Tg with decreasing molecular weight which is attributed to the fact that 

the quotient ne/M is not constant as the initiator influences the molecular weight.  In case of 

hbPG the Tg is dominated by hydrogen bonds and independent over whole investigated 

molecular weight range. The lack of hydrogen bonds decreases the glass transition 

temperature of around 30 K. 

Rheological measurements over a great temperature and frequency range showed 

independent of functionality a break-down of time-temperature-superposition principle. 

This behavior is due to segmental relaxation which is an effect of the highly branched 

structure and not the hydrogen bonds. The relaxation processes in the terminal flow region 

could be described by the WLF-equation. Zero shear viscosities were compared at the iso-

free volume state (Tg+50K) and showed a scaling behavior with the molecular weight which 

is known for star shaped polymers. When the polymers are regarded as three arm star 

polymers due to the trifunctional starter molecule which was used for synthesis, the 

entanglement molecular weight can be calculated by assuming an arm molecular weight Ma 

of Ma = 1/3 Mn. The obtained entanglement molecular weight of hbPG is about 5/14 of the 

entanglement molecular weight of the modified hbPGs. The steady state compliance Js
0 

scales for all functionalities with Js
0~Mn over the whole investigated molecular weight range 

and is in good agreement for the scaling behavior of star polymers. In terms of relaxation 

behavior, the investigated samples of this paper can be regarded as three arm star polymers 

with hyperbranched arms in which the investigated properties are more dominated by the 

star shape than the hyperbranched structure. 
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Chapter A1 
 

A.1: Patents 

Continuous Process for Preparing Quantitatively Terminally 

Functionalized Polymers Using Oxirane Derivatives as 

Termination Reagents 

Names on patent are deleted due to 
privacy protection. Namen auf dem Patent 
wurden aus datenschutzrechtlichen 
Gründen entfernt. 
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